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Resumen de la tesis

Los chorros relativistas o jets representan uno de los más obvios, importantes y todav́ıa poco
explicados fenómenos asociados con objetos acretantes relativistas. ¿Son los jets desprecia-
bles en términos energéticos o contribuyen de forma determinante a disipar enerǵıa potencial
gravitatoria del sistema? ¿Cómo influyen en su entorno? Puesto que existen evidencias de
que las eyecciones propulsadas por agujeros negros supermasivos en otras galaxias pueden
jugar un papel importante en la evolución de estructuras cósmicas, cuestiones como ésta
merecen ser respondidas en el ámbito galáctico. Los microcuásares se hacen especialmente
relevantes en este contexto, pues pueden ser considerados como una forma de cuásares para
el impaciente. Lo que los hace atractivos, a pesar de la diferencia de masa con los cuásares, es
su rápida variabilidad. En primera aproximación, la f́ısica del acoplamiento acreción-eyección
en las regiones internas de estos sistemas puede ajustarse en términos de la masa/tamaño del
objeto acretante. En consecuencia, objetos de tamaño estelar variarán en escalas de tiempo
accesibles al ser humano.

Los jets galácticos en general pueden ser producidos por distintos tipos de sistemas en los
que hay presente un disco de acreción. Objetos estelares jóvenes (YSO), núcleos de nebulosas
planetarias y enanas blancas acretantes detectadas como fuentes de rayos X superblandos
muestran jets con velocidades t́ıpicas de entre unos pocos cientos y unos pocos miles de
km s−1 y tamaños de entre 100 UA y 10 parsecs. Sin embargo, velocidades mayores, compa-
rables a c, la velocidad de la luz, pueden observarse solamente en sistemas binarios de rayos
X que contienen un objeto compacto, es decir, un agujero negro o estrella de neutrones. Re-
cientemente, imágenes obtenidas con Chandra de la nebulosa del viento de púlsar alrededor
de los púlsares del Cangrejo y Vela sugieren que los jets relativistas están asociados también
con púlsares jóvenes y, por tanto, no limitados a objetos acretantes.

Los primeros indicios de jets relativistas a escala estelar aparecieron tras el descubrimien-
to de las binarias de rayos X en los años 60 y 70 del pasado siglo. Un sistema binario de
rayos X o binaria de rayos X (XB) es un sistema formado por un objeto compacto, ya sea
una estrella de neutrones o agujero negro de tamaño estelar, el cual captura materia de una
estrella compañera. Dependiendo del tipo espectral de la compañera óptica estos sistemas
pueden dividirse en dos clases diferentes. Por un lado, las binarias de rayos X de alta masa
(HMXB) contienen una estrella de tipo espectral temprano (O o B) y la transferencia de
masa tiene lugar a través de un disco de decreción para estrellas Be, acreción del viento
estelar o también por desbordamiento del lóbulo de Roche. Por otro lado, estrellas de tipo
espectral posterior a B son conocidas como binarias de rayos X de baja masa (LMXB).
En ellas, la transferencia de masa tiene lugar únicamente v́ıa desbordamiento del lóbulo de

xi



xii Resumen de la tesis

Roche. Liu y colaboradores se han encargado de recopilar los catálogos más recientes de
HMXB y LMXB. La cuarta edición contiene un total de 301 binarias de rayos X, de las
cuales 114 son de alta masa y 187 de baja masa.

Tras el descubrimiento de la emisión radio del sistema binario de baja masa Sco X-1 a
finales de los años 60 del siglo pasado, otras XB fueron detectadas en radio con densidades
de flujo centimétricas ≥ 0.1 − 1 mJy. Esta emisión radio se produce en escalas angulares
tan pequeñas que no puede ser explicada en términos de mecanismos de emisión térmica.
En este contexto, la emisión sincrotrón emerge como el mecanismo conocido más eficiente
para la producción de emisión radio no térmica. La eyección de nubes que emiten radiación
sincrotrón se sospechaba desde el principio, pero la confirmación definitiva de la presencia
de jets vino a través de observaciones radio del sistema SS 433. Debido a las similitudes
morfológicas y f́ısicas entre estas fuentes y los distantes cuásares, los astrónomos terminaron
por adoptar el término microcuásar para describir a las binarias de rayos X con emisión
radio en forma de jets. En virtud de la analoǵıa propuesta entre cuásares y microcuásares
debeŕıa ser posible observar movimientos aparentes superlumı́nicos en fuentes galácticas.
En este sentido, la primera evidencia clara fue descubierta por Félix Mirabel (CEA-Saclay)
y Luis Felipe Rodŕıguez (UNAM, Mexico) en 1994 a través de la detección de movimien-
tos superlumı́nicos en las eyecciones del microcuásar GRS 1915+105. Este descubrimiento
abrió realmente el campo de estudio de los jets galácticos y pronto la presencia de flujos de
electrones relativistas perpendiculares al disco de acreción produciendo emisión sincrotrón
en presencia de un campo magnético fue propuesta como un comportamiento universal en
muchos de estos objetos.

Hasta cierto punto, todos los sistemas binarios que albergan un objeto compacto son
microcuásares potenciales, en tanto en cuanto todos los núcleos de galaxias podŕıan haber
sido cuásares alguna vez. Asumiendo que los jets relativistas pueden emitir emisión radio no
térmica por radiación sincrotrón, todas las binarias de rayos X que emiten en radio (REXB)
son candidatas a microcuásar. Hasta el momento han sido detectadas 65 REXB (∼ 22% de
las XB), de las cuales 9 son HMXB y 56 LMXB. Junto a los microcuásares, no obstante,
otros objetos producen jets relativistas. Con el fin de establecer un modelo unificado para
todas estas fuentes, Meier propuso en 2003 una definición de microcuásar como ‘cualquier
fuente de tamaño estelar que produce un jet cuya velocidad es una fracción significativa
(>10%) de la velocidad de la luz c’. Esta definición incluiŕıa las siguientes fuentes:

1. Microcuásares clásicos, como GRS 1915+105, GRO J1655-40, GX 339-4, etc.

2. Estallidos de rayos gamma (GRB), de los que se sospecha que podŕıan comportarse
como microcuásares en formación produciendo jets que apuntan hacia nosotros.

3. Objetos tipo SS 433, con estrellas de neutrones acretando a niveles por encima del
ĺımite de Eddington.

4. Púlsares aislados (Cangrejo, Vela, etc.), cuyos jets han sido detectados por Chandra.

5. Supernovas. Existen cada vez más evidencias de que las supernovas pueden producir
también jets con una potencia comparable a la de la propia explosión.



Resumen de la tesis xiii

Los jets pueden ser un elemento decisivo en el contexto de las fuentes gamma de muy alta
enerǵıa (VHE). Los rayos gamma procedentes del espacio son absorbidos por la atmósfera.
Aśı pues, el desarrollo de la Astrof́ısica de Altas Enerǵıas tuvo que esperar hasta que los
astrónomos fueron capaces de colocar detectores a bordo de globos o satélites. La detección
de rayos gamma VHE (>100 GeV), sin embargo, no habŕıa sido posible usando los ac-
tuales observatorios espaciales. Con flujos extremadamente bajos, su detección requiere de
áreas efectivas excesivamente grandes. Gracias a la gran sensibilidad y resolución angular
de la nueva generación de telescopios terrestres Ĉerenkov, como HESS (High Energy Stereo-
scopic System) y MAGIC (Major Atmospheric Gamma-ray Imaging Telescope), una nueva
población de fuentes galácticas de muy alta enerǵıa ha sido revelada: el Centro Galáctico,
los remanentes de supernova, las nebulosas de viento de púlsar, etc. Entre estas fuentes de
muy alta enerǵıa detectadas por los telescopios Ĉerenkov hay cinco claramente asociadas con
sistemas binarios de rayos X. A estos sistemas se los conoce actualmente como binarias de
rayos gamma. Para explicar la evidencia ineqúıvoca de la aceleración eficiente de part́ıculas
hasta enerǵıas de varios TeV en estos sistemas dos escenarios han sido propuestos. Por un
lado, los jets relativistas de los microcuásares emiten emisión radio no térmica a través del
mecanismo sincrotrón. La interacción de estos haces colimados con el viento de la estrella
masiva puede producir emisión en el rango GeV-TeV por medio de distintos mecanismos
f́ısicos, dependiendo de si los jets son bariónicos o puramente leptónicos. Alternativamente,
en un segundo escenario, part́ıculas relativistas pueden ser inyectadas al medio circundante
por el viento de un púlsar joven. Dicho viento se propaga a grandes distancias en forma de
cola cometaria. La interacción de este viento de púlsar con el viento de la estrella compañera
puede producir igualmente rayos gamma de alta enerǵıa como en el modelo de microcuásar.
Sea de una manera u otra, las binarias de rayos gamma plantean interesantes consecuencias.
Como microblázares, microcuásares con los jets apuntando hacia el observador, pueden servir
de valiosos laboratorios para comprender mejor la f́ısica de los distantes blázares. Como bi-
narias de rayos gamma de viento de pulsar, son igualmente importantes pues pueden ser las
precursoras de una población mucho más grande de binarias de rayos X de alta masa en la
V́ıa Láctea.

El descubrimiento del primer microcuásar en 1979 dio lugar a una nueva rama de la As-
trof́ısica en la que las observaciones multilongitud de onda han resultado ser cruciales puesto
que estos sistemas rad́ıan en todo el espectro electromagnético. A pesar de los grandes
avances conseguidos durante estas tres décadas, quedan aún muchas cuestiones abiertas
relacionadas con los microcuásares. Mientras la mayoŕıa de estos sistemas siguen un patrón
espećıfico de comportamiento cuando experimentan estallidos transitorios de rayos X, al-
gunos de ellos parecen no responder bien a dicho patrón. Otros sistemas no presentan un
comportamiento transitorio y muestran continuamente estallidos en rayos X y radio. Tal
es el caso de Cygnus X-3, una fuente que todav́ıa hoy sigue siendo un misterio para los
astrónomos. ¿Cuál es el origen de la emisión de rayos X duros en los microcuásares? ¿Efecto
Compton Inverso en la corona, emisión sincrotrón de los jets o algo más?

El estudio de los microcuásares y otros sistemas binarios en el rango GeV-TeV del espec-
tro electromagnético nos ha permitido profundizar más en la f́ısica de estos sistemas, aunque
a la vez han surgido nuevos interrogantes. La nueva generación de telescopios Ĉerenkov
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ha revelado una población de fuentes de rayos gamma de muy alta enerǵıa de naturaleza
desconocida. ¿Se esconden los microcuásares detrás de estas fuentes no identificadas?

Finalmente, existen cuestiones que siguen abiertas 30 años después. ¿Cuál es la com-
posición de los jets? ¿Cuál es el mecanismo de colimación y aceleración? ¿Contienen los jets
materia del disco de acreción, de la corona, o de ninguno de ellos?

Todas estas cuestiones nos llevaron en su d́ıa a iniciar esta tesis, la cual básicamente
persigue dos grandes objetivos que la estructuran en dos partes:

1. Contribuir al estudio de las propiedades f́ısicas de algunos de los microcuásares cono-
cidos, fundamentalmente a través de técnicas de radioastronomı́a. En particular nos
centramos en Cygnus X-3, GRS 1758−258 y 1E 1740.7−2942.

2. Tratar de ampliar el reducido grupo de microcuásares conocidos a través del estudio
de las fuentes no identificadas más variables descubiertas por la actual generación de
telescopios de rayos gamma.

Aśı y tras la introducción, presentamos en el caṕıtulo 2 el descubrimiento de indicios
de interacción entre los jets relativistas de Cygnus X-3 y el medio interestelar. Gracias al
reanálisis de datos de archivo hemos sido capaces de producir el mapa de Cygnus X-3 más
profundo publicado hasta la fecha con sensibilidad a escalas de minutos de arco. Este nuevo
mapa arroja algo de luz en la búsqueda de los lóbulos radio de Cygnus X-3, los cuales se
supone deben estar presentes como resultado de la interacción de los jets del sistema con el
medio circundante. En la imagen que presentamos, el microcuásar aparece superpuesto a
una región de emisión difusa de ı́ndice espectral aparentemente no térmico y con un tamaño
angular de unos pocos minutos de arco que se extiende en la dirección sur-suroeste. Al no
observarse la t́ıpica morfoloǵıa bipolar detectada en lóbulos, probablemente nos encontremos
ante un tipo de interacción más compleja o bien, la emisión se produce próxima a la visual.
A pesar de la cautela con la que asociamos esta emisión con uno de los lóbulos de Cygnus
X-3, la realidad de esta detección está fuera de toda duda ya que tanto una observación
independiente con el telescopio Ryle como los catálogos CGPS y GB6 confirman su presen-
cia. Nuestro nuevo mapa VLA es además lo suficientemente profundo como para revelar la
existencia de una posible contrapartida norte a este objeto extenso, ligeramente más dis-
tante. Por último, hemos descubierto una fuente triple con morfoloǵıa reminiscente de una
radiogalaxia FRII a escasos minutos de arco de Cygnus X-3, proporcionando aśı la primera
imagen conjunta de un cuásar y un microcuásar.

El caṕıtulo 3 está dedicado a la identificación de las contrapartidas óptica/infrarroja de
los microcuásares del Centro Galáctico GRS 1758−258 y 1E 1740.7−2942. Basándonos de
nuevo en el minado de datos de archivo hemos producido nuevos mapas de estos sistemas
con la máxima resolución angular disponible en el VLA, a partir de los cuales sus posiciones
radio han podido ser refinadas. Este resultado, junto a una revisión de la astrometŕıa de
las imágenes ópticas/infrarrojas de ambos microcuásares nos ha permitido la identificación
de una única contrapartida óptica e infrarroja para GRS 1758−258 y una contrapartida
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infrarroja aparentemente extendida en el caso de 1E 1740.7−2942.

Por último, en los caṕıtulos 4 y 5 abordamos el estudio de fuentes no identificadas de
alta enerǵıa en busca de nuevos microcuásares mediante la observación en radio de las cajas
de error de dichas fuentes y la posterior elaboración del correspondiente catálogo de fuentes.
Mientras que en el caṕıtulo 4 nos centramos en cuatro de las fuentes de rayos gamma no
identificadas más variables del Tercer Catálogo EGRET (3EG), en el caṕıtulo 5 estudiamos
la fuente TeV más extensa descubierta hasta la fecha: MGRO J2019+37. A pesar de que
nuestros resultados no han alcanzado plenamente el objetivo inicial, proporcionamos para
cada caso imágenes en radio muy detalladas aśı como el catálogo de las fuentes radio con-
tenidas en dichos campos, los cuales serán de gran ayuda cuando los futuros telescopios
reduzcan las cajas de error de estas fuentes. Con independencia de que estos trabajos con-
duzcan a la identificación de nuevos microcuásares, la labor de identificación de estas fuentes
excepcionales presenta un elevado interés para la Astrof́ısica de Altas Enerǵıas.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Background

Black-hole Astrophysics is nowadays in an analogous situation as was stellar Astrophysics
in the first decades of the 20th century. At that time, empirical correlations such as the
HR diagram were found and used to derive fundamental properties of the stars, such as the
mass, well before the physical understanding of the interior of stars and the way by which
they produce and radiate energy. In a similar way at present, before having a comprehensive
understanding of black hole physics, empirical correlations between X-ray and radio lumi-
nosities and characteristic time-scales are being used to derive the mass and spin of black
holes of all mass scales.

Relativistic outflows or ’Jets’ represent one of the most obvious, important and yet poorly-
explained phenomena associated with accreting relativistic objects. Are jets a negligible
phenomenon in terms of accretion power or do they contribute significantly to dissipating
gravitational potential energy? How do they influence their surroundings? Since there is
mounting evidence that outflows powered by super-massive black holes in external galaxies
may play a crucial role in the evolution of cosmic structures, questions like these must be
answered in a galactic context. Microquasars become specially relevant here, as they can
be seen as a form of quasars for the impatient. What makes them appealing, despite of the
differences in the involved masses with respect to quasars, is their fast variability time-scale.
In the first approximation, the physics of the jet-accretion coupling in the innermost regions
should be set by the mass/size of the accretor. In consequence, stellar-mass objects vary on
shorter time-scales, making them observable on humanly-accessible time-scales.

In this chapter we will perform an introductory approach to the physics of jets, focusing
on relativistic ejecta from X-ray binaries and microquasars. We will finish by stating what
was the motivation of this work: a contribution to the study of relativistic jet sources in the
Galaxy at radio wavelengths and their interaction with the environment.

1.1 Jets in Astrophysics

In the early times of radioastronomy, quasars were detected as very bright radio sources
showing long, thin structures apparently connected at one end to the nuclei of galaxies in
high resolution radio interferometric observations. It was, however, soon established that

1
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they represent powerful flows of energy and matter away from accreting black holes and back
to the Universe. Astronomers searched for the optical counterparts and found objects that
looked like stars but without stellar-like spectra. Therefore, these objects were called ’quasi
stellar radio sources’ (quasars). The detected optical emission has its origin in an underlying
galaxy, which can be clearly imaged for the closest sources. The galaxy supplies matter for
the accretion process taking place in the central supermassive black hole of 107 − 109M⊙,
responsible for launching the outflows that we detect as a quasar.

Baade & Minkowski (1954) [1] first used the term jet in an extragalactic context descri-
bing the train of optical knots extending ∼ 20′′ from the nucleus of M87 that resembles a
fluid jet breaking into droplets. They suggested that the jet was formed by ejection from the
nucleus and that an [OII] λ3727 emission line in the nucleus whose centroid was blueshifted
by several hundred kilometres per second from the systemic velocity was emitted by a part
of the material which formed the jet and was still very close to, if not still inside, the nucleus.

The first definition for jets, however, was established on an observational basis by Bridle
& Perley (1984) [2]. According to them, to be termed a jet, a narrow feature must be:

1. At least four times as long as it is wide.

2. Separable at high resolution from other extended structures (if any), either by bright-
ness contrast or spatially (e.g. it should be a narrow ridge running through more
diffuse emission, or a narrow feature in the inner part of a source entering more ex-
tended emission in the outer part),

3. Aligned with the compact radio core where it is closest to it.

A more practical definition is given by Meier, Koide & Uchida 2001 [3]: a jet is a tightly
collimated stream of fluid, gas or plasma which typically carries kinetic and internal energy
and linear momentum. If it is set spinning about its direction of motion by some means, it
can carry angular momentum as well. A relativistic jet is one whose speed is a significant
fraction of the universally constant speed of light c = 299792.5 km s−1.

From their earliest association with the most luminous sources in the Universe, the Ac-
tive Galactic Nuclei (AGN), the conclusion could have been drawn that jets are a common
consequence of the process of accretion onto relativistic objects. Nevertheless, their associ-
ation with the analogous accretion processes involving stellar-mass black holes and neutron
stars was not systematically explored until the past decade or so. Nowadays, jets or highly
collimated outflows are ubiquitous throughout Astrophysics. It has become clear that col-
limated ejecta can be produced in several stellar environments when an accretion disk is
present. Young stellar objects (Reipurth & Bertout 1997 [4]), nuclei of planetary nebulae
(López 1997 [5]), and accreting white dwarfs that appear as supersoft X-ray sources (Motch
1998 [6], Cowley et al. 1998 [7]), display jets with typical flow speeds of a few hundred to a
few thousand km s−1 and scale sizes between 100 AU and 10 parsecs. Much larger speeds,
nearly equal to c, the speed of light, are seen in galactic X-ray binary systems that contain a
compact object, that is, a neutron star or a black hole. Recent detailed images obtained with
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Chandra for PWNe around the Crab (Hester et al. 2002 [8]) and Vela pulsars (Helfand et al.
2001 [9]) have shown approximately axially-symmetric PWN morphologies, with extended
jet-like structures stretched along the symmetry axis. This suggests that jets are common to
at least young pulsars and are not limited to accreting systems. In this work, we will focus
on sources with relativistic jets in the Galaxy.

1.2 Microquasars as relativistic jet sources of stellar

mass: towards a unified model

The first evidence for jet-like features emanating from stellar-mass objects follows the dis-
covery of X-ray binaries in the 1960s and 1970s. In brief, an X-ray binary (XB) is a system
containing a compact object, either a Neutron Star (NS) or a stellar-mass Black Hole (BH),
capturing or accreting matter from the companion star. Depending on the spectral type of
the optical companion they can be further divided into two different classes. On the one
hand, High Mass X-ray Binaries (HMXB) contain an early type (either O or B) and mass
transfer takes place via a decretion disc for Be stars, wind accretion or Roche lobe overflow.
On the other hand, a donor star with spectral type later than B is found in Low Mass X-ray
Binaries (LMXB) where mass transfer takes place through Roche lobe overflow. Liu and his
collaborators compiled the most recent catalogues of HMXBs and LMXBs. In their fourth
edition (Liu et al. 2006, 2007 [10] [11]) at total of 301 XBs have been included, out of which
114 are HMXBs and 187 are LMXBs.

After the discovery of the LMXB Sco X-1 displaying radio emission in the late 1960s,
other XBs were detected at radio wavelengths with centrimetric flux densities ≥ 0.1−1 mJy.
The radio emission is produced in such small angular scales that cannot be explained in
terms of thermal emission mechanisms. In this context, the synchrotron emission turns
out to be the most efficient known mechanism for production of intense non-thermal radio
emission. Ejection of synchrotron-emitting clouds was suspected from those days, but the
most dramatic confirmation of radio jets came only with the radio observations of SS 433,
which revealed a precessing jet-like feature (Spencer 1979 [12]). Because of both morpho-
logical and physical similarities between these sources and the distant quasars, astronomers
eventually adopted the term ’microquasar’ for a radio emitting X-ray binary displaying rel-
ativistic radio jets (Mirabel et al. 1992 [13]). According to the proposed analogy between
quasars and microquasars it should be possible to observe superluminal apparent motions
in galactic sources. In this sense, the first clear evidence was found by Mirabel & Rodŕıguez
(1994) [14] through the detection of superluminal motion in the ejecta of the microquasar
GRS 1915+105. This discovery really opened up the field of galactic jets. Soon, the presence
of flows of relativistic electrons flowing perpendicularly to the accretion disk and producing
synchrotron emission in the presence of a magnetic field was proposed as a universal be-
haviour for many of these objects.

To some extent, all galactic binary systems hosting a compact object are potential micro-
quasars, so much as all galactic nuclei may have been quasars, once upon a time. Based on
the assumption that relatistic jets can emit non-thermal radio emission through synchrotron
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radiation, all radio emitting X-ray binaries (REXBs) are microquasar candidates. Up to
now, 65 REXBs have been detected (∼ 22% of all XBs): 9 of them are HMXBs and 56 are
LMXBs (Paredes 2011 [15]).

Relativistic jets are common in the astrophysical environment. Together with micro-
quasars, there are other objects known or suspected to produce them. In order to establish a
unified model for all galactic relativistic jet sources, Meier (2003) [16] proposed an expanded
definition of microquasar as ‘any galactic, stellar-mass source that produces a jet whose ve-
locity is a significant fraction (>10%) of the speed of light c’. This definition would include
the following sources:

1. Classical microquasars, as GRS 1915+105, GRO J1655-40, GX 339-4, etc.

2. Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs), believed to be microquasars in formation and producing
jets pointing toward us.

3. SS 433-type objects, suggesting super-Eddington accreting, magnetized neutron stars.

4. Isolated pulsars (Crab, Vela, etc.), whose jets have been detected by Chandra.

5. Core-collapse supernovae. There is growing evidence that supernovae also produce jets
with a power comparable to the explosion itself (Wang et al. 2001 [17]; Leonard et al.
2001 [18]).

Figure 1.1: The proposed unified model for galactic relativistic jet sources (Meier 2003 [16]).
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In this context, the possible unification of SNs and GRBs, as being different possible
outcomes in the final stages of the death of a massive star, strongly suggest a unifying
evolutionary sequence for all galactic sources with relativistic jets. This sequence, shown in
Fig. 1.1, begins with a progenitor massive star that is about to undergo core collapse. Most
collapse to a neutron star, ejecting a broad magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) jet in the process
that drives the SN explosion. After the envelope dissipates, if the pulsar is isolated, residual
rotation of the magnetized remnant still drives an MHD outflow and relativistic jet as can
be seen the Crab and Vela pulsars. If the pulsar resides in a binary system, it may accrete
material from its companion star in a super-Eddington phase and appear like SS 433 for a
brief time. In rare circumstances, the MHD SN jet will fail to eject the envelope, or perhaps
the progenitor core will collapse directly to form a black hole. In either case a GRB event
is generated. After the envelope dissipates, if the black hole is isolated, it will emit little
radiation and be difficult to detect. On the other hand, if the newly-formed black hole is
in a binary system, it also can accrete plasma from its companion producing a strong jet
and a classical microquasar. In this model, jets would be the echoes of violent events of the
distant past.

1.3 Physics of relativistic jets

1.3.1 Emission mechanism

Although it is well accepted that electromagnetic radiation from jets may extend to X-rays,
their radio emission has been, historically, the key observational aspect: high brightness
temperatures, non-thermal spectra and, in some cases, high degree of linear polarization,
indicate an origin as synchrotron emission from relativistic electrons interacting with mag-
netic fields.

Bright events associated with e.g. X-ray state changes and X-ray transients reveal an
optically thin spectrum above some frequency, from which the underlying electron population
can be derived. If the underlying electron distribution is a power law of the form N(E)dE ∝
E−pdE, then observations of the spectral index α (defined as Sν ∝ να) in the optically thin
part of the synchrotron spectrum can directly reveal the form of this electron distribution:
p = 1−2α. Observed optically thin spectral indices −0.8 ≤ α ≤ −0.4, indicate 1.8 ≤ p ≤ 2.6.
This is the same range derived for the majority of AGN jets and also for synchrotron emission
observed in other astrophysical scenarios e.g. supernova remnants, and is consistent with
an origin for the electron distribution in shock acceleration (e.g. Longair 1994 [19]; Gallant
2002 [20]).

1.3.2 Minimum energy

Despite the energy requirements of a source of synchrotron radiation cannot be constrained
from the single measurement of its luminosity, Lν at a frequency ν in a volume V , there
exists a condition called ‘equipartition’ which allows, at least, the estimation of the minimum
energy associated with the given luminosity. The condition of equipartition corresponds
closely to the condition that there are comparable energies in the relativistic particles and
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the magnetic field. Longair (1994) [19] gives a clear explanation of the calculation of the
minimum energy and corresponding magnetic field at a given frequency in a volume V :

Emin ∼ 8 × 106η4/7
(

V

cm3

)3/7( ν

Hz

)2/7
(

Lν

erg s−1 Hz−1

)4/7

erg (1.1)

where η = (1 + β) and β = ǫp/ǫe represents the ratio of energy in protons to that in
electrons, and assuming p = 2. It is generally accepted that β ∼0 and therefore η ∼1, often
with little serious assumptions.

Unfortunately, in the common situation we do not resolve the source. We can infer its
size, however, from the rise time ∆t of an event (i.e. using V = (4/3)π(c∆t)3) with a flux
density Sν originating at an estimated distance d. The formula can be rewritten then as:

Emin ∼ 3 × 1033η4/7
(

∆t

s

)9/7( ν

GHz

)2/7
(

Sν

mJy

)4/7(
d

kpc

)8/7

erg (1.2)

At equipartition, the energy in particles and magnetic field becomes comparable. Con-
sequently, this field can be approximated by:

Beq ∼ 30η2/7
(

∆t

s

)−6/7( ν

GHz

)1/7
(

Sν

mJy

)2/7(
d

kpc

)4/7

G (1.3)

It is important to stress here that this field is not, as can sometimes be presumed, a
minimum magnetic field but rather the field corresponding to the minimum energy. Increase
or decrease the field and the energy required to produce the observed synchrotron emission
increases.

From the magnetic field at equipartition we can finally derive the Lorentz factors of
electrons (or positrons) emitting synchrotron emission at a given frequency:

γe ∼ 30
(

ν

GHz

)1/2(B

G

)−1/2

(1.4)

1.3.3 Speed

Superluminal motions of plasma clouds emitting synchrotron radiation can be fully under-
stood in terms of a relativistic illusion in the observation of ejecta moving close to the speed
of light. When proper motions in the sky of the approaching and receding ejecta can be
measured, two independent equations are obtained:

µa =
β sin θ

(1 − β cos θ)

c

D
(1.5)

µr =
β sin θ

(1 + β cos θ)

c

D
(1.6)

where µa and µr are in units of rad s−1, β is the intrinsic velocity of the clouds in units
of the speed of light (β = v/c), θ is the angle between the line of sight and the ejection axis,
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and D is the distance to the source.

As described in Mirabel & Rodŕıguez (1994) [14], these two equations can be transformed
to the more useful expressions:

β cos θ =
µa − µr

µa + µr
(1.7)

tan θ =
2 D

c

(

µa µr

µa − µr

)

(1.8)

When D is known, these two equations provide unique values for the angle of ejection,
θ, and the intrinsic velocity, β. In the more common situation, however, the distance is
unknown and only a lower limit for β and an upper limit for θ can be established. At
the same time, we also can compute an upper limit to the distance, since eq. 1.8 can be
transformed into:

D =
c tan θ

2

(

µa − µr

µa µr

)

≤ c
√

µa µr
(1.9)

The detection of a known emission or absorption line from either of the condesations
would provide the Doppler factors, which are given by

δa,r =
νa,r

ν0

= γ−1 (1 ∓ β cos θ)−1 (1.10)

where γ = (1 − β2)−1/2 is the Lorentz factor.

One can then resolve the system of three equations and find the three unknowns: β, θ
and D.

In one way or another, since the apparent velocity of the approaching component can be
expressed as:

va = µa D =
β sinθ

(1 − β cos θ)
c (1.11)

it is easy to see that apparent superluminal motion requires β ≥ 0.7 for an angle of 45◦

(higher values for different angles), thus indicating that at least mildly relativistic intrinsic
velocities are required to achieve the effect (or a badly overestimated distance).

1.3.4 Formation and collimation

Although several different methods of producing and collimating jets have been proposed
(explosions in the center of a rotationally-flattened cloud, radiation-pressure-driven outflows
from a disk, etc.), none of them is able to produce outflows approaching the highly-relativistic
speeds observed in the fastest jet sources. The currently-favored mechanism is based on a
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) model. It was first suggested in 1976 (Blandford 1976 [21];
Lovelace 1976 [22]) and has been applied to rotating black holes (Blandford & Znajek 1977
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[23]) and to magnetized accretion disks (Blandford & Payne 1977 [24]). This mechanism has
also been simulated (Shibata & Uchida 1985 [25]; Kudoh et al. 1999 [26]; Nakamura et al.
2001 [27]) and is sometimes called the ‘sweeping pinch’ mechanism.

The most important feature in the MHD mechanism is a magnetic field that is anchored
in a rotating object and extends to large distances where the rotational speed of the field
is considerably slower. Plasma trapped in the magnetic field lines is subject to the Lorentz
(J × B) force, which, under conditions of high conductivity (the MHD assumption), splits
into two vector components: a magnetic pressure gradient (−∇B2/8π) and a magnetic ten-
sion (B · ∇B/4π). Differential rotation between the inner and outer regions winds up the
field, creating a strong toroidal component (Bφ in cylindrical coordinates). The magnetic
pressure gradient up the rotation axis (−dBφ

2/dZ) accelerates plasma up and out of the sys-
tem while the magnetic tension or hoop stress (−Bφ

2/R) pinches and collimates the outflow
into a jet along the rotation axis. In Fig. 1.2 we present schematic diagrams adapted from
Meier, Koide & Uchida 2001 [3] of four scenarios in which differential rotation of a magnetic
field might result in jet formation.

Despite the jet formation has been directly imaged around the AGN M87 (Junor, Biretta
& Livio 1999 [28]), it seems unlikely for us to be able to directly image the jet formation region
in microquasars. For example, a structure of size 100 Schwarschild radii around a 10 M⊙

black hole at a distance of 5 kpc would have an angular size of ∼ 10−11 arcsec. This value
is out of reach by several orders of magnitude even for all currently known interferometric
techniques.

1.3.5 Composition

The issue of the jets’ matter content remains highly debated. While we have clearly identi-
fied the synchrotron emission from leptonic (electrons and/or positrons) component in jets
from microquasars, we have little direct information about the barionic content. There is, of
course, one exception, SS 433, where atomic lines have been detected at optical, infrared and
X-ray wavelengths along the jets (e.g. Margon 1984 [29]; Marshall, Canizares & Schulz 2002
[30]). As all the other jets seem to have considerably higher bulk velocities than the ∼ 0.26 c
measured for SS 433, it seems plausible that they have little or none baryonic content, thus
being dominated by electron/positron pairs.

Since atomic emission lines are very hard to detect, due to extreme Doppler broadening in
the jet plasma, alternative approaches can be adopted to investigate the jet content. Fender
& Pooley (2000) [31], for instance, by balancing energetics associated with a population of
‘cold’ protons in the relativistic flow in GRS 1915+105 concluded that the power required
to accelerate the proton population to the bulk velocities detected was so large that the
ejections were probably at a considerable lower bulk Lorentz factor or did not have a large
baryonic component. An alternative approach is circular polarization, which in principle can
provide an excellent tool for investigating the baryonic content of the jets. Unfortunately, it
is only detected in a handful of sources (Fender et al. 2002 [32]) and no strong conclusion
can be placed yet.
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Figure 1.2: Four ways to make jets with magnetic fields. A: dipole field of a rotating neutron
star. B: A collapsing object drawning and winding up an initially uniform field. C: Poloidal
magnetic field from a magnetised accretion disc. D: Frame-dragging near a rotating black hole
resulting in strong coiling of the magnetic field lines. Types C and D, although possibly also A,
may be relevant for X-ray binaries; type A for isolated pulsars; types C and D for AGN, and types
B, C or D may be relevant for gamma-ray bursts (adapted from Meier, Koide & Uchida 2001
[3]).
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To sum up, it seems that we are no closer to convincingly determing the composition
of jets from microquasars, and the detection of Doppler-shifted lines must remain a high-
priority observation.

1.4 Disk-jet coupling

The association of bipolar jets and accretion disks seems to be a universal phenomenon in
quasars and microquasars. As we have explained above, the predominant idea is that jets
are driven by the enormous rotation energy of the compact object and accretion disk that
surrounds it. Through a magnetohydrodynamic mechanism, the rotation energy is evacu-
ated through the poles by means of jets, as the rest fall towards the gravitational attraction
centre. In spite of the apparent universality of this relationship between accretion disks and
bipolar, highly-collimated jets, the observation in real time of the temporal sequence of the
phenomena turned out to be a very hard issue.

The discovery of microquasars, where the time-scales of variability phenomena being
proportional to the compact object mass are significantly shorter, opened a new window to
observe the accretion-ejection coupling in intervals of time that are millions of times smaller
than in AGN and quasars. Because of its proximity, the frequency and the rapid variability
of its energetic eruptions, Mirabel et al. (1998) [33] found the source GRS 1915+105 as the
most adequate object to study the connection between instabilities in the accretion disks
and the production of bipolar jets. As it is presented in Fig. 1.3, these authors detected a
sudden fall in the luminosity in X and soft gamma-rays, followed by the ejection of jets, first
observed in the infrared, later at radio frequencies, all within an hour. The abrupt fall in the
X-ray luminosity was interpreted as the emptying of the warmer inner part of the accretion
disk beyond the horizon of the black hole. A few minutes later, fresh matter coming from
the companion star comes to feed again the accretion disk, which must evacuate part of its
kinetic energy under the form of bipolar jets. When moving away, the plasma clouds expand
adiabatically, becoming more transparent to its own radiation, first in the infrared and then
in radio frequency. After three years of multiwavelength monitoring analogous sequences of
X-ray emission dips followed by the ejection of bright super-luminal knots in radio jets, a
similar behaviour was reported by Marscher and collaborators (2002) [34] in the active galac-
tic nucleus of the galaxy 3C 120. The recurrence time between X-ray dips was of the order
of years, as expected from scaling with the mass of the black hole of this extragalactic source.

Thanks to intensive campaigns of multiwavelength observations of microquasars in out-
burst over the last decade, our understanding about the phenomenology of development of
relativistic radio jets in response to global changes in the accretion mode has now reached a
reasonable level. Basically, X-rays probe the inner accretion disk region, while radio waves
trace the synchrotron emission from the relativistic jets. The time interval and flux ampli-
tude of the variations in radio waves seem to correspond to the time and amplitude variations
in the X-ray flux. More specifically, persistent X-ray sources are also persistent radio sources,
while the transient X-ray sources produce at radio waves sporadic outburst/ejection events.
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Figure 1.3: Temporal sequence of accretion disk-jet coupling observed for first time in real time si-
multaneously in the X-rays, the infrared and radio wavelengths in the microquasar GRS 1915+105
(Mirabel et al. 1998 [33]).

It can be drawn the conclusion that there are two different types of sources in terms of disc-jet
coupling. On the one hand, persistent sources of hard X-rays, as for example the prototypical
microquasars at the Galactic Centre 1E 1740.7−2942 and GRS 1758−258, which are usually
associated to faint, double-sided radio structures of several arcmin (parsec scales). The radio
core of these two persistent sources are weak (≤1 mJy) and do not exhibit high-amplitude
variability. On the other hand, rapidly variable hard X-ray transients (e.g. GRS 1915+105,
GRO J1655-40, XTE J1748-288) may exhibit variations in the X-rays and radio fluxes of
several orders of magnitude in short intervals of time and produce sporadic ejections of
discrete, bright plasma clouds, whose proper motions can be measured. As proven by the
cases of GRS 1915+105 and Cygnus X-1, however, the same source can produce either kind
of jets, persistent/partially self-absorbed, and transient/optically thin, dependently on the
accretion regime. Therefore, the question arises whether the flat-spectrum, steady jet and
the optically-thin discrete ejections differ fundamentally or they are different manifestations
of the same phenomenon.
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Based on new observations of GRS 1915+105 and other microquasars, Fender et al.
(2004) [35] proposed a unified semiquantitative model for disk-jet coupling in black-hole X-
ray binary systems that relate different X-ray states with radio states. Broadly speaking,
black holes exhibit several different kinds of X-ray states. The most important ones can be
summarised as follows:

• Low/Hard state. This state is dominated by a power-law spectrum, with a relatively
low luminosity, an exponential cut-off around 100 keV and little or no evidence for a
soft, thermal component.

• Quiescent/off state. It is characterised by an extremely low X-ray flux (LX/LEdd ≤
10−5) and may simply be interpreted as the hard state ‘turned down’ to lower accretion
rates and radiative efficiency.

• High/Soft state. With high X-ray luminosity, the spectrum in this state is dominated
by a black-body component with a temperature around a few keV, with additional line
features and a relatively strong gamma-ray tail.

In the low/hard state, the radio emission is observed to be optically thick, with a flat
or slightly inverted radio-to-mm spectrum and persistent radio flux, linear polarisation at
a level of ∼1-3% and variability correlated with the X-ray flux. By analogy with compact
extragalactic radio sources, flat spectra are thought to be due to the superimposition of a
number of peaked synchrotron spectra generated along a conical outflow, or jet, with the
emitting plasma becoming progressively thinner at lower frequencies as it travels away from
the jet base (Blandford & Königl 1979 [36]; Kaiser 2006 [37]). Although a jet has been
spatially resolved on milliarcsec-scales (tens of AU) only in two sources so far (Cygnus X-
1, Stirling et al. 2001 [38]; GRS 1915+105, Dhawan, Mirabel & Rodŕıguez 2000 [39] and
Fuchs 2003 [40]), it is widely accepted that the flat radio spectra associated with unresolved
radio counterparts of X-ray binaries are the signature of a continuously replenished steady
jet, the so-called ‘compact-jet’. The two classical microquasars at the Galactic Centre,
1E 1740.7−2942 and GRS 1758−258, are both associated with large-scale radio lobes, thus
indicating the long-term action of a jet on the local interstellar medium (hereafter ISM)
(Mirabel et al. 1992 [13], Rodŕıguez et al. 1992 [41]). While it is argued that all low/hard
state sources are producing jets, if such outflow would maintain highly collimated in the
quiescent state needs still to be proven. Finally, in the high/soft state the core radio emis-
sion drops below detectable levels (at least by a factor of 50), probably corresponding to the
physical suppression of the jet.

There are also the hybrids ‘intermediate’ and ‘very high’ states, which share some of the
characteristics of both the low/hard and the high/soft states. In these cases, the connection
with radio behaviour is not yet clearly established. Corbel et al. (2001) [42] showed that the
radio emission from XTE 1550-564 in the intermediate state was suppressed by a factor >
50 with respect to the hard state, while Homan et al. (2001) [43] claimed that intermediate
and very high states can actually occur at a wide range of luminosities.
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Transitions between X-ray states result in bright radio flares associated with transient
ejections of optically thin radio plasmons moving away from the binary core in opposite di-
rections. These are probably the most spectacular kind of jets observed from X-ray binaries.

Figure 1.4: Evolution scheme of radio properties of black-hole X-ray binaries over different
accretion regimes (adapted from Gallo 2009 [44])

In Fig. 1.4 we illustrate through a X-ray hardness-intensity diagram (HID) the model
proposed by Fender et al. (2004) [35] of the jet-accretion coupling in black-hole X-ray bina-
ries. The sequence of a well behaved outburst starts from the bottom right corner with the
time arrow progressing counterclockwise. In the beginning, the system is in a low-luminosity,
quiescent X-ray state, producing a (supposedly) mildly relativistic, persistent outflow, with
flat radio spectrum. Its luminosity starts to increase at all wavelengths, while the X-ray
spectrum remains hard. When the X-ray luminosity reaches a few % of the Eddington limit,
the system exhibit a sudden transition from the hard state to the soft state. During this
transition the global properties of the accretion flow change substantially, while a bright
radio flare is observed, likely due to a sudden ejection episode. This can be interpreted as
the result of the inner radius of a geometrically thin accretion disk moving inward. The
Lorentz factor of the ejected material, due to the deeper potential well, exceeds that of the
hard-state jet, causing an internal shock to propagate through it, and to possibly disrupt
it. Once the transition to the high/soft (thermal dominant) state is made, no core radio
emission is observed, while large scale (hundreds of AU), rapidly fading radio plasmons are
often seen moving in opposite direction with respect to the binary system position, with
highly relativistic speed. Towards the end of the outburst, the X-ray spectrum starts to
become harder, and the compact, flat-spectrum, core radio source turns on once again. A
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new cycle begins, with time-scales varying greatly from source to source.

Concerning the neutron-star X-ray binaries, the mechanism of jet production, from an
observational point of view, remains essentially unconstrained. A comprehensive radio study
(Migliari & Fender 2006 [45]) comparing them with black-hole systems has pointed to a
number of relevant difference/similarities:

1. Below a few per cent of the Eddington luminosity (in the hard, radiatively inefficient
states) both type of systems produce steady compact jets, while transient jets are
associated with variable sources/flaring activity at the highest luminosities.

2. Black-hole XBs are more radio loud than their neutron-star relatives, hence easier to
detect.

3. Neutron-star systems, on the contrary, do not show a strong suppression of radio
emission in the soft/thermal dominant state as BHs does.

4. The correlation between radio and X-ray luminosities observed in the hard state of
neutron stars is much steeper.

1.5 Very energetic gamma-ray emission from compact

binaries

Jets can also play a crucial role in the context of the very high energy (VHE) gamma-ray
sources. Gamma-rays coming from space are absorbed by the atmosphere, so the develop-
ment of High Energy Astrophysics had to wait until astronomers were able to place detectors
on board balloons and spacecrafts. The detection of VHE gamma-rays (>100 GeV), how-
ever, would had been impossible using the current space-based instruments. With extremely
low photon flux, such detection requires effective areas that are exceedingly large. Thanks to
the high sensitivity and high angular and energy resolution of the new generation of ground-
based Ĉerenkov telescopes, such as HESS (High Energy Stereoscopic System) and MAGIC
(Major Atmospheric Gamma-ray Imaging Telescope), a new population of extragalactic and
galactic sources of very-high energy radiation has been revealed: the Galactic Center, su-
pernovae remnants, pulsar-wind nebulae, etc. Among the VHE gamma-ray sources detected
with the Ĉerenkov telescopes there are three associated with X-ray binaries. Such detections
provide a clear evidence of very efficient acceleration of particles to multi-TeV energies in
these systems (see Paredes 2011 [15] for a review).

The X-ray binaries detected at TeV energies are currently known as gamma-ray binaries.
The first member of this reduced group, PSR B1259−63, was reported by the HESS collab-
oration (Aharonian et al. 2005a [46]). It is a binary system containing a Be main sequence
donor and a radio pulsar. The radiation mechanisms and interaction geometry were studied
by Tavani & Arons (1997) [47]. In a hadronic scenario, the TeV emission can be explained
by the collisions of high energy protons accelerated by the pulsar wind and the circumstellar
disk. LS 5039 (Aharonian et al. 2005b [48]) and LS I +61 303 (Albert et al. 2006 [49]) have
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also been clearly detected and identified at TeV energies. Another X-ray binary, Cygnus X-
1, has been observed with MAGIC during a short-lived flaring episode and strong evidence
(4.1σ post-trial significance) of TeV emission has been found (Albert et al. 2007 [50]). In
addition, there are two very strong candidates to enter the category of gamma-ray binaries:
HESS J0632+057, a point-like VHE source located in the galactic plane with variable TeV,
X-ray and radio emission (Hinton et al. 2009 [51]; Skilton et. al 2009 [52] and references
therein), and 1FGL J1018.6-5856, a HE gamma-ray source that is coincident with an X-ray
source that displays similar spectral properties to other gamma-ray binaries, and which is
positionally compatible with the VHE source HESS J1023-575 (Corbet et. al. 2011 [53];
Pavlov et al. 2011 [54]; de Oña Wilhelmi et al. 2010 [55]).

At present, two main scenarios have been proposed to account for the VHE gamma-rays
detected in gamma-ray binaries.

Figure 1.5: The two competing models developed to explain the VHE gamma-ray emission from
gamma-ray binaries. Left: Microquasar model. In this model the jets powered by compact
objects (neutron stars or stellar-mass black holes) via accretion from a companion star boost
the energy of stellar photons to the range of VHE gamma-rays. Right: Binary pulsar model.
Here, the pulsar winds powered by the rotation of neutron stars flow away to large distances in
a comet-shaped tail. Then, interactions of this wind with the companion-star outflow may be
responsible for the VHE gamma-ray emission (adapted from Mirabel 2006 [58]).

On the one hand (left panel of Fig. 1.5), relativistic jets from microquasars can emit non-
thermal radio emission through synchrotron radiation. The interaction of these collimated
outflows with the massive outflow from the donor star can produce GeV-TeV emission by
different alternative physical mechanisms, depending on whether the jets are baryonic or
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purely leptonic.

Alternatively (right panel of Fig. 1.5), relativistic particles can also be injected into the
surrounding medium by the wind from a young pulsar. The wind flows away to large dis-
tances in a comet-shape tail. The interaction of this wind with the outflow of the companion
star may produce very energetic gamma-rays as in the microquasar-jet model.

While it is widely accepted that PSR B1259−63 contains a radio pulsar in an eccen-
tric orbit around a star of Be spectral type and Cygnus X-1 harbours a black hole, the
precise nature of the compact objects in LS 5039 and LS I +61 303 is unknown. Both the
microquasar-jet model and the pulsar-wind model yield similar mechanisms to produce VHE
emission. Hence, the question whether the relativistic electrons come from accretion-powered
jets or from the rotational energy of pulsars remains open (see e.g. Boch-Ramon 2010 [56]
and Dubus 2010 [57]).

In one way or another, gamma-ray binaries have important implications. As microblazars,
i.e. microquasars with relativistically beamed jets pointed towards the observer, they would
serve as valuable laboratories to gain insight into the physics of distant blazars. As pulsar-
wind gamma-ray binaries, they would be also important because they are the likely precursors
of a much larger population of HMXBs in the Milky Way.

1.6 Motivation of the thesis

The discovery of the first microquasar in 1979 heralded the birth of a new branch of Astro-
physics where multiwavelength observations have revealed to be crucial since these systems
radiate throughout the entire electromagnetic spectrum. Despite many advances have been
made during these three decades, there are obviously many open questions associated with
microquasars.

As we have briefly reviewed, some of the multiwavelength observing programs have led to
the realization that microquasars undergoing transient outbursts follow specific patterns in
what are known as ‘hardness-intensity diagrams’ or HIDs, where X-ray intensity is plotted
along one axis and X-ray hardness is plotted along the other axis. However, not all sources
follow this pattern, with some exhibiting larger departures from it. Moreover, there are other
systems that do not exhibit transient behaviour, but are constantly in a state of flaring in
the X-rays and radio, such as Cygnus X-3, a source that to these days remains a mistery
even today. What is the origin of the hard X-ray emission in microquasars: Inverse Compton
scattering in the corona, synchrotron from the jets, something else?

The study of microquasars and other compact binary sources in the GeV-TeV domain
has brought new insights into these sources, but probably even more unanswered questions.
Simultaneously, a new population of unidentified sources of VHE radiation has been revealed
by the new generation of Ĉerenkov telescopes. What is the origin of the VHE emission? Are
there microquasars among these unidentified sources?
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On the other hand, there are other important questions that remain open after 30 years.
What is the composition of jets? How are jets collimated and accelerated? Are the jets
made up of accretion disk matter, coronal matter, or neither?

All these questions encouraged us to start the projects accounted in this thesis, which
basically aims:

1. To better constrain the physical properties of three classical microquasars using mostly
radioastronomy tools: Cygnus X-3, GRS 1758−258 and 1E 1740.7−2942.

2. To enhance the reduced sample of microquasars by identification of the most vari-
able unidentified GeV-TeV sources discovered by the current generation of gamma-ray
ground and space-based telescopes.

Consequently, we will present the results as follows. Part I is focused on a radio study
of the mentioned microquasars. Then, Part II is devoted to the search for new relativistic
jet sources in the Galaxy by means of a radio study of four highly-variable unidentified
sources from the Third Egret Catalogue and the source MGRO J2019+37 discovered by the
MILAGRO collaboration, which is the most extended TeV source reported so far.
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Part I

Radio study of the microquasars
Cygnus X-3, GRS 1758−258 and

1E 1740.7−2942
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Chapter 2

A search for signatures of energy
deposition from the relativistic jets of
Cygnus X-3 into the ISM

2.1 Cygnus X-3 in brief

Cygnus X-3 is one of the X-ray binaries considered as the prototype of the family of mi-
croquasars. It was originally discovered as the third X-ray source in the constellation of
Cygnus in 1966 during the flight of a sounding rocket (Giacconi et al. 1967 [1]). Among the
newly-discovered family of X-ray sources (the first non-solar X-ray source, Scorpius X-1, had
been discovered only 4 years earlier), Cygnus X-3 did not seem to draw the attention of the
astronomers until the system underwent a strong outburst at radio wavelengths (Gregory
et al. 1972 [2]). From then on, this source has become among the most intensively studied
microquasars in the Galaxy. Such flaring events have been repeating typically one or two
times per year, with flux densities increments of almost two orders of magnitude above the
normal quiescent level of ∼ 0.1 Jy at cm wavelengths (Waltman et al. 1994 [3]). At present,
Cygnus X-3 is widely accepted as a high-mass X-ray binary (HMXB) with a WN Wolf-Rayet
companion star of WN8 type (see e.g. van Kerkwijk et al. 1996 [4]; and Koch-Miramond et
al. 2002 [5]). Despite some authors recently pointed to the compact object being a massive,
∼ 30 M⊙ black hole (Hjalmarsdotter et al. 2009 [6]), the nature of the compact object is
still a matter of debate, and neither of the two possibilities, a black hole or a neutron star,
can be ruled out (Vilhu et al. 2009 [7]).

Since the early campaigns of the X-ray satellites Uhuru and Copernicus it was known
that the system exhibits a 4.8 hour modulation of the flux in the 2-6 and 4-12 keV bands
respectively (Parsignault et al. 1972 [8]; Sanford & Hawkins 1972 [9]). Shortly afterwards
Becklin et al. (1973) [10] discovered a 4.8 hour period in the infrared K-band (2.2 µm).
This modulation is believed to be connected with the orbital period of the system, making
Cygnus X-3 one of the shortest-period HMXB known. Orbital-phase-resolved spectra of the
microquasar in the near-infrared are consitent with it (Hanson et al. 2000 [11]).

The distance to Cygnus X-3 was also estimated during this early period of radio outbursts.
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21 cm radio spectra obtained by Laque, Leqneux & Hguyen-Quang-Rieu in 1972 [12] revealed
absorption components which implied that the system Cygnus X-3 lays beyond the local and
Perseus spiral arms, placing it at a distance ≥ 8 kpc. Today, the distance value is estimated
to be approximately 7-9 kpc (Predehl et al. 2000 [13], Ling et al. 2009 [14]), which agrees
with a strong interstellar absorption (AV ∼ 20 mag, van Kerkwijk et al. 1996 [4]) that
renders the optical counterpart undetectable at wavelengths shorter than red.

2.2 Where are the radio lobes of Cygnus X-3?

Galactic sources with relativistic jets are known to release a significant amount of energy into
their surrounding ISM. For the particular case of Cygnus X-3, the averaged energy injection
rate of its relativistic jets is estimated to be at least ∼ 1037 erg s−1 (Mart́ı et al. 2005 [15]),
i.e., enough to supply ∼ 1050 erg (10% of a supernova explosion) during the expected lifetime
of the WR star. In recent times, concerns have arisen about the possible effects of continu-
ous energy and momentum injection into the ISM during the flaring lifetime of microquasar
systems. How such relativistic flows affect the galactic ISM remains, unfortunately, difficult
to observe and study.

The Cygnus X-3 jets have been repeatedly resolved as sub-parsec transient radio fea-
tures, propagating at a significant fraction of the speed of light in the North-South direction,
thanks to interferometric radio techniques from arc-second (Mart́ı et al. 2001 [16]) to milli
arc-second angular scales (e.g. Geldzahler et al. 1983 [17] ; Miller-Jones et al. 2004 [18];
Tudose et al. 2007a [19]). However, up to now there is no robust evidence of interaction
between the relativistic ejecta of the system and the surrounding ISM on larger, few pc
scales. This is in contrast with other microquasars, such as Cygnus X-1 or Circinus X-1,
where a clear signature of interaction between their relativistic jets and the ISM does exist
with a ring-like or lobe morphology several pc wide (Gallo et al. 2005 [20] ; Tudose et al.
2007b [21]). Additional examples of relativistic jet/ISM interaction come from the also pc-
scale lobes of the Galactic Centre Annihilator 1E 1740.7−2942 (Mirabel et al. 1992 [22]) or
GRS 1758−258 (Mart́ı et al. 2002 [23]) and from XTE J1550-564, the first system where
relativistic proper motions in X-rays have been detected (Corbel et al. 2002 [24]).

The effects of these outflows appear to be more important than previously thought. Nev-
ertheless, only few cases are available. The observational evidence of interaction between
relativistic jets and the ambient gas continues being the exception rather than the rule. In-
deed, one would expect to see several examples of hot spot/double lobe structures at the jet
terminal shocks in a process similar to extragalactic Fanaroff-Riley type II (FRII) sources
(Fanaroff & Riley 1974 [25]). In contrast, most relativistic jets in the Galaxy fade out before
they significantly decelerate when their ram pressure equals that of the ISM.

When we compare these relativistic jets from microquasars with the thermal jets from
young stellar objects (YSOs) the situation turns puzzling. Despite jets from YSOs are known
to be orders of magnitude less powerful than those of microquasars, they are still able to
create a wide variety of bow shock structures: the familiar Herbig-Haro objects whose latest
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catalogue contains a few hundreds of entries (Reipurth 1999 [26]). The question is why such
differences in number exist. Why are YSO bow shocks easier to observe? Some authors have
argued that microquasars are typically located in lower density environments, in a dynam-
ical sense, than their AGN relatives (Heinz 2002 [27]). Jets of YSOs decelerate in a denser
medium such as a molecular cloud with particle densities ∼ 104 cm−3. Tenuous media with
densities well below the canonical ∼ 1 cm−3 would explain the absence of interaction signa-
tures in the case of microquasars. Anyway, additional work is needed to test this hypothesis.

During the last decade, our group has been involved in several searches for large-scale
structures connected with Cygnus X-3 among other microquasars. This quest started with
the discovery of a pair of symmetric radio sources located ∼ 40′ from the microquasar along
the jet position angle (Mart́ı et al. (2000) [28]). Previous searches for another well-known
system, GRS 1905+105, revealed the existence of two HII regions in a very good and sym-
metric alignment with respect to the position angle of the jets (Rodŕıguez & Mirabel 1995
[29]) and a possible physical connection with the microquasar was tentatively proposed. In
this context, it was remarkable that Cygnus X-3 also had two HII regions in a perfectly sym-
metric location around it, namely, 080.45+01.07 (Furst et al. 1990 [30]) and 79.235+00.342
(Lockman 1989 [31]). In Fig. 2.1 (adapted from Mart́ı et al. 2000 [28]) we show a wide-field
NVSS radio map of the environment of Cygnus X-3 where these two HII “lobes” are located,
each of them at approximately ∼ 40′ from the central source. Despite the initial excitement,
none of these sources displayed possible non-thermal filaments pointing towards the central
core of Cygnus X-3 as in the GRS 1915+105 case. This fact, together with a presumed
separation exceedingly large (∼ 100 pc), induced our group to carefully look for fainter and
closer radio sources, not previously noticed, which could be more confidently associated with
the missing large scale radio lobes.

With this idea in mind, Mart́ı et al. (2005) [15] reanalysed different observations re-
trieved from the archive of the Very Large Array (VLA) of the National Radio Astronomy
Observatory (NRAO) in New Mexico (USA). The resulting image, shown in Fig. 2.2, re-
vealed the existence of two possible hot spot candidates (hereafter HSCs) clearly detected
at angular distances of 7.′07 and 4.′36 from Cygnus X-3. The line joining them was also
within one degree of the almost North-South position angle of the inner arc-second radio
jets. Again, there were two objects in almost perfect alignment with the microquasar. In
this case, however, as can be seen in the map, there is an asymmetry between the separa-
tion of the northern and southern sources. This fact is reminiscent of the asymmetry also
existing between the northern and southern inner jet components reported by Mart́ı et al.
2001 [16]. Such asymmetry could be accounted in terms of moderately different ISM den-
sities. Moreover, despite the distances of the sources from the phase center which involve
significant bandwidth smearing, the authors were able to roughly estimate a spectral index
α (defined as Sν ∝ να, where Sν is the radio flux density at a given frequency ν), in order
to constrain the emission mechanism. A value of −0.4 suggested a non-thermal synchrotron
emission mechanism for these two sources. These three facts established the HSCs as serious
candidates to be the impact sites of the Cygnus X-3 jets against the ISM and motivated a
closer, in-depth study described in the rest of this section.
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Figure 2.1: Wide-field NVSS radio map of the Cygnus X-3 region showing the existence of two
HII regions in a perfectly symmetric position with respect to the microquasar (Mart́ı et al. 2000
[28]). These sources represent the first attempt to propose large-scale structures connected with
Cygnus X-3. However, no further evidence for a physical connection beyond the mere geometric
alignment was found.
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Figure 2.2: Second attempt to search for hints of large-scale features related to Cygnus X-3,
now at closer angular distances. In this radio map at 6 cm of the Cygnus X-3 field obtained from
a reanalysis of VLA archive data, there are two radio sources perfectly aligned with the position
angle of the arc-second radio jets shown in the zoomed panel. These objects were interpreted as
possible hot spots at the outflow termination. The asymmetry between the separation of these
two hot spot candidates (HSCs) is in agreement with the asymmetry existing between the inner
jet components and could be accounted in terms of differences in the ISM density. An estimated
value of the spectral index for the two HSCs suggests a synchrotron nature for their emission and
reinforced the hypothesis of hot spots at the time of their discovery (Mart́ı et al. 2005 [15]).
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2.3 A radio and infrared exploration around Cygnus

X-3

Mart́ı et al. (2005) [15] reported the existence of two possible hot spot candidates (HSCs)
associated with Cygnus X-3, thus suggesting an analogy with Fanaroff-Riley type II radio
galaxies. However, their results were hampered by the fact that the HSCs were far from the
phase centre of the interferometric array and consequently suffered from significant band-
width smearing. In the context of this Ph.D. thesis, we decided to carry out a new radio and
near-infrared exploration of both HSCs and the Cygnus X-3 nearby environments in order
to confirm or rule out their hot spot nature. All the observational work, published in A&A
(Mart́ı et al. 2006 [32] and Sánchez-Sutil et al. 2008 [33]), is described and discussed in the
following sections.

2.3.1 Very Large Array radio observations

The Very Large Array (VLA) of the National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO) con-
sists of 27 radio antennas in a Y-shaped configuration on the Plains of San Agustin, fifty
miles west of Socorro, New Mexico (USA). Each antenna is 25 metres in diameter and can be
physically relocated to a number of prepared positions, allowing aperture synthesis interfer-
ometry with a maximum baseline of 36 km. There are four commonly used configurations:
A array, with a maximum antenna separation of 36 km; B array: 10 km; C array: 3.6 km;
and D array: 1 km. The observatory normally cycles through all the various possible config-
urations (including several hybrids) every 16 months; the antennas are moved every three to
four months. Moves to smaller configurations are done in two stages, first shortening the east
and west arms and later shortening the north arm. This allows for a short period of improved
imaging of extremely northerly or southerly sources. The frequency coverage is 74 to 50,000
MHz (400 to 0.7 cm). The resolution is set by the size of the array. At the highest frequency
this gives a resolution of 0.04′′. At present, all these values and procedures are undergoing
strong changes as the upgrade to the Expanded Very Large Array (EVLA) comes into service.

Observations of the HSCs with the classical VLA in B configuration were carried out on
16 April 2005 under clear sky conditions. With the idea of avoiding the bandwith smearing
in mind, both the northern and southern HSCs (hereafter HSCN and HSCS respectively)
were observed at the phase centre of the interferometer. The selected wavelengths were 6 cm
and 3.5 cm, equivalent to frequencies of 4.8 and 8.4 GHz respectively, with two intermediate
frequency (IF) pairs of 50 MHz bandwidth each.

Radio observations do not directly produce images of the regions under study. Instead,
huge amounts of data in the form of visibilities (complex magnitudes) are collected as a
result of the correlation of the electric field detected by the antennas. The processing of
the visibilities leads to an image as a final step. For a detailed explanation the reader is
refered to Synthesis Imaging In Radio Astronomy [34]. From a practical point of view the
images are obtained thanks to a specific software package called AIPS (Astronomical Image
Processing System) developed by the NRAO.
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Using AIPS, the data of this work were calibrated following standard procedures for con-
tinuum calibration of interferometers. First of all, we set the flux density scale using the
primary amplitude calibrator 1331+305 (3C 286), observed at the beginning of the session.
As a second step, we performed the phase calibration thanks to repeated observations of the
nearby phase calibrator 2007+404. After calibration, we split the multi-source file into dif-
ferent pointings and computed the final maps using IMAGR, which is based on the CLEAN
deconvolution algorithm (Högbom 1974 [35]).

The radio results are summarized in Table 2.1. While the HSCN was very well detected
at both wavelengths, the HSCS was not detected and only flux density upper limits were
obtained. Based on the measured flux densities, the corresponding spectral index for the
HSCN is clearly non-thermal and can be estimated as −0.74 ± 0.05. In Fig. 2.3 we show a
6 cm contour map of the HSCN as an example.
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Figure 2.3: VLA map at the 6 cm wavelength of the originally proposed HSCN as observed on
16 April 2005. The object is detected as a clearly compact source. Contours are −3, 3, 5, 8, 12,
20, 30, 40 and 50 times 0.035 mJy beam−1, the rms noise. The ellipse shown at the bottom left
is the synthesised beam equivalent to 1.′′48 × 1.′′38, with a position angle of −38.◦2. In contrast,
the HSCS was not detected and only flux density upper limits were obtained.
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HSC αJ2000.0, δJ2000.0 Flux density
(mJy)

North 20h32m26.s874 ± 0.s001 S6 cm = 2.01 ± 0.03
+41◦04′33.′′02 ± 0.′′ 01 S3.5 cm = 1.33 ± 0.03

South∗ 20h32m24.s97 ± 0.s02 S6 cm ≤ 0.16∗∗

+40◦53′05.′′9 ± 0.′′ 2 S3.5 cm ≤ 0.11∗∗

∗ Position taken from Mart́ı et al. 2005 [15].
∗∗ Upper limits are given as 4σ from VLA data included here.

Table 2.1: Results of VLA radio observations

2.3.2 CAHA near-infrared observations

On 2005 April 29, only a few days after our VLA observations, the positions of the HSCs
were observed with the 3.5 m telescope at the Centro Astronómico Hispano Alemán (CAHA)
in Almeŕıa (Spain). The OMEGA2000 camera was used to take images through the J , H ,
Ks, Brγ and H2 filters. This instrument consists of a Rockwell HAWAII2 HgCdTe detector
with 2048 × 2048 pixels sensitive within the wavelength range from 0.8 to 2.5 µm.

Near-infrared data reduction was carried out using the IRAF (Image Reduction and
Analysis Facility) package of the National Optical Astronomy Observatories (NOAO). First
of all, the sky background subtraction was achieved thanks to a single image obtained from
the science frames themselves by median-combining all of them for each band. Secondly, the
flatfielding allowed us to remove artifacts that are caused by variations in the pixel-to-pixel
sensitivity of the detector and/or by distortions in the optical path.

After background subtraction and flatfielding, we median-combined the data resulting in
a deep image for each band. As a final step, astrometry was determined by identifying in the
field about twenty stars of the 2 Micron All Sky Survey catalogue (2MASS, Skrutskie et al.
2006 [36]). Using the AIPS task XTRAN with a third order polynomial fit we established
the plate solutions, with residuals typically of 0.′′1 or less.

In Fig. 2.4 we show the resulting images for both HSCs in the Ks-band. We also produced
narrow band images in the Bracket γ (2.166 µm) and H2 (2.122 µm) filters as possible trac-
ers of extended emission. Their continuum was subtracted using the same Ks-band image
appropriately scaled following the Böker et al. (1999) [37] procedure. The close surroundings
of Cygnus X-3 were also revisited and images in the H2 and Ks bands of the microquasar
are presented in Figs. 2.5 and 2.6, respectively.

The corresponding Ks limiting magnitude is 18.7 mag, while for J and H-band images
(not shown here) it is about 19.0 and 17.9, respectively. Hence, our images are significantly
deeper than their 2MASS equivalents in Mart́ı et al. (2005) [15]. While no near infrared
counterpart is detected for the HSCN, there is a weak source consistent with the southern
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Figure 2.4: The two fields of the previously proposed HSCs of Cygnus X-3 as seen with the
CAHA 3.5 m telescope plus the OMEGA2000 camera in the Ks-band. The size of the crosses at
the position of both the HSCN and HSCS in the left and right panels, respectively, is significantly
larger than the radio position error for illustrative purposes only. No near-infrared counterpart
is detected for the northern object but a weak source is consistent with the southern one well
within the astrometric error.

candidate within the astrometric error. On the other hand, no extended emission is detected
at the HSCs positions.

2.4 Are we facing the true hot spots of Cygnus X-3?

2.4.1 The possible hot spots in Cygnus X-3 revisited

The observations presented up to this point were specially designed to test the possible hot
spot nature of the two radio sources reported in Mart́ı et al. (2005) [15]. Due to the smearing
problems that affected the data in this work, they were observed exactly at the phase center
of the VLA array. Unfortunately, the integration time for the targets was half than of former
data.

The radio map reported in Fig. 2.3 shows the HSCN as an unresolved source with no
trace of extended emission above a 4σ upper limit of 0.14 mJy beam−1. Taking into account
that the VLA in B configuration allows to image radio features with angular scales as large
as ∼ 36′′ at the 6 cm wavelength, the fact that no extended radio emission is detected above
our sensitivity limit already suggests at this point that HSCN is likely not a hot spot.

Concerning the HSCS, as we did not detect this source, possibly because of insufficient
integration time, we cannot make any statement based on its apparent angular size. The
upper limit in Table 2.1 is roughly consistent with the flux density reported in the much
more sensitive but smearing-affected observations of Mart́ı et al. (2005) [15].
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The search for infrared counterparts with the 3.5 m CAHA telescope improves the 2MASS
images inspected by Mart́ı et al. (2005) [15] by more than four magnitudes. While the left
panel in Fig. 2.4 clearly shows that the HSCN does not have an infrared counterpart within
our improved sensitivity limits (the closest object is ∼ 2.′′5 away and does not agree with the
HSCN VLA position), the HSCS does exhibit a faint infrared counterpart in almost perfect
coincidence with the VLA radio position originally reported in Mart́ı et al. (2005) [15]. The
offset between the VLA and CAHA positions is ∼ 0.′′1 which is well within the residual
errors of the astrometric solution for the OMEGA2000 frame based on 20 reference stars
from the 2MASS survey. Its stellar appearance, pointing most likely to a galactic star or an
extragalactic background object, argues against its originally proposed hot spot nature.

2.4.2 The Cygnus X-3 environments in Brγ and H2 lines

As young stellar objects (YSOs) exhibit evidence of jet shocked gas around them, we at-
tempted to search for signatures of interaction between the relativistic outflows of Cygnus
X-3 and the ISM. Using the Brγ and H2 filters as likely tracers of shocked gas, we imaged
the environment of the microquasar (see Fig. 2.5) to find no evidence of extended emission
either at the HSC positions or in the vicinity of Cygnus X-3 itself. The corresponding 4σ
upper limit corresponds to about 17.6 mag arcsec−2 in both filters.

This is definitely not an unexpected result which stresses again the dichotomy between
the outflows from these two kinds of galactic jet sources. As mentioned before, different
density environments could lay under this puzzling situation (Heinz 2002 [27]).
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Figure 2.5: Left. CAHA 3.5 m image of Cygnus X-3 taken on 29 April 2005 with OMEGA2000
in the H2 filter. Right. The same field after subtraction of the continuum to better search for
evidence of extended line emission. None was detected within the sensitivity of our observations
as it also occured with our Brγ narrow filter observations.
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2.4.3 The arc-second close vicinity of Cygnus X-3

As a final check, we looked for any kind of elongation of Cygnus X-3 when compared to the
stellar profiles of the nearby stars by examining our deep CAHA Ks infrared observations
(see Fig. 2.6). As Ogley et al. (1997) [38] reported, Cygnus X-3 could be represented by
two stellar-type profiles 0.′′56 apart in the K-band, which may be interpreted as an extended
emission feature. In order to characterize the tridimensional profiles of Cygnus X-3 and
neighbouring stars in the field, we used the SLICE task in AIPS to obtain four bidimensional
profiles in the main directions for each of the sources. These profiles show a typical Gaussian
behaviour and no evidence of extended infrared emission has been found for Cygnus X-3.
Given that the seeing in our images is estimated as 1.′′07, we should be able to separate
only arc-second extended components if present at the time of our observations and this
was not the case. Nevertheless, this result does not exclude that a faint elongation due to
an infrared jet could be detected soon after a strong outburst, in analogy with the case of
GRS 1915+105 as observed by Sams et al. (1996) [39].
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Figure 2.6: CAHA 3.5 m Ks-band image of Cygnus X-3 taken on 29 April 2005 with
OMEGA2000. The well known near-infrared counterpart of this microquasar is located at the
center of the frame and indicated with a circle.
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2.5 The HSCs hypothesis unconfirmed: the quest re-

mains open

The intensive campaign of observations of Cygnus X-3 and its surroundings conducted dur-
ing 2005 at radio and near-infrared wavelengths did not confirm the previously proposed hot
spot nature of two nearby radio sources in almost perfect alignment with the relativistic jets
of this microquasar discovered by Mart́ı et al. (2005) [15]. The absence of clear indications
for these objects being hot spots, such as extended emission and absence of star-like coun-
terpart for both of them, makes us very cautious about the former hypothesis.

From our deep line narrow band images of the Cygnus X-3 field we have been able, at
least, to provide strong upper limits for the brightness of extended emission due to possible
molecular shocked gas. The observational data collected and reported here clearly show that
searching for signatures of jet-ISM interaction is a very difficult task which requires a more
sensitive sampling on a wide range of angular scales.

The non-detection of extended features associated to Cygnus X-3 is hard to understand
considering that the averaged energy injection rate of Cygnus X-3 jets is at least ∼ 1037

erg s−1, as we said before, enough to supply ∼ 1050 erg (10% of a SN explosion) during
the expected lifetime of the Wolf Rayet star (∼ 0.5 Myr). In other microquasars, such as
Cygnus X-1, the signature of interaction between a radiatively inefficient jet and the ISM has
recently been detected by Gallo et al. (2005) [20] with a ring-like morphology several pc wide.

In works quoted up to this point, we have presented different attempts to find, without
success, traces of associated extended radio features in the position angles of the Cygnus X-3
radio jet. The angular scales explored so far range from ∼ 5′ to ∼ 30′, equivalent to about
10-100 pc at the Cygnus X-3 distance of 10 kpc. Given this situation, the next step will be
to explore the Cygnus X-3 environments at shorter (i.e. few arc-minute) angular scales and
using appropriate data in order to maximize the sensitivity to extended radio emission at
these angular scales.

2.6 Discovery of faint arc-minute extended radio emis-

sion around Cygnus X-3

2.6.1 Data mining

By this point, it should be clear that extended radio features in galactic jet systems such
as microquasars are extremely weak and their detection is possible only after investing a
significant amount of interferometer time. As the availability of the arrays spread around
the world is limited, long duration proposals are not always accepted by the referee panels.
With this idea in mind, we decided to face the problem of finding extended emission around
Cygnus X-3 using a different approach.
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The NRAO archive contains huge amounts of radio data from different sources acumu-
lated over the years. Sometimes, several projects can be combined together into a single
deep radio map and reanalysed with a different aim than originally proposed. This approach
has been conducted by our group in the recent years showing how useful archive data can
be (see e.g. Sánchez-Sutil et al. 2008 [33] and Muñoz-Arjonilla et al. 2009 [40]).

By similarity with the Cygnus X-1 or Circinus X-1 cases, the possible large scales radio
features around Cygnus X-3 (if any) could also be a few pc extended and, therefore, with few
arc-minute angular sizes. The more compact D configuration of the VLA appears thus as
the best choice for detection purposes at these angular scales. Concerning the wavelength,
we decided to use 6 cm data, which provides a Full-Width Half Maximum (FWHM) primary
beam of about 9′. Then, a 1 to 10 pc feature would be well covered within the more sensitive,
inner part of the primary beam.

Surprisingly, the NRAO data archive contained no VLA observations of Cygnus X-3 in
the pure D configuration of the array and with more than a half hour of integration time
when this work was carried out. The data set more closely matching our requirements was
observed in the hybrid DnC configuration. We also included one B-configuration run for
enhanced angular resolution in addition to sensitivity on arc-minute scales. The log of the
observing runs that we combined into a single radio image is given in Table 2.2.

Date wavelength VLA Number of Project Time on
(cm) configuration. visibilities id. source (hrs)

1992 Jun 8 6 DnC 432229 UT002 5
1997 May 4 6 B 718939 AM551 5.7
2000 Aug 29 6 D 29167 AH669 0.33

Table 2.2: VLA archive observations used in this work

2.6.2 The data processing technique when variable sources are
present in the observation

As we explained before, radio images are not directly obtained from the antennas. Instead,
huge amounts of data are collected during observations and need to be processed afterwards
with AIPS (or similar software packages) before images can be finally produced.

Concerning the data retrieved for this work, each project was separately processed with
the aim of combining all of them into a single image. For this purpose, we could not strictly
follow the standard procedures for continuum calibration of interferometers. Due to the
significant flaring variability of the Cygnus X-3 core during the observations (see the radio
light curve in Fig. 2.7) the standard deconvolution methods (e.g. CLEAN) could not be
applied directly. To proceed without taking into account the strong variability of a source
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in the field would introduce artifacts in the final image at the time of CLEAN deconvolution.

Instead, we followed a method similar to that outlined in Mart́ı et al. (2000) [28]. There-
fore, we had to subtract a time-variable point source from the visibilities in the uv plane
using different AIPS tasks. First of all, we split the data in blocks of less than 5% amplitude
variation. For each block, we derived the flux density of the component to be subtracted
at the microquasar core position with AIPS task UVFIT. Afterwards, we removed it using
the UVSUB task and all almost variability free blocks were finally recombined using another
AIPS task, DBCON.
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Figure 2.7: Amplitude variability of Cygnus X-3 during the UT002 observation in 1992 at the 6
cm wavelength. This variability prevents us to strictly follow standard procedures for continuum
calibration of interferometers.

The next step was to combine the data of the three selected projects. At this point, the
UVFIX task of AIPS had to be used to set a common phase center to allow the appropriate
combination of the visibilities. Finally, DBCON was used again to merge all data sets in
Table 2.2 into a single uv file. This was performed with an appropriate weighting to enhance
the short baselines of DnC+D configuration that give sensitivity to extended emission. A
constant point source, with the average flux density of Cygnus X-3, was finally added at the
position of the subtracted core.
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2.6.3 Deep VLA radio map of the Cygnus X-3 vicinity

For a preliminary inspection of the field we first mapped our multi-configuration data without
using the long baseline visibilities provided by the B configuration of the array. The resulting
map is presented in Fig. 2.8 as a contour plot and it was obtained using the IMAGR task of
AIPS with pure natural weighting of uv data and DnC+D data only. Moreover, the primary
beam correction was applied to the radio map restricted to its 50% response, in order to
avoid any problem towards the otherwise noisy edges of the map.

Remarkably, Fig. 2.8 shows that Cygnus X-3 is located just at the edge of an extended
radio feature clearly visible towards the South and South-West direction. Despite some deep
negative artifacts, likely due to missing short baselines and perhaps to the subtraction pro-
cedure as well, the reality of the extended emission is beyond doubt thanks to confirmation
by independent radio instruments (see below). In addition, two clumps of extended emission
are also present to the North and East from the microquasar, respectively, but well separated
by several arc-minutes.

It is clear that Fig. 2.8 is suggesting a morphological connection between the extended
emission and Cygnus X-3. However, it is not possible to conclude whether this emission
is physically associated with the microquasar or not. Despite we cannot rule out unrelated
extended emission from the Galactic Plane, we could also be seeing traces of a disturbed lobe
with an emission plume extending sideways for as long as 5 pc at the Cygnus X-3 distance.
This scenario would be perfectly feasible having in mind that similar scaled-up effects are
very often seen in the large scale lobes and plumes of radio galaxies. The interaction of the
jet pointing towards the observer with the intergalactic medium can induce turns in the flow
direction changing it by as much as 90◦. A representative example of this phenomenon can
be found, for instance, in the large lobes of 3C 264 (Lara et al. 2004 [41]). As shows the
Fig. 2.9, the most remarkable feature is the transition between a well collimated narrow jet
at distances from the core below 80 pc, to a conical-shaped wide jet, with a large opening
angle. Based on our detection, the possibility than an analog physical process could take
place in Cygnus X-3 is a scenario worth exploring. Moreover, as in 3C 264, we also find in
our map a more distant patch of extended emission right at the expected position angle of
the counterjet.

The resulting map obtained after combining the full DnC+D+B configuration data at
6 cm is presented in Fig. 2.10 and has an rms noise of 9.5 µJy beam−1. According to this
result, this is probably the deepest map of Cygnus X-3 reported up to date.

In Fig. 2.11 we present the map as part of a composite image containing both the reanal-
ysis of the 6 cm multi-configuration archive data and the same near-infrared observations
that we obtained in 2005 as part of the HSCs hypothesis study.

This montage is included to render a global and enhanced view of the different source
components present in the complex Cygnus X-3 field (e.g. extended emission, compact
cores, galactic and extragalactic jets, etc.) which otherwise would be difficult to visualize
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Figure 2.8: VLA map of Cygnus X-3 at the 6 cm wavelength using only visibility data in the
DnC and D configuration of the array. As described in the text, the central variable core of the
microquasar has been subtracted and replaced by a constant point source with an average flux
density of 100 mJy. The main interest of this map is the extended radio emission clearly visible
in the vicinity of Cygnus X-3. Contours shown correspond to −4, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 15,
20, 30, 50, 100, 200, 300, 500, 1000 and 1500 times 57 µJy beam−1, the thermal rms noise of
the map. The negatives in this low resolution map go significantly deeper (−10σ) than shown
for clarity purposes of the figure. This occurs only in some pixel areas inside the largest dashed
contour. The synthesised beam is shown as an ellipse in the bottom right corner. It corresponds
to 14.′′17× 10.′′95 with a position angle of −75.◦8. The cross marks the core position of an AGN
also reported in this work.
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Figure 2.9: VLA, MERLIN and EVN maps of 3C 264 showing an effect similar to that we suspect
lays under the emission detected around Cygnus X-3. In this radio galaxy the interaction of a
well collimated jet with the intergalactic medium induces turns in the flow direction changing it
by as much as 90◦ until it adopts a conical shape with a large opening angle (adapted from Lara
et al. 2004 [41])
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Figure 2.10: VLA map of Cygnus X-3 at the 6 cm wavelength computed using visibilities from the
VLA projects UT002 (CD-configuration), AH669 (D-configuration) and AM551 (B-configuration)
quoted in the text. The Cygnus X-3 variable central core has been removed to avoid variability
artifacts and a contact point source added at its location for illustration purposes. This map
interestingly shows that Cygnus X-3 is surrounded by arc-minute extended emission whose nature
is still unclear. The rms noise is 9.5 µJy beam−1. The synthesised beam is a 1.40× 1.33 arcsec2

ellipse, with position angle −74.71◦. The position angle of the inner Cygnus X-3 jets is indicated
by an arrow. This map has been corrected for primary beam up to a conservative response value
of 50%
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Figure 2.11: Composite radio and near-infrared image centred on Cygnus X-3 and covering a
5.6 × 6.7 arcmin2 field of view. The bluish layer of this montage corresponds to our deep VLA
map at the 6 cm wavelength computed by combining visibilities from the VLA projects UT002
(DnC configuration), AH669 (D-configuration) and AM551 (B-configuration). The background
layer overlays the Ks-band near-infrared image of the same field already presented in this work
while testing the HSCs hypothesis. Traces of the Cygnus X-3 arc-second radio jets are also visible
thanks to the AM551 data obtained weeks after a giant radio outburst (Mart́ı et al. 2000 [28]).
In addition a triple radio source is clearly seen at the bottom left corner which is almost certainly
a background AGN. We interpret it as a FR II radio galaxy with its likely core and two hot spot
components perfectly aligned. The importance of its presence in the field is assessed in the text.
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simultaneously. As quoted above, the Cygnus X-3 variable radio core was removed to avoid
variability artifacts during the CLEANing process. Instead, a compact point source with the
average flux density level was later added at its location for illustration purposes only. At
this point, the synthesised beam was practically a circular Gaussian with 1.′′5 angular size.
Correction for primary beam response was also applied to the radio data up to a conservative
response value of 50% for appropriate physical measurements. As a final cosmetic step, the
extended radio emission next to Cygnus X-3 and whose nature is still unclear has been
slightly smoothed for better display.

2.6.4 A triple radio source in the Cygnus X-3 field

Unexpectedly, the new radio map of the Cygnus X-3 vicinity presented here was deep enough
to reveal the presence of a serendipitous triple radio source at an angular distance from the
microquasar of 3.′06. This triple source consists of a compact core and two aligned lobe/hot
spots components previously unknown. The location of the proposed core is at coordinates
αJ2000.0 = 20h32m38.s29 ± 0.s02 and δJ2000.0 = +40◦55′31.′′0 ± 0.′′2, with a 6 cm flux density of
0.27 ± 0.06 mJy.

As we show in detail in Fig. 2.12, the overall morphology of this triple source is con-
sistent with a FR II radio galaxy, The grey scale in the panel inset corresponds to our
near infrared Ks-band observations. Remarkably, a point-like counterpart with magnitude
Ks = 17.2± 0.1 is coincident with the compact core within astrometric error. Microquasars
and AGNs are often considered as close relatives with the same accretion/ejection processes
going on (Mirabel & Rodŕıguez 1999 [42]). To our knowledge, the Fig. 2.11 map is the first
case where representatives of both families have been simultaneously imaged and resolved
within the same primary beam thus giving it a strong educational value. This fact also opens
a possibility for proper motion studies of Cygnus X-3 using future very sensitive interferom-
eters with respect to the FR II core.

The montage presented in this work was awarded an honorable mention in the Third
Annual Radio Astronomy Image Contest organized by Associated Universities, Inc. and the
NRAO in 2007 1.

2.6.5 An independent detection of extended radio emission in the

Cygnus X-3 environments

The detection of extended radio emission around Cygnus X-3 at arc-minute scales represents
a milestone in our search for signatures of energy deposition from the relativistic jets of the
system into the ISM. From a skeptical point of view, however, the presence of this emission
as a result of a bad deconvolution or other artifact should not be neglected. Fortunately,
we have complementary observations coming from the Ryle Telescope which supports the
reality of our detection.

1the reader is refered to http://www.nrao.edu/imagegallery/image contest/image contest 2007 prizes.shtml
for the complete gallery of awarded images
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Figure 2.12: Detailed contour map of the south-east corner of Fig. 2.11. A triple radio source is
unexpectedly detected in the close vicinity of Cygnus X-3 at the 6 cm wavelength. This object,
clearly consisting of a central core with two symetrical and well aligned hot spot components, is
believed to be an FRII radio galaxy. Radio contours shown correspond to −4, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12
and 15 times 9.5 µJy beam−1. The panel inset shows a zoom of the central component with the
background grey scale representing a Ks-band image that we obtained in 2005 at the Calar Alto
observatory. A stellar-like near-infrared counterpart candidate is obvious.
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The Ryle Telescope (Cambridge), formerly known as the 5-km Telescope, was originally
designed as an 8-element E-W interferometer with the objective of mapping individual radio
sources with an angular resolution as good as that of large optical telescopes when it was
built in 1971. During its lifetime it has operated at 5, 2.7, 15 and 31 GHz and, at the higher
frequencies, was the first radio interferometer to give sub-arcsec images of radio galaxies
and quasars. The elements are equatorially mounted 13 m Cassegrain antennas which were
originally located on an E-W baseline, four fixed at 1.2 km intervals and four movable on a
1.2 km rail track, giving a range of possible baselines from 18 m to 4.8 km. For high res-
olution imaging, the mobile aerials were arranged along the track, to give uniform baseline
coverage to 4.8 km; for low-brightness astronomy (e.g. the Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect) the
mobile aerials were arranged in a ’compact array’, with a maximum baseline of about 100
m. All aerial pairs were correlated, so some long baseline data were always available, even
in the ’compact array’ configuration.

The Ryle Telescope has for some years been used in a ‘spare-time’ mode for monitor-
ing of X-ray binaries; for details, see Pooley & Fender 1997 [43]. In recent years it has
operated at 15 GHz (λ = 2 cm). Concerning Cygnus X-3, its behaviour is unique. It can
show periods of very low (‘quenched’) flux density for some days immediately before major
radio/X-ray flares (Waltman et al. 1994 [3]). This fact is potentially useful in giving warning
of the flares. Observations during this phase had demonstrated that there is some emission
on larger angular scales which had so far been ignored or treated as a complication in the
analysis. Essentially this emission is readily detected only on the shortest baseline of the
telescope (about 1800λ), for only about two hours of the hour angle range. The apparent
flux density at 15 GHz of this extended structure is about 35 mJy.

The discovery of faint arc-minute extended radio emission around Cygnus X-3 in the new
multi-configuration VLA map at the 6 cm wavelength presented here prompted a reanalysis
of some recent Ryle Telescope data (courtesy of Guy Pooley). For our purposes, we used
8 observations during the period 2006 Jan 20 – 29. The mean flux density of this system
during these days was about 3 mJy, except for Jan 26, when Cygnus X-3 reached 50 mJy, so
we ignored this day. The data, covering time-spans from about 1 h up to 12 h, were mapped
and the resulting data cleaned. The synthesised resolution is 25′′ × 38′′. Due to the variable
nature of the core source, no attempt of self-calibration was made. Neither has the map
been corrected for the primary beam of the telescope because the structure detected extends
over most of the primary beam of the telescope (6′ FWHM).

In Fig. 2.13 we present the 2 cm map of Cygnus X-3 obtained with the Ryle Teslescope.
Despite the frequency difference between this map and the one shown in Fig. 2.11, the agree-
ment of the overall structure mapped by two independent interferometers gives robustness
to the detection of arc-minute extended emission close to Cygnus X-3. The new detection
at 2 cm is even more suggestive of a physical North-South elongated connection with the
microquasar than at 6 cm. The extended emission also appears reminiscent of an arc-like
morphology opening towards the South and with the microquasar in the middle. Whether
we are seeing part of a ring-like structure similar to that detected around Cygnus X-1 by
Gallo et al. (2005) [20], a lobe, or a simple unrelated emission scenario is currently difficult
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to discriminate until better observations are available.
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Figure 2.13: Contour map of Cygnus X-3 as observed in its ‘quenched’ state with the Ryle
Telescope at the 2 cm wavelength. Contours shown correspond to −3, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12,
14, 16, 18, 20 and 22 times the 0.15 mJy beam−1, the rms thermal noise. The synthesised beam
is shown at the bottom right corner and corresponds to an ellipse of 38′′ × 25′′, with position
angle of 0◦. This map is uncorrected for primary beam response (FWHM 6′, centred on Cygnus
X-3) and covers exactly the same field as Fig. 2.8. Both the position of Cygnus X-3 and the
nearby AGN in the field are indicated.
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2.6.6 Spectral index map of the extended emission

From a morphological analysis only, the emission detected around Cygnus X-3 cannot be
directly related to the microquasar. However, the presence of this emission in two inde-
pendent images increases our confidence about its reality and encourage us to estimate its
spectral index. Our VLA (6 cm) and Ryle Telescope (2 cm) images are likely missing some
flux density from very short baselines and we preferred not to use them for such purpose.
Instead, we inspected the Canadian Galactic Plane Survey (Taylor et al. 2003 [44]) at 1.4
GHz and the Green Bank 4.85 GHz northern sky survey (GB6; Gregory et al. 1996 [45]).

On the one hand, the Canadian Galactic Plane Survey (CGPS) was obtained with the
7-antenna Synthesis Telescope operated by the Dominion Radio Astrophysical Observatory
(DRAO) in Canada. Consisting of a high resolution survey of the atomic hydrogen and
radio continuum emission from our Milky Way galaxy, the survey covers galactic longitudes
from 74.◦2 < l < 147.◦3 and latitudes from −3.◦5 < b < +5.◦5 in a mosaic of 190 synthesis
fields. The results of this survey includes an atomic hydrogen ‘cube’ with 256 channels, an
angular resolution of 1′ and velocity resolution of 1.2 km s−1, together with Stokes I, Q, U
and V continuum polarization images at 1420 MHz with also 1′ of resolution, and Stokes I
continuum images at 408 MHz with a resolution of 3.′5. In Fig. 2.14 we display the CGPS
image. In this map, some traces of the extended feature quoted in this work are also visible
around Cygnus X-3 thus reinforcing its reality.

On the other hand, the Green Bank 4.85 GHz northern sky survey was made by the
NRAO with the former 91 m antenna of the Green Bank observatory in West Virginia dur-
ing November 1986 and October 1987. The final set of images covering the declination band
from 0 < δ < +75◦ was constructed with data from both epochs. Its noise and position er-
rors are nearly a factor of

√
2 smaller than in the epoch 1987 images, from which the 87GB

catalogue of 54579 sources stronger than S ∼ 25 mJy was extracted. The new images were
used to make the GB6 Catalogue of 75162 discrete sources with angular sizes ≤ 10.′5 and
flux densities above S ∼ 18 mJy at the 6 cm wavelength. The GB6 maps can be retrieved
directly from SkyView [46] by introducing the coordinates of the object under study and the
appropriate radius of search. In Fig. 2.15 we find again traces of the extended emission we
are handling. Obviously, this single-dish observation has worse angular resolution than its
VLA/CGPS equivalents: ∼ 3′.

The additional detection in both surveys adds even more confidence to the reality of
the extended feature discovered and what is more important, allows us to compute a crude
spectral index map. This is precisely what we did using the COMB task included in the
AIPS package. Before combining both maps, however, it was necessary to transform them
into the same units and coordinates. While brightness in the CGPS map is measured in
brightness temperature (Tb), the GB6 uses the more common Jy beam−1. Concerning the
coordinates, positions are refered to galactic coordinates in CGPS and equatorial coordinates
in GB6. The conversion of coordinates is easy to achieve thanks to the REGRD task. On
the contrary, matching the units needed some calculations.
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Figure 2.14: Map of Cygnus X-3 at 1.4 GHz taken from the Canadian Galactic Plane Survey
(CGPS). This map shows some traces of the extended emission discovered around the microquasar
in the VLA and Ryle Telescope maps, thus reinforcing its reality.
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First of all, the relationship between brightness temperature and specific intensity is given
by:

Iν =
2kν2

c2
Tb (2.1)

where Iν has units of J s−1 m−2 Hz−1 px−1, k is the Boltzmann constant, ν is the frequency
of the map (1.42 GHz in our case, because the CPGS map is the one which is expressed in
Tb), c the speed of light and Tb the brightness temperature in K.

The specific intensity in Jy per pixel can be obtained as:

Iν = 1023 · 2kν2

c2
Tb (2.2)

being 1Jy = 10−23 erg s−1cm−2 Hz−1

As we need Iν in Jy beam−1 we had to find out how many pixels are contained in a beam.
Taking into account that in our particular case 1 px = 18′′ × 18′′, this value is simple to
extract from the equation:

BeamArea =
π

4ln2
a · b (2.3)

being a and b the major and minor axes, respectively, of the synthesised beam ellipse.
The factor π

4ln2
represents the size of the beam when the response decays to a value equal to

e−1.

After transforming the brightness scale from brightness temperature to Jy beam−1, the
CPGS image was also regrided from galactic to equatorial coordinates. Since we were only
interested in extended emission, we also removed the central core of Cygnus X-3 from both
images. The CGPS image was then appropriately convolved with an elliptical Gaussian so
that its 1 arc-minute angular resolution matched the lower one of the GB6 (about 3 arc-
minute).

Once the CGPS and GB6 images were correctly matched, we combined them in order
to create a map of spectral index α (Sν ∝ να). The result is reported in Fig. 2.16. Here,
the spectral index of the extended radio feature under discussion hints at a negative value
α ≃ −0.5 thus suggesting a non-thermal emission mechanism. This would be in natural
agreement with relativistic electrons accelerated in the termination shock of a distorted jet.
In contrast, other bright extended radio sources in the field have α values predominantly
positive as expected from ordinary star forming regions with thermal emission mechanisms.
In any case, true matching beam observations at different wavelengths are still needed to
confidently constrain the spectral index value.
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Figure 2.15: Traces of the extended emission discovered around Cygnus X-3 are even present in
this low resolution map (∼ 3′) taken from the Green Bank 4.85 GHz northern sky survey (GB6).
Another detection that gives us more confidence about its reality.
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Figure 2.16: Spectral index map of Cygnus X-3 showing hints of non-thermal emission mainly
coincident with the southern extended emission discovered around Cygnus X-3 in the VLA map.
This map has been computed using images from the Canadian Galactic Plane Survey (CGPS) at
1.4 GHz and the Green Bank 4.85 GHz northern sky survey (GB6). The big cross indicates the
instrumental FWHM of the Cygnus X-3 central core subtracted when creating this spectral index
map.
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2.6.7 Constraining the system energetics

Up to this point, the faint arc-minute extended radio emission discovered around Cygnus
X-3 has not only shown a morphological connection with the microquasar but also hints of
non-thermal nature. Now, we will try to find out whether the hypothesis of a lobe scenario
is consistent in terms of energy.

Using the multi-configuration radio map presented in Fig. 2.10 we can measure some
important values of this possible Cygnus X-3 lobe (or extended radio feature of other kind)
as the flux density or the angular size:

• Sν = 133 mJy at 6 cm

• ΩS = 6.8 × 10−7 sr

For α = −0.5, this implies a radio luminosity of 6.8× 1032 erg s−1 in the 0.1-100 GHz at
9 kpc.

Under the assumption of standard equipartition conditions, the minimum energy content
is estimated as 3.2×1047 erg with the equipartition magnetic field being 2×10−5 G. From the
energetical point of view, sustaining a permanent structure with such energy content would
not be problematic for Cygnus X-3 given the energy injection rate quoted in the introduction
(∼ 1037 erg s−1). Such energy content would merely represent ∼ 103 yr, as compared with
the expected life time of the WR star (∼ 106 yr) acting as mass donor powering the system
flaring nature.

Following the analytic model developed by Heinz (2002) [27] for radio lobe dynamics
and the environments of microquasars, the typical size re, when the lobe reaches pressure
equilibrium with the ISM, is given by:

re ∼ 0.2 pc E
1/3
44 p

−1/3
−11 , (2.4)

where E44 represents the accumulated energy from multiple ejection events in units of 1044

erg and p−11 the external ISM pressure in units of 10−11 erg cm−3.

The equilibrium size is reached in a time-scale of order:

te ∼ 4 × 103 yr E
1/3
44 n1/2

x p
−5/6
−11 (2.5)

being nx the corresponding external ISM number density in units of cm−3.

Assuming typical properties for intercloud gas in the Galaxy, such as nx ≃ 0.3 cm−3 and
a ∼ 6000K temperature, a conceivable ISM pressure p−11 = 0.025 is obtained. From the
equipartition estimates above, we can adopt E44 = 3200 for the total lobe energy content.
Incidently, ∼ 1044 erg is roughly the total energy involved in a single major radio outburst
of Cygnus X-3 (Mart́ı et al. 1992 [47]).
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Thus, based on Eqs. 2.4 and 2.5, we have that re ∼ 10 pc and te ∼ 7 × 105 yr. On the
one hand, the resulting lobe dimension is within a factor of two from the estimated ∼ 5 pc
size, if our extended radio source is at the same distance as Cygnus X-3. On the other hand,
the estimated lobe age would also be consistently shorter or comparable with the expected
life time of the WR star (∼ 106 yr) acting as mass donor and powering the outbursts of the
system.

2.7 Conclusions

After conducting intensive radio and near-infrared observations of Cygnus X-3 and its sur-
roundings together with a reanalysis of multi-epoch data from the VLA archive, our conclu-
sions can be summarized as follows:

1. The observational and archival data collected and reported here clearly show that the
search for signatures of Cygnus X-3 jets-ISM interaction is a very difficult task which
requires a high sensitive sampling on a wide range of angular scales.

2. The originally proposed hot spot nature of two nearby radio sources in almost perfect
alignment with the relativistic jets of this microquasar has not been confirmed despite
an intensive campaign of radio and near infrared observations. The absence of clear
indications for these objects being hot spots, such as extended emission and no star-like
counterpart for both of them, advices us to rule out our former hypothesis.

3. By combining different archive VLA observations, we have been able to create the
deepest radio map reported up to date with sensitivity to arc-minute angular scales.
In this new map, Cygnus X-3 appears superposed onto a diffuse radio emission of
apparent non-thermal index with an angular size of a few arc-minutes extending South
and South-West from it. The reality of such feature is independently confirmed by Ryle
Telescope observations and when inspecting in detail maps from the CGPS and GB6
surveys. Our VLA map also shows the existence of a possible northern counterpart to
this extended object, but slightly more distant.

4. With all cautions in mind, the possibility that such an extended emission could be
physically associated to Cygnus X-3 is tentatively suggested. It could be either a dis-
torted lobe, plume or partial shell-like structure resulting from the accumulated flaring
history of the microquasar interacting with the ISM. If connected with Cygnus X-3,
the feature linear size would be ∼ 5 pc, which is of the same order as extended lobes or
bubbles seen around other microquasars. Based on simple equipartition assumptions,
the observed size is roughly in agreement with expectations from simple theory of radio
lobe dynamics.

5. A triple radio source with FR II morphology has been also discovered at few arc-minute
from Cygnus X-3 in our deep VLA map thus providing a curious ‘family picture’ of two
accreting sources in the same shot. In addition to its educational value, the angular
proximity of the FR II compact core could enable future proper motion studies of this
microquasar using future generations of highly sensitive interferometers.
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Chapter 3

The galactic center microquasars
GRS 1758−258 and 1E 1740.7−2942
revisited

In this chapter we will dive again into the study of the microquasar family, now concen-
trating on two of its older members in a historical sense, the persistent hard X-ray sources
GRS 1758−258 and 1E 1740.7−2942. The lack of identification of the optical/near-infrared
counterpart of both objects has puzzled the astronomers during nearly two decades. Now,
thanks to new and more accurate radio positions of these two systems, the optical and near-
infrared couterpart of GRS 1758−258 and an apparently extended near-infrared counterpart
of 1E 1740.7−2942 have been identified as part of our work, or at least we have serious
candidates for them.

3.1 The prototype microquasars and their galactic ori-

gin unconfirmed

The systems GRS 1758−258 and 1E 1740.7−2942 made headlines two decades ago when
Sunyaev et al. (1991) [1] reported the results of the GRANAT observations of the Galactic
Center (GC) on March/April 1990. On board this Soviet high-energy space observatory,
the ART-P and SIGMA telescopes were operating in the 4-30 keV and 35-1300 keV energy
bands, respectively. In contrast with the standard X-ray band (below 20 keV), where many
sources had been detected in this region (Watson et al. 1981 [2]; Hertz & Grindlay 1984 [3];
Skinner et al. 1987 [4]), at higher energies only two persistent bright sources were found in
100 square degrees vicinity of the GC: the already known 1E 1740.7−2942, located 0.◦8 away
from the dynamic center of the Galaxy, and the newly-discovered GRS 1758−258, 40′ away
from the source GX 5-1.

At that moment, there were basically only three types of celestial objects known to pro-
duce hard X-rays up to at least 200-300 keV as GRS 1758−258 or 1E 1740.7−2942: black
hole candidates, powered by matter accretion in X-ray binaries like Cyg X-1; Crab-like X-ray
pulsars; and Gamma-ray burst sources. As the hard X-ray spectra and variability of GRS
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1758−258 and 1E 1740.7−2942 closely resemble that of Cygnus X-1, which in the framework
of the comptonized disk model of Sunyaev and Titarchuk (1980) [5] is the best candidate for
an accreting black hole of stellar mass, both sources were included in the list of black-hole
candidates.

After GRANAT observations, Félix Mirabel (CEA-Saclay) and Luis Felipe Rodŕıguez
(UNAM, Mexico) initiated a multiwavelength radio monitoring with the VLA of these two
dominant hard X-ray sources (≥ 30 keV) in the direction of the GC. It is widely known
that hard X-ray sources can produce remarkable varieties of radio emission and observations
with radio interferometers can provide their positions with precisions ≤ 1′′. Furthermore,
the properties of the radio counterparts of hard X-ray sources can provide clues for the un-
derstanding of the physical mechanisms at work.

The first results of the monitoring program with the VLA showed that these two sources
exhibit radio counterparts with double-sided jets emanating from a central compact source
(see Mirabel et al. 1992 [6] for the 1E 1740.7−2942 case and Rodŕıguez, Mirabel & Mart́ı
1992 [7] for GRS 1758−258). The discovery of additional objects in the Galaxy whose
behaviour mimics quasars on a smaller and closer scale cemented the use of the term ‘mi-
croquasar’ (see e.g. Mirabel & Rodŕıguez 1999 [8] for a general discussion of microquasar
properties). The discovery of such systems promised to revolutionize the study of jets in
black-hole systems. Because of their proximity and smaller mass, these X-ray binaries reveal
smaller/fainter features and vary more rapidly that their extragalactic cousins, the quasars.
Thus, microquasars are excellent laboratories for investigating the jet formation process in
compact objects.

Despite the classification of GRS 1758−258 and 1E 1740.7−2942 as members of the
microquasar family, their galactic origin has never been verified. Their morphology is remi-
niscent of a Fanaroff-Riley II galaxy (Fanaroff & Riley 1974 [9]) and an extragalactic origin
cannot be ruled out. Mirabel et al. (1992) [6] and Rodŕıguez et al. (1992) [7] pointed to a
galactic origin based on a statistical analysis. Assuming a distance of 8.5 kpc, the separation
between the lobes in both sources is ∼ a few pc, a value that was considerably exceeding
the typical dimensions of radio jets observed at that moment in well-known X-ray binaries
like Cygnus X-3: ∼ 0.005 pc. This fact cannot be used, however, in favour of an extragalac-
tic origin. As we have presented in the previous chapter, Cygnus X-3 exhibits large-scale
features, probably distorted radio lobes, and in Cygnus X-1 a ring-like structure several pc
wide exists around it (Gallo et al. 2005 [10]). Moreover, if the lobes were extragalactic,
the projected size would correspond to distances ≥ 200 − 300 Mpc, making them the most
luminous hard X-ray quasars known so far. The probability of finding two such background
sources within a few degrees from the Galactic Center must be very small.

Nowadays, the galactic nature of GRS 1758−258 and 1E 1740.7−2942 is widely accepted,
but we are still missing a direct proof. It is clear that a galactic origin should be verified by
means of classical photometric or spectroscopic studies of their optical/infrared counterpart.
In the crowded fields of the GC region, it is almost imperative to have a very accurate X-ray
or radio position for a successful search. The initial lack of sub-arcsec accurate X-ray or
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radio position did not facilitate the task. During nearly two decades, the X-ray position
of both sources has been refined from the original SIGMA 1′ error detection, first to a 10′′

accuracy with the arrival of the soft X-ray satellite ROSAT, and afterwards, to a current
value of 0.′′6 with the Chandra X-ray satellite. Such improvement has been possible thanks
to the spectacular evolution and development experienced by the X-ray astronomy during
the last two decades.

Concerning the radio position, initial values obtained from VLA detections of radio coun-
terparts were already highly accurate when compared with SIGMA or ROSAT typical errors.
However, it is important to stress again that a very accurate sub-arcsec position is essential
to find an optical/near-infrared counterpart in the crowded fields of the Galactic Center
region.

On the other hand, it is also required that the interstellar extinction does not completely
prevent the observations. Both objects lie in the Galactic Plane with high optical obscu-
ration, estimated as AV ∼ 10 for GRS 1758−258 and AV ∼ 25 − 50 for 1E 1740.7−2942.
Despite there is, consequently, little hope that an optical countepart may be ever found for
1E 1740.7−2942, the search for both an optical and a near-infrared counterpart to GRS
1758−258 should be still feasible.

In the context of the search for the optical/near-infrared counterparts to the systems
under study we take advantage of:

1. A new and more accurate radio position from a reanalysis of VLA data.

2. A more accurate astrometric solution that the one that was achievable in the early
1990s, as we now have good infrared astrometric standards.

3. An improved X-ray position from a revision of Chandra data.

to aid in the successful identification of the optical and near-infrared counterpart of both
GRS 1758−258 and 1E 1740.7−2942, as discussed in the following sections.

3.2 The quest for new and more accurate radio posi-

tions

3.2.1 The selection of radio data

Following again a data mining approach as in the previous chapter, we explored the NRAO
archive with the aim to improve the position of the GRS 1758−258 and 1E 1740.7−2942
cores. For this purpose, the maximum angular resolution available is needed, so we restricted
the selection criteria to those observations carried out with the VLA in its widest A config-
uration. This is the most extended configuration of the array, being the longest baseline 36
km. Simultaneously, we were interested only in experiments with on-source times higher than
a thousand seconds. Among the resulting projects we found two different types. On the one
hand, we had observations carried out before the year 2000. On the other hand, more recent
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Source Date Project # of visibilities Time on source
GRS 1758−258 2003 Jul 31 AR523 249953 2807 s
GRS 1758−258 2004 Oct 16 AR545 200182 1280 s
GRS 1758−258 2006 Jan 30 AR570 151035 2153 s
1E 1740.7−2942 2002 Feb 03 AR476 116208 1450 s

Table 3.1: VLA A-configuration archival observations used for our GRS 1758−258 and
1E 1740.7−2942 study

observations conducted after 2000 were also present. Taking into account that the sensitivity
of the array has been improved during its lifetime, we decided to use only modern observa-
tions. In addition, the positions of calibrators have also been improved during this period.
In table 3.1 we list the observations used, all of them at the 6 cm wavelength. While three
different projects were available to produce a new A-configuration map of GRS 1758−258,
only one was found for the 1E 1740.7−2942 case. Consequently, the total on-source time
amounted to almost 2 h and 25 minutes, respectively.

3.2.2 Calibration and map production

The observations summarized in table 3.1 were made using two IF pairs of 50 MHz band-
width each, both in continuum mode. For each of them, the amplitude calibrator used was
3C 286 and the phase calibrator 1751-253, which has a position code B in the VLA Cal-
ibration Manual 1. According to it, the quality of some calibrators varies with frequency
and configuration, and codes are used to discriminate between them. Quality codes are as
follows:

• A = positional accuracy < 0.002′′

• B = positional accuracy 0.002′′ − 0.01′′

• C = positional accuracy 0.01′′ − 0.15′′

• T = positional accuracy > 0.15′′

The calibration of A-configuration data has to be carried out with special care at some
stages. Due to the presence of the longest baselines, the calibrators are usually resolved and
proceeding without taking into account this point would lead to incorrect solutions for the
sources. There are two different ways of avoiding this problem. First of all, the VLA calibra-
tion manual suggests to use a reduced number of antennas for the flux calibrator, typically 2
or 3 per arm depending on the configuration and wavelength. Alternatively, it is possible to
use all the antennas using a model for the primary calibrator. Models are obtained thanks
to CALRD task and implemented in the process at the CALIB stage.

1
<http://www.vla.nrao.edu/astro/calib/manual/csource.html>
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The data of each project were separately processed using the AIPS software package of
the NRAO following standard procedures for continuum calibration of interferometers. Once
all projects were correctly calibrated, we used DBCON to merge all GRS 1758−258 data sets
into a single uv file. Finally, we computed a map for each microquasar using natural weights.
GRS 1758−258 was clearly detected in our new map and the resulting image is presented as a
contour map in the right panel of Fig. 3.1. Unfortunately, we did not detect 1E 1740.7−2942
in its respective image, possible due to still a lack of sensitivity of the selected archive data,
placing a 3σ upper limit of 0.08 mJy at the observing epoch.
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Figure 3.1: Left. Large-scale radio map of GRS 1758−258 at the 6 cm wavelength (adapted
from Mart́ı et al. 2002 [11]). The central core of the microquasar is labelled VLA-C and the
radio lobes VLA-A and VLA-B, respectively. VLA-D is considered to be a likely non-related radio
source. Right. High resolution VLA map (A configuration) of the central core of GRS 1758−258
at 6 cm obtained in this work after combining the three projects accounted in Table 3.1. Radio
contours correspond to -3, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 times the rms noise of 30 µJy. The synthesised
beam is shown at the bottom left corner, its size being 0.′′97 × 0.′′46 with a position angle of
19.◦53.
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3.3 The case of GRS 1758−258

3.3.1 New and more accurate radio position of GRS 1758−258

With a new map of the core of GRS 1758−258 at the highest resolution of the VLA in our
hands, we used JMFIT task in AIPS to measure its position. Our new and more accurate
radio position, namely R.A.(J2000)= 18h01m12.s40 and DEC.(J2000)=−25◦44′36.′′3, was fit-
ted in the image plane. Although it has a statistical error of 0.′′04 in both coordinates, we
conservatively adopt an uncertainty of 0.′′1 to consider any possible systematics. Our decli-
nation value differs 0.′′5 from a previous result also derived with the VLA at 6 cm in the A
configuration and using the same calibrator source (Mirabel & Rodŕıguez 1994 [12]). The
position of the VLA phase calibrator 1751-253 that was used for astrometry in that work
has been revised since the observations that were carried out more than a decade ago. In
fact, the quality code of 1751-253 has been improved from C in the original data to B in
the present version of the VLA Calibrator Manual. Basically, the position of this object
shifted as much as 0.′′3 almost completely in declination towards the south, thus explaining
the apparent discrepancy. Hence, our result represents an improvement of the radio position
of the GRS 1758−258 core with respect to previous measurements (Mirabel & Rodŕıguez
1994 [12]; Mart́ı et al. 2002 [11]).

3.3.2 Improved astrometry on optical/near-infrared frames

The improved radio position stimulated a follow-up reanalysis of archival images at optical
and near-infrared wavelengths of the GRS 1758−258 field. In particular, we used images in
the R and I bands obtained with the ESO New Technology Telescope (NTT) in 1998 by
Mart́ı and collaborators, and in the Ks band taken with the Very Large Telescope (VLT)
in 2003 in a project by Heindl and collaborators. Astrometry was completely recomputed
using more than 30 unsaturated reference stars within our field whose accurate positions
were retrieved from the 2MASS database. The total combined astrometric error resulted to
be 0.′′16 for the NTT maps and 0.′′18 for the VLT image. We tried different astrometric tasks
based on custom software, AIPS and IRAF packages with a very similar outcome.

3.3.3 Identification of the optical and near-infrared counterpart
of GRS 1758−258

Previous searches for such counterpart by Mart́ı et al. 1998 [13] and Eikenberry et al. 2001
[14] were based on merely a few reference stars in the field. This situation was due to the
lack of astrometric standards in the near-infrared 10 years ago. Consequently, the combined
errors in these old papers were close to 1′′ and a candidate counterpart could not be unam-
biguously proposed at that time. In particular, 3 possible near-infrared counterparts were
proposed for GRS 1758−258. As a result of our improved astrometry on optical and near
infrared images, only one of them remains consistent with both VLA and Chandra positions
(see Fig. 3.2). At this point we are taking into account the new and more accurate radio
position of the microquasar presented in this work and a Chandra X-ray position measured
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using observations from Heindl & Smith 2002 [15].

In Table 3.2 we list the apparent magnitudes of the optical and near-infrared counter-
part of GRS 1758−258. The approximate photometry was calculated in the Ks image by
estimating the zero point after comparing the instrumental magnitudes of ten stars in the
field with the corresponding ones in the 2MASS catalogue. The Ks magnitude derived here
for GRS 1758−258 is clearly consistent with previous measurements (Eikenberry et al. 2001
[14]). Magnitudes in the R and I bands were directly retrieved from the original work
(Mart́ı et al. 1998 [13]). For further details about this identification the reader is refered to
Muñoz-Arjonilla et al. 2010 [16].
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Figure 3.2: Zoom of a Ks–band image corresponding to the central core of GRS 1758−258. The
image was taken with the VLT and the ISAAC instrument in 2003 by Heindl and his collaborators
and is presented here with an improved astrometry based on more than 30 2MASS database
reference stars. The circles correspond to the 90% confidence error of the Chandra X-ray position
(blue) and the new VLA radio position (red) reported in this work. Only one infrared source is
consistent with both of them (image adapted from A.J. Muñoz-Arjonilla’s Ph.D. thesis [17]).
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Filter Observation Apparent Interstellar Dereddened
date magnitude extinction magnitude

R 1998 Mar 26 22.6 ± 0.3 (a) 6.3 ± 0.5 1.7 ± 0.6
I 1998 Mar 26 21.1 ± 0.3 (a) 4.0 ± 0.3 2.5 ± 0.5

Ks 2003 Aug 23 16.9 ± 0.2 (b) 0.94 ± 0.07 1.3 ± 0.3

(a) Magnitude retrieved from Mart́ı et al. 1998 [13]
(b) Magnitude computed in the present work

Table 3.2: Magnitudes of the candidate counterpart to GRS 1758−258

3.4 The case of 1E 1740.7−2942

3.4.1 New and more accurate radio position of 1E 1740.7−2942

The most accurate radio position for the 1E 1740.7−2942 core available in the literature is
the one reported by Mart́ı et al. (2000) [18] obtained with the VLA and with a ±0.′′1 accu-
racy (1σ) in each coordinate. Unfortunately, we could not measure its position using pure A-
configuration data, as desirable, because we did not detect it. However, as the phase calibra-
tor used was again 1751-253, we consequently corrected the Mart́ı et al. 2000 [18] coordinates
to the following J2000.0 values: R.A.(J2000)= 17h43m54.s83 and DEC.(J2000)=−29◦44′42.′′9,
also adopting the same ±0.′′1 accuracy. Again, this should provide an improvement of the
radio position of the 1E 1740.7−2942 core with respect to previous values.

3.4.2 Improved astrometry on near-infrared frames

Following a similar approach as in GRS 1758−258 we recalculated the astrometry in the
Ks-band VLT images of 1E 1740.7−2942 in Mart́ı et al. (2000) [18]. Again, 30 reference
stars from 2MASS were used to refine the astrometry to an rms value of ±0.′′1 in both right
ascension and declination. Different astrometric tasks with a very similar outcome were tried
as well.

3.4.3 Identification of an apparently extended near-infrared coun-
terpart of 1E 1740.7−2942

In this case, previous searches by Mart́ı et al. 2000 [18] and Eikenberry et al. 2001 [14] led
to 8 possible near-infrared counterparts for 1E 1740.7−2942. From Fig. 3.3, it is clear that
only one infrared source is consistent with both the X-ray and radio positions at the 90%
confidence level. In this case, we are not only taking advantage of the new radio position
reported before, but also an improved X-ray position obtained after a standard pipeline
analysis of an unpublished data set of 1E 1740.7−2942 with the High Resolution Camera
(HRC-I) with 29.7 ks exposure time obtained by W. Heindl. The new X-ray position is:
R.A.(J2000)= 17h43m54.s85 and DEC.(J2000)=−29◦44′43.′′0, and we conservatively adopt a
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90% confidence radius of 0.′′6 according to the Chandra absolute astrometric accuracy.

The J2000.0 position of the counterpart based on 2MASS astrometric standards is found
to be: R.A.(J2000)= 17h43m54.s84 and DEC.(J2000)=−29◦44′43.′′1, with ±0.′′18 combined
error in both axes (1σ). This finding rules out seven of the eight counterpart candidates
proposed by Mart́ı et al. (2000) [18] and Eikenberry et al. (2001) [14] based on VLT and
Keck observations, respectively. In these works, the object that we point as the infrared
counterpart of 1E 1740.7−2942 is labeled #4. Comparing the magnitudes measured there,
Ks = 18.0 ± 0.1 (VLT data) and Ks = 18.2 ± 0.1 (Keck data), with a time baseline of one
year, no apparent longterm variability is observed. This is also true when comparing images
separated by monthly time-scales.
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Figure 3.3: Zoom of the VLT image of 1E 1740.7−2942 obtained by Mart́ı et al. (2000) [18]
in the Ks band. The astrometry has been refined using 30 unsaturated reference stars retrieved
from the 2MASS database. The circles correspond to the 90% confidence error of the Chandra
X-ray (blue) and VLA radio (red) positions. In this case, both the X-ray and radio positions have
been improved from previous works. As a result, only one infrared source is consistent with both
of them. Remarkably, this source exhibits an apparently extended morphology (image adapted
from Mart́ı et al. 2010 [19]).

The most remarkable fact of our finding is the apparently extended morphology of the
counterpart, already noted in the previous works refered above. Although its diffuse ap-
pearance could be due to the overlap of several faint stellar images, an intrinsic nature
cannot be ruled out. This issue is discussed in detail in Mart́ı et al. 2010 [19]. Basi-
cally, we estimate that the probability of having a chance coincidence with a normal fore-
ground/background star is about 20%. As we may be dealing, however, with the superposi-
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tion of at least three stars or with a truly extended source, the expected probability is then
less that 1%. An extended infrared counterpart with a non-stellar appearance, suggestive
of a radio galaxy nature instead of a microquasar, would conflict with the traditional in-
terpretation of 1E 1740.7−2942 as a galactic BH candidate based on its X-ray behaviour.
If further observations (e.g. with adaptive optics) reveal that this is an intrinsic feature
of the source, the FR II radio galaxy scenario would emerge as the most likely one, and
consequently the microquasar context believed to apply during decades would need to be
revised. On the contrary, if the counterpart turns out to be of stellar origin, its observed
brightness translates into an absolute magnitude of about Ks = −4.2 when assuming an 8.5
kpc distance to the GC. The observed magnitude, together with an estimated extinction of
AK = 7.5 mag, is consistent with a main-sequence O star or a late M-type giant star, thus
pointing to a high-mass X-ray binary seen through a very high obscuration.

3.5 Conclusions

After conducting a revision of archival data about the classical microquasars GRS 1758−258
and 1E 1740.7−2942, in the context of the search for their optical/near-infrared counter-
parts that eventually allow to confirm or rule out their assumed galactic origin by means
of classical photometric or spectroscopic studies, we have derived new and more accurate
radio positions of both systems. Basically, we have taken advantage of new radio maps that
we have computed after concatenating several VLA A-configuration projects together with
a revision of the phase calibrator used in the observations. Based on these new positions,
improved X-ray positions, and more accurate astrometric solutions that the ones achievable
in the early 1990s:

1. We have identified a serious candidate to the optical and near-infrared counterpart
of GRS 1758−258 based on accurate astrometric coincidence. This fact opens the
possibility of investigating the true nature of this source. Nevertheless, additional
spectroscopic observations with 8 m-class telescopes and adaptive optics at southern
locations are required to confirm its galactic (or extragalactic) origin and, in the former
case, to more clearly classify its spectral type.

2. We have been able to unambiguously identify the likely infrared counterpart of 1E
1740.7−2942 and with a remarkable apparent extended morphology. If further obser-
vations (e.g., with adaptive optics) reveal that this is an intrinsic feature of the source,
then an FR II radio galaxy scenario would emerge as the most likely one. In such
a case, the microquasar context believed to apply during decades would need to be
revised. On the other hand, if the counterpart we propose here is actually stellar, the
observed magnitude and interstellar extinction points to a high-mass X-ray binary seen
through a very high obscuration.
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Chapter 4

Radio detections towards unidentified
variable gamma-ray sources

The discovery of microquasars promised to revolutionize the study of jets in black-hole sys-
tems (see Mirabel & Rodŕıguez 1999 [1]). Because of their proximity and smaller mass,
variability phenomena that take place in time-scales of years in quasars can be studied in
minutes in microquasars. Hence, microquasars emerged as excellent laboratories for investi-
gating and better understand the accretion/ejection processes in compact objects.

Thanks to the efforts of the astronomers during the 90s and the first years of the new
century, the number of microquasar family members rose to 15, among the ∼ 40 REXBs
known at that time (see Paredes 2005 [2] for a review). While some authors proposed that
radio emission from X-ray binaries always arises from relativistic jets, thus implying that
all REXBs are microquasars, after one decade the number of confirmed microquasars has
not increased as much. On the contrary, the situation is still less clear. The REXB group
has turned out to be rather heterogeneous, even questioning the microquasar model itself
with the addition of new physical scenarios involving pulsar winds instead of jets. In this
sense, objects initially considered as microquasars are still under debate, being the most
remarkable case the system LS I +61 303. In this and other REXBs such as LS 5039, the
observed behaviour has been interpreted both in terms of a microquasar and a pulsar wind
scenario (see e.g. Sect. 1.5).

Since it has been probed that several REXBs (such as LS I +61 303, LS 5039, Cygnus
X-1, Cygnus X-3, etc.) are associated with high-energy and very-high-energy gamma-ray
emission, great expectations have arisen from the suspicion that new interesting binary
systems could be awaiting to be discovered under the population of unidentifed GeV-TeV
sources. Any positive identification would increase the reduced number of relativistic jet
sources known in our Galaxy.

In the context of the research carried out by our team, always concerned about the task
of searching for new microquasars, the two chapters included in this Part II are devoted to
the study, at radio wavelengths, of the uncertainty regions of some currently-unidentified
gamma-ray sources of variable nature and low galactic latitude. Our main goal here is to
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find out their counterparts at lower energies which could eventually lead to new microquasar
discoveries.

The work presented in this chapter was carried out and published during 2005-2008,
i.e., in the pre-Fermi era. This is the reason why the gamma-ray data used belongs to its
immediate predecessor satellite.

4.1 Selection of targets: the Third EGRET catalogue

Over the last decade, High Energy Astrophysics has emerged as a truly observational dis-
cipline, with many detected sources representing different galactic and extragalactic source
populations: supernova remnants, pulsar wind nebulae, giant molecular clouds, star forma-
tion regions, compact binary systems, and active galactic nuclei. Despite opening a new
window, perhaps the ‘last window’ onto cosmic electromagnetic radiation, new questions
have arisen. The present and past generations of gamma-ray telescopes have revealed a
high-energy sky populated by a large number of unidentified sources. Up to the arrival of
the Fermi catalogue, the most extensive map of the sky at this range of energies was the
Third EGRET catalogue, hereafter 3EG (Hartman et al. 1999 [3]). The sources included in
this catalogue were detected by the Energetic Gamma Ray Experiment Telescope (EGRET)
on board the Compton Gamma Ray Observatory (CGRO), including data from 1991 April
to 1995 October (cycles 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the mission). This was the last version of the cata-
logue and consisted of 271 sources above 100 MeV. Of these, 7 were identified as pulsars, 68
as galaxies, and the rest, nearly two thirds remained unidentified.

At low galactic latitudes (|b| ≤10◦), there are 40 sources that do not show any positional
coincidence (within the 95% EGRET confidence contour, i.e., a size of about 0.5-1◦) with
possible gamma-ray objects known in our Galaxy (Romero et al. 1999 [4]; Torres et al.
2001a [5]). While the nature of this population of low-latitude gamma-ray sources is not
clear, an extragalactic origin for all these sources seems unlikely. Due to isotropy constraints
on the average density of active galactic nuclei (AGNs), not all of the 40 sources considered
here can be AGNs seen through the disk of the Galaxy. The surface density of variable
unidentified sources at low galactic latitudes is five times higher than that of AGNs out of
the plane. Taking into account this, together with the fact that there are 5 AGNs already
detected at |b| ≤10◦, one expects that if the distribution of AGNs is isotropic, just a few out
of 40 gamma-ray sources could be AGNs.

Hence, one or more populations of galactic gamma-ray sources await to be discovered.
On the one hand, the identification of the high-mass X-ray binaries LS 5039 and LS I+61 303
as likely counterparts to 3EG J1824−1514 and 3EG J0241+6103, respectively (Paredes et
al. 2000 [6]; Kniffen et al. 1997 [7]), reinforced the observational arguments which point to
the idea of galactic binary sources (e.g. microquasars and microblazars or perhaps pulsar
binaries) being behind some of the EGRET unidentified sources. Such an association has
been strongly supported afterwards by the detection, at TeV energies, of LS 5039 by HESS
(Aharonian et al. 2005 [8]) and of LS I+61 303 by MAGIC (Albert et al. 2006 [9]). On
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the other hand, as quoted before theoretical models have been developed that consistently
explain the high-energy gamma-ray emission in terms of either external and synchrotron
self-Compton processes in the jets (Kaufman-Bernadó et al. 2002 [10]; Bosch-Ramon et al.
2005 [11]) or hadronic interactions with wind material (Romero et al. 2003 [12]; Orellana
et al. 2007 [13]). Alternatively, both theroretical work (Dubus 2006 [14]) and observational
data (Dhawan et al. 2006 [15]) have been used to claim that this emission may also come
from a pulsar wind scenario in cases such as LS I+61 303, opening an interesting debate
between the jet or pulsar scenario (Romero et al. 2007 [16]).

The degree-scale angular resolution of EGRET means that in a typical EGRET error box
there are dozens of possible radio, optical and X-ray counterparts. Positional coincidence
alone is insufficient to yield a direct identification. Additional characteristics must be used
both to make firm identifications and to provide clues about the nature of the unidentified
sources. With the exception of the Large Magellanic Cloud, all the identifications of EGRET
sources relied on time variability of the source. In particular, in a microquasar/microblazar
scenario, variability is naturally expected due to several causes such as jet precession, mo-
tion in an eccentric orbit, and accretion rate changes due to stellar wind inhomogeneites,
although such behaviour does not exclude that we are dealing with AGNs, which are also
known to be variable sources of gamma-rays.

With this idea in mind, we decided to focus our attention on highly-variable unidentified
sources of the 3EG catalogue. As models predict that variations should be reflected not
only in gamma-rays but also in the non-thermal radio emission, we decided to undertake a
campaign with different radio interferometers to search for variable radio counterparts of a
sample of variable unidentified EGRET sources. In order to define the sample of study, those
objects with a variability index I ≥ 2.5 (as given by Torres et al. 2001a [5]) were included.
At this level, we are already 3σ away from the statistical variability of pulsars, and we can
be confident in that its variability status might be indicative of its ultimate nature. Hence,
selected 3EG sources that, not being in positional coincidence with any known plausible
galactic counterpart, are most likely variable, are listed in Table 4.1. The first column corre-
sponds to the 3EG name. Then, galactic coordinates and the error in the position are given.
The gamma spectral index, Γ, is such that the photon distribution is given by N(E) ∝ E−Γ.
Finally, the last two columns include the EGRET flux and the index of variability for each
source.

It is important to notice that other variability indices have been introduced in the litera-
ture (see e.g., the δ-index of Nolan et al. 2003 [17]). Although statistically correlated (Torres
et al. 2001b [18]), the specific classification of a given source can vary in each scheme, i.e.,
using the I or δ indices. For the sources analysed in our study, however, the δ-index is also
compatible with them being gamma-ray variables.

Our team initiated the study of sources in Table 4.1 with a search for possible radio
counterparts using 20 cm maps retrieved from the NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS, Con-
don et al. 1998 [19]). For each source in the sample, between 7 to 30 radio sources were
found within each EGRET confidence contours. Without multiepoch detections, however,
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# gamma-source l b ∆θ Γ 〈Fγ〉× 10−8 I
(3EG J) (deg) (deg) (ph cm−2 s−1)

1 1735−1500 10.73 9.22 0.77 3.24 ± 0.47 19.0 8.86
2 1746−1001 16.34 9.64 0.76 2.55 ± 0.18 29.7 3.19
3 1810−1032 18.81 4.23 0.39 2.29 ± 0.16 31.5 2.61
4 1812−1316 16.70 2.39 0.39 2.29 ± 0.11 43.0 2.60
5 1828+0142 31.90 5.78 0.55 2.76 ± 0.39 30.8 5.33
6 1834−2803 5.92 −8.97 0.52 2.62 ± 0.20 17.9 2.83
7 1904−1124 24.22 −8.12 0.50 2.60 ± 0.21 22.5 2.91
8 1928+1733 52.91 0.07 0.75 2.23 ± 0.32 38.6 3.99
9 2035+4441 83.17 2.50 0.54 2.08 ± 0.26 39.1 3.35

Table 4.1: Highly-variable unidentified EGRET sources selected for a radio variability study. Only
sources in boldface were observed in this Ph.D. thesis

no variability information was available at this stage. In 2004, using the Westerbork Syn-
thesis Radio Telescope (WSRT) at the 21 cm wavelength, Paredes and collaborators [20]
conducted multiepoch observations of some sources. As a result, several radio variables were
found inside their error box, with their flux density changing by more than a 30% ampli-
tude on time-scales of months. Multiwavelength follow-up observations (X-ray, infrared,
optical, and eventually VLBI) of these so-detected confident candidates can ultimately yield
to the discovery of new microquasars or other gamma-ray emitting galactic compact objects.

Due to the hour angle limitation of the array and the short time available, not all sources
in the sample were observed with the WSRT. Fortunately, a year later we resumed our
programme of observations to identify some of the most variable EGRET sources, this time
with an Indian interferometer. In the following sections we present an account of the results.

4.2 Design of GMRT observations

New radio observations were carried out with the Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT)
of the National Centre for Radio Astrophysics (NCRA) in Khodad (India), during February
23 and April 19, 2005. The GMRT is a unique facility for radio astronomical research using
the metrewavelengths range of the radio spectrum. The observatory consists of 30 fully
steerable gigantic parabolic dishes of 45 m diameter each spread over distances of up to 25
km. There are fourteen telescopes randomly arranged in a compact central array of about
1 km2. The remaining sixteen dishes are spread out along three arms of an approximately
Y-shaped array over a much larger region, with the longest interferometric baseline of about
25 km. The GMRT operates in six frequency bands centred at 38, 153, 233, 327, 610, and
1420 MHz. All these feeds provide dual polarization outputs. In some configurations, dual-
frequency observations are also possible. The highest angular resolution achievable ranges
from about 60′′ at the lowest frequencies to about 2′′ at 1420 MHz.
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Pointing 3EG J1735−1500 3EG J1746−1001
Id. (hms, ◦ ′ ′′) (hms, ◦ ′ ′′)

0 17 35 52.80 −15 00 00.0 17 46 00.00 −10 01 48.0
1 17 36 42.41 −14 39 12.6 17 46 48.69 −09 41 00.7
2 17 37 32.19 −14 59 58.7 17 47 37.49 −10 01 47.1
3 17 36 42.57 −15 20 46.7 17 46 48.80 −10 22 34.9
4 17 35 03.03 −15 20 46.7 17 45 11.20 −10 22 34.9
5 17 34 13.41 −14 59 58.7 17 44 22.51 −10 01 47.1
6 17 35 03.19 −14 39 12.6 17 45 11.31 −09 41 00.7

Pointing 3EG J1810−1032 3EG J1904−1124
Id. (hms, ◦ ′ ′′) (hms, ◦ ′ ′′)

0 18 10 04.80 −10 32 24.0 19 04 50.40 −11 25 12.0
1 18 10 53.57 −10 11 36.7 19 05 39.31 −11 04 24.7
2 18 11 42.45 −10 32 23.1 19 06 28.34 −11 25 11.0
3 18 10 53.68 −10 53 10.8 19 05 39.43 −11 45 58.8
4 18 09 15.92 −10 53 10.8 19 04 01.37 −11 45 58.8
5 18 08 27.15 −10 32 23.1 19 03 12.46 −11 25 11.0
6 18 09 16.03 −10 11 36.7 19 04 01.49 −11 04 24.7

Table 4.2: Right ascension and declination (J2000.0) for the pointing centres of mosaics of the
four EGRET sources observed with the GMRT.

The observed fields, each about one square degree, correspond to EGRET sources 3EG
J1735−1500, 3EG J1746−1001, 3EG J1810−1032 and 3EG J1904−1124. With the idea
of comparing the results with our previous NVSS images, we decided to carry out the ob-
servations at the 1.4 GHz frequency (21 cm wavelength). The full-array synthesised beam
of the GMRT interferometer at this frequency is about 2-3′′ with the field-of-view limited
by a 24′ full width half maximum (FWHM) primary beam. Hence, in order to cover the
larger (∼ 1◦) gamma-ray error boxes with a sensitivity as uniform as possible, we designed
a hexagonal pattern of 7 pointings to cover each EGRET source field. In this mosaicing
approach, one pointing was centred on the nominal EGRET position and the other six offset
by one primary beam FWHM with position-angle increments of 60◦ in galactic coordinates.
In Fig. 4.1 we show a couple of examples with our covering design and in Table 4.2 we list
the right ascension and declination of the pointings. In this way, we were always able to map
the whole solid angle of the EGRET 68% confidence contours and usually most of the 95%
too. Such a technique had been succesfully applied when using the VLA and the WSRT to
map the fields of other sources in the sample (Paredes et al. 2005 [20]).

The observations were made at the 1.4 GHz frequency (21 cm wavelength) in spectral-
line mode with 128 channels covering a 32 MHz bandwidth, with two polarizations and two
sidebands. GMRT observes in spectral-line mode. The FX correlator always generates 128
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Figure 4.1: Due to the larger (∼ 1◦) gamma-ray error boxes, hexagonal patterns of 7 point-
ings were designed in order to cover our target. As an example, we show the coverage of
3EG J1735−1500 and 3EG J1746−1001.
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channels per sideband for the selected baseband bandwidth. This is useful since one can take
care of bandwidth smearing and also fix delay effects across the band. For each pointing, we
devoted an integration time of about 20 minutes.

The GMRT data were processed using standard procedures within the AIPS software
package of the NRAO. The calibration of amplitude and bandpass was achieved by ob-
serving the amplitude calibrators 3C 286 and 3C 48, whereas phase calibration was per-
formed through repeated scans of the nearby phase calibrators J1733−130, J1822−096, and
J1911−201. The first two fields used both interleaved scans of J1733−130. Correction of the
GMRT flux densities for the increase in the sky temperature in the direction of the pointings
was also taken into account. Self-calibration was performed in most of the pointings with
some exceptions when no suitable bright sources were available in the field. The mosaicing
of the pointings for each field was carried out using the FLATN task of AIPS, which in-
cludes weighting according to the primary beam response at each pixel position. Primary
beam correction of GRMT data is not trivial. Consequently, we will discuss this issue before
presenting our results.

4.3 Observation problems

In search of variability, one would expect differences between the apparent brightness of some
sources when comparing two observation epochs. However, we also found unexpected differ-
ences when comparing the apparent brightness of sources visible in the overlapping regions
between two pointings of the same epoch. For example, sources located to the north-west
of a pointing were consistently brighter than the same source when viewed in the south-east
of an adjacent pointing. As some authors have already reported (see e.g. Garn et al. 2007
[21]), it is not unusual that GMRT antennas suffer from pointing/tracking offsets of a few
arc-minutes. As a consequence, the true primary beam pattern can experience a shift in this
order instead of being centred exactly at the assumed phase centre, thus leading to a poor
primary beam correction when the data are later processed. While this effect is negligible at
most of the typical GMRT long wavelengths, it can reach about 10% of the primary beam
FWHM at the 21 cm wavelength used in this work.

As the primary beam correction is crucial in determining absolute flux densities, before
any comparison between data from our two epochs it is necessary to quantify the effect of
the antennas offsets. According to the GMRT User’s Manual, the antenna primary beam
response Pb(θ) as a function of the angular distance θ from the phase centre can be expressed
as

Pb(θ) = 1 + Ax2 + Bx4 + Cx6 + Dx8, (4.1)

where A = −2.27961×10−3, B = 21.4611×10−7, C = −9.7929×10−10, D = 1.80153×10−13,
and x = νθ is the product of the observing frequency in GHz times the angular distance
in arc-minutes. Any pixel in a synthesised radio map will have its distance to the phase
centre known within an uncertainty ∆θ. We assume here that this value is comparable to
the typical GMRT pointing/tracking offset. Therefore, the corresponding uncertainty in the
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Figure 4.2: Top. Uncertainty in the GMRT primary beam response at the 21 cm wavelength
for different values of the pointing/tracking offset as a function of the angular distance from the
phase centre. The shape of the primary beam is also plotted as a pointed line and the vertical
dashed line indicates its FWHM. Bottom. Fractional error introduced when the synthesised
map is divided by the sky position dependent primary beam response shown in the top panel.
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primary beam response will propagate by incrementing Eq. 4.1 as

∆Pb(θ) = 2x(A + 2Bx2 + 3Cx4 + 4Dx6)∆x, (4.2)

where ∆x = ν∆θ, since we assume that the frequency is known exactly. Hereafter, we adopt
ν = 1.4 GHz as the corresponding value for the L-band wavelength of 21 cm.

First of all, in the top panel of Fig. 4.2 we plot the error in primary beam response ∆Pb(θ)
computed using Eq. 4.2 as a function of θ for different offset values. Then, the bottom panel
shows the corresponding fractional error,

∆Sν

Sν

=
∆Pb

P 2
b

, (4.3)

when dividing a measured flux density Sν , or a map pixel value, by the primary beam re-
sponse.

As a conclusion, primary beam corrected flux densities may be affected by an additional
uncertainty as large as ±10% for objects beyond ∼ 6′ from the phase centre. This fact must
be taken into account when inspecting results for variability.

4.4 Results

We produced four GRMT mosaics, one per EGRET source observed. In Fig. 4.3 we show
as an example the one which corresponds to 3EG J1735−1500. As we mentioned above,
theoretical models predict that the observed variable gamma-ray emission could be associated
with galactic compact objects such as X-ray binary systems. Consequently, all mosaics were
computed using uniform weight to enhance the compact features. At first glance, each field
seemed to contain ∼35-40 compact radio sources. We started by performing, however, a
systematic search for all radio sources inside the error boxes of the four EGRET detections.
Afterwards, we searched for variable radio sources. Sources with double/triple morphologies
as potential counterparts also deserved our attention.

4.4.1 Catalogue of radio sources inside EGRET error boxes

A preliminar catalogue was extracted by means of an automated source extraction proce-
dure within the AIPS package called SAD (Search and Destroy). Only objects with peak
flux densities higher than 4-5 times the root mean square (rms) noise were retained. For
each radio source detected we fit an elliptical Gaussian to measure its peak (SPeak

ν ) and total
flux density (SInteg

ν ), position and angular size. This procedure was carried out separately
for the 2005 February 23 (first epoch) data, the 2005 April 19 (second epoch) data, and for
the combined maps from both epochs. At the end of this process, all source detections were
finally revised manually to ensure their reality. Artifacts near bright sources that could be
considered low-significance detections by SAD were removed and the fitting of close double
radio sources was also checked individually.
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Figure 4.3: Example of the mosaics obtained with the GMRT at the 1.4 GHz frequency for four
selected unidentified EGRET sources. The one shown here corresponds to 3EG J1735−1500. For
display purposes, this image has been restored with a 45′′ circular beam. Contours correspond to
−5, 5, 8, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 100 times 0.4 mJy beam−1. The noisy appearance toward
the edges is due to strong primary beam correction. The 50%, 68%, 95%, and 99% confidence
contours for the location of the EGRET source are also shown. Forty-three radio sources are
clearly detected in this field.
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The final catalogue of radio sources detected within the error boxes of the four EGRET
fields under study contains a total of 151 objects above a flux density of ∼1.5 mJy. The rms
noise achieved in each pointing is typically in the 0.1-0.4 mJy range, depending on partic-
ular observing conditions and bright sources limiting the dynamical range. The strongest
source detected is GMRT J173811.6−150301, with an average peak flux density of 460.8 mJy
beam−1.

In appendix A we list all radio sources detected. This catalogue is the most important
legacy of this chapter. We hope that this observational information will be useful in the fu-
ture if any of the listed sources is finally shown to be responsible for the gamma-ray emission.
The content of the appendix table is as follows. From the 1st to 8th columns, we have the
GMRT name for each entry, the J2000.0 coordinates, the peak flux density, the integrated
flux density and the apparent angular size. The corresponding values were determined by
fitting elliptical Gaussians using the AIPS task JMFIT. Uncertainties quoted in 4th and 5th
columns are based on the formal errors of the fit and allow the reliability of the detection
to be judged. However, they do not include the contribution of primary beam corrections
as a function of angular distance θ to the phase centre (9th column). An estimate of the
combined error is given in the 10th and 11th columns for both the peak and integrated flux
density, respectively. The final 12th column contains a radio variability index expressing
the flux density difference between the two observing epochs in terms of a sort of combined
noise estimator (see below for details.) This information has been omitted for a few cases
where an unreliable result is suspected. This is usually connected with some extended or
faint sources and occasional Gaussian fitting problems.

It is worth noticing that GMRT positions are usually accurate to better than one arc-
second, which is suitable for identifying optical/near infrared counterparts in follow-up ob-
servations even in relatively crowded fields. A preliminary search has been conducted in
some cases by inspecting the plates from the Digitized Sky Survey (DSS, Lasker et al. 1990
[22]) and the 2 Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS, Skrutskie et al. 2006 [23]) as discussed
below.

4.4.2 Identification of variable radio sources

By this point, it should be clear that among the 151 catalogued objects, a final identifica-
tion for each EGRET source will not be possible without taking into account any additional
characteristic. Consequently, it seems reasonable to explore our catalogue in search for vari-
able radio sources since literature contains plenty of examples of identification by means of
variability. With only two epochs of observation, however, the variability of a source cannot
be clearly established unless the amplitude of variation is rather high. Fortunately, this is
the kind of object that we are looking for in this work as radio counterpart. Having this idea
in mind, our first approach to the problem was to plot the flux densities of sources detected
in February versus their corresponding flux densities in April. For our purposes, a threshold
of variability amplitude of ±30%, which is a substantial fraction of the total flux, seemed
reasonable.
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Figure 4.4: Flux density in February 2005 represented versus flux density in April 2005 for all
compact radio sources detected in the field of 3EG J1735−1500. This is an example of the flux
density plots computed for all EGRET sources observed with the GMRT at 21 cm. Error bars
shown are ±3 times the JMFIT rms. The dashed lines represent a variability amplitude of ±30%
above which an object is considered a likely radio counterpart of the unidentified variable EGRET
source. Two radio sources in this field are found to satisfy such criterion but their large angular
distance from the phase centre makes their variability suspicious due to uncertain primary beam
correction.
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Source GMRT Id. αJ2000.0 δJ2000.0 θ SPeak,1
ν ErrPeak,1 SPeak,2

ν ErrPeak,2 Var.
3EG J (hms) (′) (mJy/b) (mJy/b) (mJy/b) mJy/b Index

1904−1124 J190601.7−112510 19 06 01.781(0.009) −11 25 10.10(0.20) 6.5 5.1 ± 0.3 0.8 9.1 ± 0.6 1.5 3
J190617.4−112850 19 06 17.428(0.003) −11 28 50.11(0.04) 4.5 16.2 ± 0.3 1.5 26.1 ± 0.5 2.4 4

Table 4.3: Candidate variable radio sources detected with the GMRT inside the

error box of one of our selected gamma-ray variable EGRET sources.

To give the reader an idea of the strategy followed, we show in Fig. 4.4 the plot for
the 3EG J1735−1500 case. According to it, two radio sources in the field stand out as a-
pparent radio variables. The inspection of the remaining EGRET fields raised the value to
11 candidate variables. Based on previous radio work, such as the the GT Galactic Plane
patrol (Gregory & Taylor 1986 [24]) or the FIRST survey (de Vries et al. 2004 [25]), one
would expect that 1% to 5% of the sources we detected could be intrinsically variable. In
our context, this would translate into one or two peculiar variable objects, instead of the
11 candidate variables initially selected. As we discussed before, however, the absolute flux
densities of GMRT sources are additionally affected by uncertainties in the primary beam
correction applied to them. The net accuracy of pointing and tracking of GMRT antennas is
about 2′ to 3′, which at the 21 cm wavelength corresponds to about 10% of the FWHM. This
leads to a poor primary beam correction involving significant uncertainties in the absolute
flux densities of sources away from the pointing centre.

We faced this problem by defining a radio variability index which measures the signif-
icance of this difference between a source’s individual peak flux densities from its average
value S̄Peak

ν as

Var. Index =

√

√

√

√

[

SPeak,1
ν − S̄Peak

ν

ErrPeak,1

]2

+

[

SPeak,2
ν − S̄Peak

ν

ErrPeak,2

]2

, (4.4)

where the combined JMFIT+primary beam correction error is computed as

ErrPeak,i(θ) =

√

√

√

√[rms JMFIT]2 +

[

SPeak,i
ν

∆Pb

Pb(θ)2

]2

(4.5)

for each of the two observing epochs (i = 1, 2). Here, the second term represents the error
when dividing by the primary beam response Pb(θ) at the source location (Eq. 4.3). If a
source has a variability index above say 3, we consider it as a candidate variable radio source
with a probability > 99.7%.

Assuming a typical GMRT pointing error of ∆θ = 2′, only two radio sources in our
catalogue turned out to have a reliable variability index approaching 3 or higher. The vari-
ability indices for the rest of the GMRT radio sources are consistent with being non-variable.
In Table 4.3 we list the observed parameters of these candidate variables with a notation
similar to Appendix A. The eventual confimation of variability, which is still needed, would
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Figure 4.5: Plot of the ratio between the integrated and the peak flux densities for all detections
in the two-epochs-combined maps as a function of peak flux density. Data points in between
the lower and upper mirrored envelopes are believed to correspond to point-like sources and to
their dispersion due to statistical errors. In contrast, points lying above the upper envelope are
considered to be resolved by our GMRT observations.

not ensure an inmmediate connection with the corresponding EGRET source, since many
extragalactic radio sources, such as quasars and other AGNs, are known to be variable in
the radio. However, the candidate variables reported here do represent very valuable targets
for follow-up observations that could lead to the final identification of the EGRET sources,
especially if their position is confirmed with a better precision by Fermi or future gamma-ray
telescopes.

4.4.3 Resolved and multiple radio sources

Sources with a resolved structure could also reveal clues about the true nature of the EGRET
sources. In order to discriminate between resolved and unresolved sources we compared the
peak SPeak

ν with the integrated flux density SInteg
ν for each detection. For such purpose, the
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combined maps from the two epochs were used to plot the ratio SInteg
ν /SPeak

ν versus SPeak
ν

(Fig. 4.5). Following a similar approach to the one in Bondi et al. 2007 [26] we roughly
estimated the lower envelope of the flux ratio distribution and, assuming that values of
SInteg

ν /SPeak
ν smaller than 1 are purely due to statistical errors, we mirrored it above the

SInteg
ν /SPeak

ν = 1 value. Then, we considered extended the sources lying above the upper
envelope that can be characterized by the equation:

SInteg
ν /SPeak

ν = 0.75−0.25/SPeak
ν (4.6)

They represent about 23% out of the total detected sources, although this value must
be taken as an upper limit because some of them are grouped as double sources. Double
or triple morphologies are often found among them and none exhibited structural changes
between the two epochs of observation.

4.5 Comments on individual sources

4.5.1 3EG J1735−1500

With a variability index I = 8.86 (see Torres et al. 2001 [5]), 3EG J1735−1500 is the most
variable EGRET source in the sample. Its first potential radio counterpart came from the
Parkes-MIT-NRAO survey (PMN, Griffith et al. 1994 [27]). Using this survey, Mattox et
al. (2001) [28] drew the attention to PMN J1738−1502 as a potential radio counterpart of
3EG J1735−1500 with a low a priori probability that this object is a gamma-ray blazar.
Afterwards, Combi et al. (2003) [29] explored again the error box of 3EG J1735−1500, this
time taking advantage of the NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS, Condon et al. 1998 [19]).
As a result, they found a total of 23 radio sources with flux density greater than 10 mJy
at 1.4 GHz within the inner 95% confidence contour of the EGRET source. In particu-
lar, the presence of PMN J1738−1502 as a flat-spectrum compact radio source, with a flux
density of 330 mJy at 1.4 GHz was confirmed. An analysis carried out one year later by
Sowards-Emmerd et al. (2004) [30] classifies PMN J1738−1502 as a high-confidence blazar.
Alternatively, Combi and his collaborators reported the presence of a new radio galaxy (a
double-sided source of Fanaroff-Riley type II) inside the 95% EGRET confidence contour.
The radio galaxy’s central core has an estimated position of αJ2000.0=17h37m12.9s±0.3s,
δJ2000.0=−15◦11′0.20′′ ± 15′′.

Regarding the present work, our observations of the 3EG J1735−1500 field revealed a to-
tal of 43 sources (all listed in Appendix A). In particular, the source GMRT J173811.6−150301,
which is the strongest source detected (460.8 mJy beam−1), appears to be coincident with
PMN J1738−1502. Despite this source was initially selected as a variable candidate, it had
to be removed from the list when the uncertainty in absolute flux density due to point-
ing/tracking offsets was taken into account. On the contrary, the radio galaxy detected
by Combi et al. 2003 [29] is not visible in our GMRT maps. Actually, this is not totally
unexpected since its position lies very close to mosaic-pointing edges where the primary
beam correction increases the noise significantly. Based on the NVSS peak flux density,
one would expect a source at merely 4-5 sigma level and, therefore, its non-detection does
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Component αJ2000.0 δJ2000.0 SPeak
ν SInteg

ν

(h m s) (mJy beam−1) (mJy)

West lobe(∗) 17 34 11.126(0.002) −15 03 42.65(0.03) 21.9 ± 0.4 27.1 ± 0.7
Core 17 34 12.899(0.003) −15 03 28.55(0.05) 12.5 ± 0.4 11.8 ± 0.6

East lobe 17 34 14.720(0.020) −15 03 09.00(0.20) 6.6 ± 0.4 34.0 ± 2.0

(*) This lobe is decomposed into two source components in Appendix A.

Table 4.4: The triple radio source within the error box of 3EG J1735−1500.

not come as a surprise. On the other hand, removing the shortest GMRT baselines to en-
hance compact sources makes the radio galaxy extended lobes fully resolved in our GMRT
maps. This fact, however, does not completely prevent the detection of sources with dou-
ble or triple structure. In particular, four of them have been resolved by the GMRT in-
terferometer in this field. Sources GMRT J173345.7−151643, GMRT J173421.2−152222,
and GMRT J173704.3−153301 present a double structure, while GMRT J173412.8−150328
clearly shows a triple morphology. In Fig. 4.6 we present the contour map of this last inter-
esting triple object, obtained after combining the February and April runs. The position of
the components and their peak and integrated flux densities are given in Table 4.4. The mor-
phology of this source appears clearly reminiscent of a Fanaroff-Riley type II radio galaxy,
with a core and two lobe components. One of the lobes has a clear and bright hot spot.
The three components are well-aligned in the northeast-southwest direction, with the outer
components separated from the core by an angular distance of about 30′′.

Despite no reliable radio variables have been detected in this field, Bosch-Ramon et al.
2006a [31] applied a microquasar model to explain the high-energy gamma-ray emission of
3EG J1735−1500 consistent with the observations at lower energies (from radio frequencies to
soft gamma-rays) within the EGRET error box. Although their theoretical model suggests
that a microquasar might be the counterpart of this particular source, other alternatives
cannot be ruled out as possible counterparts (e.g., Punsly et al. 2000 [32], Bosch-Ramon et
al. 2006b [33]).

4.5.2 3EG J1746−1001

We detected 36 sources within the error box of this EGRET source. Again, Mattox et
al. 2001 [28] proposed its first potential radio counterparts, with a low a priori probability
though: PMN J1744−1011 and PMN J1747−0959 with a flux density at 5 GHz of 85 and
61 mJy, respectively.

These two sources are also detected with the GMRT at 1.4 GHz showing a double struc-
ture. The first one, PMN J1744−1011, shows an elongated northeast-southwest structure
with two strong components. GMRT J174443.2−101001 is the northern component, with
a peak flux density of 46.2±0.7 mJy beam−1 and an integrated flux density of 77.6±1.4
mJy. GMRT J174441.9−101040 is the southern component, which appears with a peak flux
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Figure 4.6: Triple radio source clearly reminiscent of a FRII radio galaxy in the field of the
unidentified EGRET source 3EG J1735−1500 obtained after combining the February and April
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the rms noise of 0.13 mJy beam−1. The corresponding synthesised beam is shown in the bottom
left corner, and it corresponds to 3.′′46 × 2.′′91, with a position angle of −36.◦8.
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density of 106.3±0.7 mJy beam−1 and an integrated flux density of 120.3±1.1 mJy. The
second source, PMN J1747−0959, exhibits a double source elongated in the east-west direc-
tion. The east component, GMRT J174727.8−095917, has a peak flux density of 129.4±0.4
mJy beam−1 and an integrated flux density of 134.8±0.6 mJy. The peak and the integrated
flux density of the western component, GMRT J174727.2−095911, amount to 12.1±0.4 mJy
beam−1 and 13.3±0.6 mJy, respectively.

The GMRT mosaic of this field is also deep enough to reveal another five sources show-
ing extended or double structures: GMRT J174457.8−101206, GMRT J174501.4−093849,
GMRT J174556.0−100613, GMRT J174616.5−102358, and GMRT J174624.1−095208. The
information about their peak and integrated flux densities, apparent size, and position angle
of their components can be found in Appendix A.

There is an interesting object named GMRT J174535.5−101439, which has a barely re-
solved core+one-sided jet morphology. Unfortunately, no obvious counterpart is present at
optical, infrared, or X-ray according to the inspected surveys.

Due to the GMRT pointing/tracking limitation, possible variables within the field of
3EG J1746−1001 are not reliable.

4.5.3 3EG J1810−1032

The results of this field are similar to those in 3EG J1746−1001, with 38 sources detected
within the error box of the EGRET source. The potential radio counterparts (with low
a priori probability) proposed by Mattox et al. (2001) [28] are PMN J1808−1041, PMN
J1810−1054, and PMN J1810−1102 and have a flux density at 5 GHz from single-dish sur-
vey of 48, 49, and 103 mJy, respectively. In this case we have not clearly detected any of
them and this is likely due to lack of sensitivity to very extended objects more easily detected
in single dish surveys.

Among the 38 sources detected, there are five that have been resolved with the GMRT
showing a double or marginally resolved double structure. These sources are GMRT J180809.1
−104031, GMRT J180834.3−103024, GMRT J180943.4−104055, GMRT J181017.7−102907,
and GMRT J181030.9−101839.

Again, no reliable radio variables are found in this field.

4.5.4 3EG J1904−1124

The 34 sources detected within the error box of this EGRET source complete our 151 source
catalogue reported in Appendix A. The potential radio counterparts with a low a priori
probability given by Mattox et al. 2001 [28] are PMN J1905−1153 and PMN J1906−1114
with a flux density at 5 GHz of 197 and 126 mJy, respectively.
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Sowards-Emmerd et al. (2004) [30] classified the first one as a plausible blazar. This
source is coincident with our source GMRT J190528.6−115331, with a peak flux density of
286.2±1.4 mJy beam−1 and an integrated flux density of 264.2±2.0 mJy. These peak and
integrated flux densities fall slightly offset from the envelope curve reported in Fig. 4.5, but
yet they can be considered to be consistent with an unresolved source. Although our data
at 1.4 GHz and the 5 GHz data were not taken simultaneously, the results seem to point to
a non-thermal emission.

We also detected PMN J1906−1114, the second potential radio counterpart. This source
shows an elongated structure with two components. GMRT J190645.1−111434 is the strongest
one, with a peak flux density of 115.7±0.7 mJy beam−1 and an integrated flux density of
167.6±1.3 mJy. The fainter component is GMRT J190644.8−111416 with a peak and an
integrated flux density of 33.6±0.7 mJy beam−1 and 49.3±1.3 mJy, respectively. In this
source, the northern component could have a non-thermal nature, whereas it is not as clear
for the southern component.

As in the other EGRET fields, extended sources are detected: GMRT J190339.9−114756,
GMRT J190341.1−112310, GMRT J190430.2−115241 and GMRT J190523.0−110250.

The only two candidate radio variables in Table 4.3 which survived after the discussion
about the uncertainty due to the primary beam correction lay in this field. Their expected
flux density uncertainty is at the ∼ 10% level. Both of them have, however, a compact
appearance. At optical and infrared wavelengths, no obvious counterpart is present according
to the DSS and 2MASS surveys.

4.6 The EGRET fields in the Fermi era

As we quoted above, the work presented in this chapter was carried out before Fermi was
launched. The Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope is an observatory for the study of γ-ray
emission from astrophysical sources. Fermi has two main instruments: (1) the Large Area
Telescope (LAT), a γ-ray imager operating in the energy band between 30 MeV and 300 GeV;
(2) the Gamma Ray Burst Monitor (GBM), a detector covering the 8 keV-20 MeV energy
range, devoted to the study of the gamma-ray bursts. Previous studies of the γ-ray sources
in the LAT energy band were performed with EGRET on board the Compton Gamma Ray
Observatory between 1991 and 2000. The LAT instrument has an effective area five times
larger and a much better angular resolution. When compared with EGRET, Fermi has a
sensitivity 30 times better than its predecessor. Thanks to such improved performance some
of the unidentified sources detected by EGRET have now been identified, or at least, their
error boxes have been dramatically reduced. At the time of writing this thesis, however,
Fermi has not provided yet any gamma-ray detection at the location of the four EGRET
sources studied in this chapter. This fact does not come with surprise. Actually it can be
understood both in terms of the high variability criterion applied when selecting the source
sample and/or uncertainties in the background model used by the Fermi team to identify
compact sources, which is constantly revised. Only when the Fermi mission is completed we
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will be able to better assess the possible connections of our radio source detections with the
high-energy sources originally reported by EGRET.

4.7 Conclusions

After conducting an intensive campaign with different radio interferometers to search for
variable radio counterparts to a sample of variable unidentified EGRET sources, we have
presented the radio results of source detection and search for variables within the fields of four
of the most highly-variable EGRET sources, at the 21 cm wavelength, and using a mosaic-
ing technique with the GMRT. The targets studied in this work include 3EG J1735−1500,
3EG J1746−1001, 3EG J1810−1032 and 3EG J1904−1124. Our main findings can be sum-
marised as follows:

1. We have catalogued a total of 151 sources detected within the error box of the four
EGRET sources: 43, 36, 38, and 34 confident detections, respectively. With the mo-
saicing approach, the mapped field of view always covered the full solid angle of the
68% EGRET confidence contours and usually most of the 95% as well. Our limiting
flux density is not uniform across all pointings but typically amounts to ∼ 1.5 mJy.

2. Variability search was the original motivation of this work. Unfortunately, we have
been severely limited by instrumental problems in this task, and not all the detected
sources could be suitably explored in their time behaviour. Out of the 151 sources
detected in total, only two of them displayed apparent radio variability with reliable
amplitude on a two-month time baseline. Although we anticipate here that they will
probably turn out to be unrelated background sources, strong attention should be
given to any of them found to be positionally coincident with the gamma-ray emission
detected by Fermi and future space observatories. These sources also represent good
candidates to undertake future follow-up observations with the aim of finding their
near-infrared and X-ray counterparts.

3. As a byproduct of this work, we have identified 16 double radio sources, 4 marginally
resolved double sources, and one interesting triple radio source positionally consistent
with 3EG J1735−1500. Its morphology is remarkably reminiscent of a Fanaroff-Riley
type II radio galaxy. However, the absence of an optical/near infrared counterpart to
the central core at present precludes assessing its true nature and connection with the
EGRET emission.
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Chapter 5

Radio continuum and near-infrared
study of the MGRO J2019+37 region

5.1 The VHE gamma-ray era

The galactic very-high-energy (VHE) gamma-ray sources discovered in the last years by the
new generation of Ĉerenkov telescopes, such as HESS, MAGIC or MILAGRO, are currently
an actively studied topic in the context of modern High Energy Astrophysics. VHE gamma-
rays with energies E > 1011 eV are probes of the non-thermal Universe, providing access to
energies far greater than those that can be produced in accelerators on Earth. The accel-
eration of electrons or nuclei in astrophysical sources leads inevitably to the production of
gamma-rays by the decay of π0 produced in hadronic interactions, inverse Compton scatter-
ing of high-energy electrons on background radiation fields, or nonthermal bremsstrahlung
of energetic electrons. Several classes of objects have been detected at VHE gamma-rays,
such as pulsars and their pulsar wind nebulae (PWNe), supernova remnants (SNRs), giant
molecular clouds, massive star-forming regions, etc. In particular, the detection among oth-
ers of VHE gamma-rays from the systems LS 5039 with HESS (Aharonian et al. 2005 [1]),
and LS I +61 303 and Cygnus X-1 with MAGIC (Albert et al. 2006 & 2007 [2, 3]), have
established X-ray binaries as a new class of gamma-ray emitters.

Together with classified objects, a population of VHE gamma-ray sources with unknown
counterpart at lower energies coexists. Such sources are particularly interesting because a
lack of X-ray emission could indicate that the primary accelerated particles are nucleons
rather than high-energy electrons. The identification of counterparts to these sources, how-
ever, is a very difficult task, since a significant number of them show extended morphologies
on 0.1–1◦ scales in the TeV energy band.

From a theoretical point of view, several authors have attempted to model the steady
VHE gamma-ray emission (e.g. Aharonian & Atoyan 1996 [4]; Butt et al. 2003 [5]; Torres
et al. 2004 [6]; Bordas et al. 2009 [7]). Because of the lack of detection of low energy
counterparts, it has been proposed that hadronic processes instead of leptonic ones could be
behind the TeV emission. In particular, Bosch-Ramon and collaborators explored in 2005
[8] the electromagnetic radiation initiated by hadronic jets from microquasars, as well as
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by galactic cosmic rays interacting with the ISM. The interaction between the high-energy
protons, accelerated at the jet termination shock, and the interstellar hydrogen nuclei pro-
duces charged and neutral pions (π−, π+ and π0); the first set will decay to electrons and
positrons and the second set to photons. The primary radiation, π0-decay photons, is in the
gamma-ray band, but the secondary particles can produce significant fluxes of synchrotron
(from radio frequencies to X-rays) and Bremsstrahlung emission (from soft gamma-rays to
the TeV range), and generally with less efficiency, inverse Compton (IC) emission through
interaction with ambient infrared (IR) photons. Detectable fluxes of extended and steady
emission will be produced by this mechanism. In Fig. 5.1 we show, for illustrative purposes,
the computed Spectral Energy Distribution (SED) from the galactic cosmic rays (a) and
from a continuous microquasar (b) interacting with a cloud. In both cases, detectable radio
emission is expected based on the models quoted above. Other authors proposed alternative
scenarios involving a jet-driven termination shock at which relativistic electrons produce
synchrotron and TeV inverse-Compton (IC) emission (Aharonian et al. 1998 [9]). At this
point, X-ray observations are crucial to constrain the IC emission.

5.2 The Cygnus region. What is going on there?

Although it cannot be neglected that VHE gamma-ray sources are currently an actively stud-
ied topic in Astrophysics, we are still far from completely unveiling their mysteries. At least,
we know now where to find the clues. In this sense, Cygnus is probably the most interest-
ing sky region in the VHE gamma-ray context. The formerly unidentified TeV J2032+4130
discovered with HEGRA in the direction of the Cygnus OB2 star association (Aharonian et
al. 2002 [10]) can be considered as a prototype within the VHE gamma-ray family. Despite
both compact and extended radio sources at arc-second scales were initially detected inside
the error box of TeV J2032+4130 (Paredes et al. 2007 [11]), the wind of PSR J2032+4127
has recently been proposed as the source of the TeV emission (Camilo et al. 2009 [12]).

The MILAGRO collaboration reported an addition to the population of extended and
unidentified VHE gamma-ray sources with the discovery of the most extended TeV source
ever known, embedded in the Cygnus region (see Fig. 5.2) (Abdo et al. 2007a,b [14, 15]).
MILAGRO was a water Ĉerenkov extensive air detector located in the Jemez mountains
near Los Alamos, New Mexico, that allowed to monitor a significant fraction of the north-
ern sky at TeV energies. MILAGRO consisted of a ∼ 5000 m2 central (pond) detector
surrounded by an array of 175 instrumented water tanks (outriggers) that span an area of
roughly ∼ 40000 m2. The MILAGRO Experiment stopped taking data in April 2008 after
seven years of operation. There is a proposed follow-up experiment called the High Altitude
Water Ĉerenkov Experiment to be located near the Large Millimeter Telescope at the Sierra
Negra volcano, Mexico, which is expected to be 15 times more sensitive.

The TeV emission detected by MILAGRO in the Cygnus region spreads over several
squared degree, including diffuse emission and the new source MGRO J2019+37, located
with an accuracy of ±0.4◦. MGRO J2019+37 is the most significant source detected by MI-
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Figure 5.1: a) Spectral Energy Distribution (SED) from the galactic cosmic rays interacting with
a cloud. b) The same as in a) but for a continuous microquasar interacting with a cloud; solid
lines are for the energy-dependent diffusion case and dashed lines for the energy-independent case
(Bosch-Ramon et al. 2005 [8]). Significant radio emission is expected in all cases.
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Figure 5.2: The Cygnus Region of the Galaxy as seen in TeV gamma-rays. The color scale
is the statistical significance of the gamma-ray excess at each location. Superimposed on the
image are contours showing the matter density in the region. With the exception of the source
MGRO J2019+37 (l= 75◦ and b= 0◦) the matter density is correlated with the diffuse TeV excess,
indicating that some of the TeV emission is due to interactions of cosmic rays with matter in the
region. The crosses show the location of EGRET sources and their corresponding location errors.

LAGRO, together with the Crab Nebula. The Tibet AS-γ experiment confirmed the detec-
tion of this source by finding a 5.8σ signal compatible with the position of MGRO J2019+37
(Wang et al. 2008 [16]). On the other hand, VERITAS also observed the field but did not
detect the source, placing an upper limit that is compatible with the MILAGRO detection
for a hard spectrum extended source (Kieda et al. 2008 [17]).

Despite all efforts, the true nature of these emissions is still unclear as well as their as-
sociation with any astrophysical counterpart. Some authors initially proposed a possible
connection with anisotropy of galactic cosmic rays (Amenomori et al. 2006 [18]). The TeV
gamma-ray flux as measured at 12 TeV from the diffuse emission of the Cygnus region (after
excluding MGRO J2019+37) exceeds that predicted from a conventional model of cosmic ray
production and propagation (Abdo et al. 2007a [14]). Hence, the existence of hard-spectrum
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cosmic-ray sources and/or other types of TeV gamma-ray sources in the region is strongly
supported. Despite we do not know whether the emission originates from either a single
extended source or a combination of several point sources, MGRO J2019+37 is positionally
coincident with the EGRET sources 3EG J2021+3716 and 3EG J2016+3657 (see Fig. 5.2).
These sources could be the GeV counterparts to the TeV source MGRO J2019+37, which
may be a multiple source. On the one hand, 3EG J2021+3716 was detected by Fermi as
0FGL 2020.8+3649 in positional coincidence with the pulsar PSR J2021+3651 (Abdo et al.
2009 [19]). This source appears now as 2FGL 2021.0+3651 in the Fermi LAT Second Source
Catalogue (Abdo et al. 2011 [20]). This catalogue also associates, on the other hand, the
EGRET source 3EG J2016+3657 with 2FGL 2015.6+3709, and proposes an active galaxy
of uncertain type (AGU) as its possible counterpart. Nevertheless, there is another Fermi
source within the error box of 3EG J2016+3657, 2FGL J2018.0+3626, which appears as
unidentified. It seems that Fermi has resolved this EGRET source into two different GeV
sources.

On this basis, we aim to contribute to the understanding of this peculiar object having in
mind the possibility that galactic jet sources could be contributing to the observed gamma
flux. For such purpose, we performed a multiwavelength campaign comprising a deep radio
survey at 610 MHz using the Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT) covering the 3.5◦×
3.5◦ MGRO J2019+37 field, infrared observations in the Ks-band using the 3.5 m telescope
at Calar Alto, and X-ray observations of some specific fields. Although this work is mainly
focused on the radio survey, the results will be presented in a multiwavelength context.

5.3 GMRT 610 MHz Radio Survey

5.3.1 Motivation of the survey

The Cygnus region has been widely imaged at radio wavelengths, even as part of Galactic
surveys. Where is the point for a new survey? Previous studies were carried out with a poor
angular resolution and/or a relatively high limiting flux density. Some of the most repre-
sentative previous surveys are the Canadian Galactic Plane Survey at 408 and 1420 MHz,
with angular resolutions of 5.3′ and 1.6′, and limiting flux densities of 9 and 1 mJy, respec-
tively, at declination of +40◦ (Taylor et al. 2003 [21]); the 327 MHz survey with an angular
resolution of 1′ and a limiting flux density of 10 mJy (Taylor et al. 1996 [22]); and the 408
and 1430 MHz survey with angular resolution of 3.5′ × 5.2′ and 1.0′ × 1.5′, respectively, and
limiting flux densities of 150 mJy and 45 mJy, respectively (Wendker et al. 1991 [23]). The
most recent survey of this region is the WSRT 350 and 1400 MHz continuum survey of the
Cygnus OB2 association, with angular resolutions of 55′′ and 13′′, and limiting flux densities
of 10–15 mJy and 2 mJy, respectively (Setia Gunawan et al. 2003 [24]). Unfortunately, the
WSRT survey does not cover the MGRO J2019+37 field.

As none of the existing surveys covers the Cygnus region with the resolution and sensitiv-
ity that we need, we aimed at obtaining a deep radio map of the field of MGRO J2019+37
with both arc-second detail and sensitivity to extended radio emission. The results were
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Figure 5.3: Hexagonal pattern of 19 pointings designed to cover the region of about 2.5◦× 2.5◦

of the TeV source MGRO J2019+37. Superimposed are different EGRET sources (3EG and GeV)
that appear in the field and the MILAGRO significance contours (thick lines).

published in Paredes et al. (2009) [25] where further details are available to the reader.

5.3.2 Observations

The GMRT in Pune (India) at the 610 MHz provides a reasonable compromise between an-
gular resolution (∼ 5′′), mapping of diffuse emission (nearly one-third of baselines have short
spacing in the km range) and wide primary beam coverage (0.8◦) to map a large area of the
sky in a reasonable number of pointings. Therefore, we proposed to conduct a GMRT 610
MHz continuum mini-survey of a region of about 2.5◦× 2.5◦ centred on the MGRO J2019+37
peak of TeV emission (l= 75◦ and b= 0◦) and map all radio sources in the field, either com-
pact or diffuse. In order to cover such an extended field, we designed a hexagonal pattern
of 19 pointings centred on the MGRO J2019+37 peak of emission. The mapping strategy is
illustrated in Fig. 5.3.

The project was carried out in July 2007, but suffered from a series of power failures in
the array and additional make-up time was scheduled in August 2007. Observations were
made in two 16-MHz upper and lower sidebands (USB and LSB) centred on 610 MHz, each
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split into 128 spectral channels, and the observation scheme was as follows. We observed
the sources 3C286 and 3C48 at the beginning and end of each observation run as primary
amplitude calibrators. On the other hand, phase calibration was performed by repeated
observations of the nearby phase calibrator J2052+365. Each pointing was observed for a
series of scans in order to achieve a good coverage in the uv plane. As a result, each field
was observed during 45 min and the whole observation amounted to a total time of 20 hours.

The next step was to calibrate the data. At this point, each sideband was separately
edited with standard tasks of the AIPS package. We firstly performed a calibration for a
reference channel. Initial careful editing of the data was necessary in order to remove inter-
ference and other bad data (e.g. a few systematically poor antennas, baselines or channels).
Then, the bandpass correction was used to extend the calibration to all channels. Band-
width smearing is inevitable when using channels with finite bandwidth. This affects the
peak flux densities of sources, but not their integrated fluxes. After the bandpass correction,
the central channels of each sideband were averaged, leading to a data file of 5 compressed
channels, with a bandwidth small enough to avoid bandwith smearing problems in our im-
ages. Standard calibration for continuum data was performed beyond this point.

The general response equation for a two-element interferometer is usually approximated
to a 2D Fourier transform due to the simplicity of the inversion problem. Nevertheless, this
is only valid for co-planar baselines (where the w-axis lies in the direction of the celestial
pole) and for sufficiently small fields of view (Taylor et al. 1999 [26]). At low frequencies,
the primary beam is large so this approximation becomes inefficient and a formal 3D Fourier
transform is required. The wide field-of-view of the GMRT at 610 MHz (∼ 43′) means that
multiple small ‘facets’ need to be imaged, and then combined together. Generally 19 facets
were used for the high angular resolution maps. For low resolution maps, a smaller number
of facets was needed. The quality of the synthesised images were improved by several cycles
of self-calibration. At the end of this self-calibration deconvolution iteration scheme, we
finally combined both USB and LSB images of each pointing and mosaiced the whole region
using the AIPS task FLATN.

5.3.3 Images

As we are interested in both compact and extended sources, we decided to produce different
maps from high to low angular resolution of the GMRT mosaic. Our best image has an rms
of 0.2 mJy/beam with a 5′′ resolution thanks to the long baselines of the GMRT. For display
purposes however, we show in Fig. 5.4 the low angular resolution version, that was produced
using a restoring beam of 30′′ in order to better enhance the extended radio sources in the
field.

The inner part of the low angular resolution radio image of the MGRO J2019+37 field is
shown in Fig. 5.5, together with the position of some interesting sources at other wavelengths.
First of all, we have represented the contours of the EGRET sources 3EG J2016+3657
and 3EG J2021+3716, which are consistent with the location of MGRO J2019+37. The
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Figure 5.4: Low-resolution mosaic obtained with the GMRT radio interferometer at 610 MHz.
It was produced using a restoring beam of 30′′ in order to better enhance the extended radio
sources clearly visible in the field.

first of them is positionally coincident with the blazar-like source labeled as B2013+370
(G74.87+1.22) (Mukherjee et al. 2000 [27]; Halpern et al. 2001 [28]), although this blazar
is well outside the error box of TeV peak emission of MGRO J2019+37. The second is
marginally coincident with the pulsar wind nebula PWN G75.2+01 (Hessels et al. 2004
[29]). High-energy gamma-ray pulsations have been detected by AGILE and Fermi in the
direction of the pulsar (Halpern et al. 2008 [30]; Abdo et al. 2009 [19]). Unfortunately,
we did not detect any radio source at the pulsar position in our maps. It is also worth
noticing that there are other known strong and/or extended radio sources in the field such
as NVSS J202032+363158, which is the brightest source detected within the error box of
MGRO J2019+37, and the HII region Sh 2-104. Finally, sources A and B reveal themselves as
quite interesting objects when inspected in detail and they will be included in the individual
discussion as well.
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Figure 5.5: Inner part of the 30′′ resolution radio mosaic (greyscale) obtained with the GMRT ra-
diotelescope at 610 MHz after conducting a mini-survey to cover the 3.5◦×3.5◦ MGRO J2019+37
field. In this figure we pay attention to its main features. In red we show the center of gravity of
the TeV emission from the MGRO J2019+37 and its positional uncertainty including statistic and
systematic errors. Countours represent the position probability (50%, 68%, 95% and 99%) of the
Third EGRET catalogue sources 3EG J2016+3657 and 3EG J2021+3716 (Hartman et al. 1999
[32]), while blue ellipse indicates the GeV source GeV J2020+3658 (Lamb & Macomb 1997 [33]).
In addition, we have labelled several radio sources located inside this box that could be responsible
for the TeV emission. Sh 2-104 corresponds to an extended HII region, NVSS J202032+363158
to a bright compact radio source, and sources A and B are two newly-discovered jet-like sources.
The blazar B2013+370 within 3EG J2016+3657 is also a relevant source.
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5.3.4 Radio catalogue

Surveys in Astrophysics basically lead to two main products: images and catalogues. Hence,
with the mosaics of MGRO J2019+37 in our hands, we faced the extraction of the cata-
logue of sources. As we have reported in chapter 4, we produced a radio catalogue with the
sources detected within the error box of four highly-variable unidentified EGRET sources
using a combination of an automatic procedure plus manual inspection of the output. The
importance of an accurate preliminar list of sources becomes fundamental as the number of
detection increases. Using SAD we experienced how important this issue is. Due to its re-
duced number of customizable parameters, SAD produced a large number of false detections,
basically artifacts near bright sources. Moreover, SAD was unable to distinguish between the
two components of clear double sources, and simply listed them as single objects. Thanks to
previous campaigns of radio observations with VLA and GMRT, like the one commented, we
had then enough experience to deal with wide-field images, mosaics and catalogues. Based
on this experience, we decided to use this time the SExtractor automatic procedure (Bertin
& Arnouts 1996 [34]) instead of SAD. Indeed, this alternative task turned out to be better
suited for a complex field such as MGRO J2019+37.

We applied SExtractor over our 5′′ resolution mosaic (with pixel size of 1′′) to produce a
list of sources with peak flux density higher than about ten times the local noise after pri-
mary beam correction. Objects with less than 5 connected pixels above the threshold were
not included. As we did with the EGRET fields, the output was visually inspected and all
candidate detections believed not to be real (i.e. deconvolution artifacts near bright sources)
were simply deleted by hand. By default, SExtractor assumes that the noise level in astro-
nomical images is often fairly constant, that is, a constant value for the gain, the background
noise and the detection threshold can be used over the whole frame. Unfortunately, this ap-
proximation does not apply in our case due to primary beam response effects. Nevertheless,
SExtractor is able to handle images with variable noise. This is controlled through the
WEIGHT–TYPE configuration keyword. Among the different WEIGHT–TYPEs available
we used the BACKGROUND one. In this case, the science image itself is used to internally
compute a variance map. By using a local background analysis in SExtractor we took into
account the uneven background due to beam response effects, and consequently, we reduced
the number of artifacts in the output.

The radio sources catalogued in the MGRO J2019+37 area are presented in appendix
B as a list of 362 objects. Among them, 203 are fainter than 10 mJy and the majority
previously undetected at radio wavelengths. In Fig. 5.6 we show the source distribution
histogram as a function of log SPeak

ν . Based on our requirements, the resulting list can be
considered very reliable although not complete at the lowest flux density levels. Considering
the 5′′ beam size of the mosaic used to produce the catalogue, and the signal-to-noise ratio
that we required for detection (10σ), we estimate that the positions obtained have a typical
uncertainty of 0.′′5 or smaller. In appendix B table, results are presented as follows. First and
second column provide the catalogue number and the name. The third and fourth column
give the J2000.0 position in right ascension order. The fifth and sixth column provide the
peak flux density and the local noise, respectively. Finally, the two last columns list the
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Figure 5.6: Number of sources vs. log SPeak
ν for the 362 sources detected in the GMRT 610 MHz

radio mosaic.

integrated flux density and its error. Uncertainties quoted for the peak and integrated flux
density are based on the formal errors of the fit and allow the reliability of the detection
to be judged. However, they do not contain the error contribution due to primary beam
correction as a function of angular distance θ to the phase centre, which is estimated to be
around 10% of the flux density values.

5.4 The GMRT radio survey in the context of a multi-

wavelength campaign. Cross-correlated catalogue.

As we mentioned above, the mini-survey of MGRO J2019+37 carried out with the GMRT at
610 MHz was conceived as part of a more ambitious multiwavelength project. Observational
data at other frequencies were obtained and processed by other members of our team also
as part of their own Ph.D. projects. On the one hand, A. J. Muñoz-Arjonilla carried out the
near-infrared (hereafter NIR) survey of the the central squared degree of the region using the
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OMEGA2000 wide-field camera on the 3.5 m telescope at CAHA (Spain) on 25 September
2007. As we described in previous chapters, this instrument consists of a Rockwell HAWAII2
HgCdTe detector with 2048 × 2048 pixels sensitive within 0.8 to 2.5 µm. Again, a mosaic-
ing approach was necessary. This time, a pattern of 4 × 4 pointings was performed in the
Ks-band (2.15 µm) in order to minimize the interstellar absorption. Individual frames were
sky-subtracted, flat-field corrected and then combined into a final mosaic using the AIPS
task FLATN. The ensamble of 16 pointing covers almost completely the center of gravity
and uncertainty region of the TeV emission from the source MGRO J2019+37 (red box in
Fig. 5.5). The average limiting magnitude across the mosaic is Ks ≃ 17 mag, and the total
field of view is about 0.9◦× 0.9◦. Astrometric solutions on the final frames were determined
within ±0.1 arc-second by identifying about twenty reference stars in each pointing for which
positions were retrieved from the 2MASS catalogue (Skrutskie et al. 2006 [35]). As a final
product, a catalogue of ∼ 315 000 near-infrared sources was produced using the SExtractor
package. Further details will be reported in A. J. Muñoz-Arjonilla’s Ph.D. thesis [36], which
is in preparation at this moment.

Having in hands both the radio and the NIR catalogues we cross-correlated them. By
combining their respective 0.′′5 and 0.′′1 uncertainties, we adopted a conservative maximum
offset of 0.′′6 for tentative associations, neglecting systematics between both catalogues. How-
ever, as we have described above, the regions imaged do not overlap completely. Conse-
quently, only 42 of the 362 detected radio sources lie inside the central squared degree imaged
in the near infrared. Among them, 6 have an infrared counterpart candidate within 0.′′6 of
their radio position. In order to estimate a crude chance coincidence probability of finding a
NIR source closer than 0.′′6 to a given radio source, we multiply the number of NIR sources
by the ratio between the area of the uncertainty in positions occupied by the 42 sources
and the total area of the region: 315 000 × (42 π 0.′′62)/(3240′′ × 3240′′) = 1.4. Therefore,
one out of the six radio sources with NIR counterpart is expected to be a random coincidence.

On the other hand, V. Zabalza obtained source lists of all X-ray observations of the
region performed by Chandra and XMM-Newton, computed through the celldetect and
edetect_chain tasks from CIAO 4.0 and SAS 8.0 respectively. Again, we do not completely
cover the region imaged at radio. Consequently, only 41 of the 362 radio sources are lo-
cated in fields observed in X-rays, which cover an area of 314 arcmin2 (1 130 973 arcsec2).
Anyway, we found that 5 of these 41 have an X-ray counterpart candidate within 5′′ (the
typical uncertainty for XMM-Newton). The chance coincidence probability of finding an
X-ray source closer than 5′′ to a given radio source can be estimated if we multiply now the
number of X-ray sources by the ratio between the area of uncertainty in positions occupied
by the 41 sources and the total area of the region: 519 × (41 π 5′′2)/(1 130 973 arcsec2) =
1.4. Therefore, at least one of the five X-ray sources with radio counterpart is expected to
be a random coincidence.

Finally, only a single triple radio/near-infrared/X-ray coincidence was found (source num-
ber 115 in appendix B).
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5.5 Peculiar objects within the MGRO J2019+37 field

When we presented our new radio images (published in Paredes et al. 2009 [25]), we drew
the attention to some interesting sources that appear in the uncertainty region of the TeV
peak emission (red box in Fig. 5.5). In this section we will describe them in detail:

5.5.1 PSR J2021+3651 / PWN G75.2+0.1

Together with the discovery of the source MGRO J2019+37, Abdo and collaborators [14, 15]
reported the young pulsar wind nebula (PWN) G75.2+0.1 as the possible counterpart. Hes-
sels et al. (2004) [29] had discovered a ∼ 20′′ × 10′′ PWN when observing the radio pulsar
PSR J2021+3651 with Chandra. This pulsar has a rotation period P = 0.104 s, a charac-
teristic age of P/2Ṗ = 17 kyr and spin-down luminosity Ė = 3.4 × 1036erg s−1, and is con-
sistent with the unidentified EGRET source 3EG J2021+3716 (GeV 2020+3658) (Roberts
et al. 2002 [37]). New Chandra observations of the pulsar and its PWN detected rings
and jets around PSR J2021+3651, and inferred a distance to the pulsar of 3-4 kpc (Van
Etten et al. 2008 [38]). This is clearly in contrast with the 12 kpc value implied by the
pulsar dispersion measure (Roberts et al. 2002 [37]). Recent XMM-Newton observations
show emission extending out ∼10–15 arc-minutes whereas radio observations with the VLA
at 20 cm shows a radio nebula coincident with the X-ray extension (Roberts et al. 2008 [39]).

We found neither a point-like source nor an extended feature in our low-frequency radio
maps at the position of PSR J2021+3651 and PWN G75.2+0.1, respectively. On the one
hand, we establish a conservative 5σ upper limit to any possible point-like counterpart of
1.0 mJy from our high resolution mosaic. On the other hand, the radio flux density of the
extended emission found with the VLA at 1.4 GHz amounts to ∼ 700 mJy in an area of
about 100 arcmin2, which for a uniform distribution yields 7 mJy arcmin−2. The rms of our
low resolution radio map shown in Fig. 5.5, with a 30′′ beam size, is 0.5 mJy beam−1. This
provides a 5σ upper limit of either 2.5 mJy beam−1 or 9 mJy arcmin−2. This upper limit
implies that if the radio emission is uniformly distributed, its spectral index must be above
−0.3. This value is compatible with the radio emission being produced by the synchrotron
mechanism, as expected in this nebula.

We can barely say something at near-infrared wavelengths since nothing is detected at
the position of PSR J2021+3651. The nearest near-infrared source is at a distance of 3.′′9
and has a Ks magnitude of 17.3.

AGILE detected the source AGL J2020.5+3653 at energies above 100 MeV range, which
showed pulsations, and was associated with the pulsar PSR J2021+3651 (Halpern et al.
2008 [30]). The photon spectrum of the source can be fitted by a power-law of photon index
Γ = 1.86 ± 0.18 in the range 100–1000 MeV, while a turndown is seen above 1.5 GeV. This
source appears as 1AGL J2021+3652 in the first AGILE catalogue of high-confidence gamma-
ray sources (Pittori et al. 2009 [40]). Fermi also detected the source 0FGL 2020.8+3649
in positional coincidence with the pulsar (Abdo et al. 2009 [19]). In the Fermi LAT First
Source Catalogue this source appears as 1FGL 2021.0+3651 (Abdo et al. 2010 [31]) and in
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Figure 5.7: Detailed view of two newly-discovered jet-like radio sources inside the uncertainty
region of MGRO J2019+37. The contours shown here correspond to the GMRT high resolution
radio mosaic and are superimposed on the Ks-band 3.5 m CAHA telescope images. Top. Source
A. Contours correspond to 5, 9, 15, 23, 45, 60 and 80 times 0.16 mJy beam−1, the rms noise.
The integrated flux density is 164.7 ± 0.3 mJy. Bottom. Source B. Contours correspond to
5, 8, 12, 20, 30 and 42 times 0.16 mJy beam−1, the rms noise. The integrated flux density is
28± 0.1 mJy. The 5′′ synthesised radio beam is plotted in the lower-right corner of both images.
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the Fermi LAT Second Source Catalogue (Abdo et al. 2011 [20]) as 2FGL 2021.0+3651.

5.5.2 Jet-like sources

Sources A and B do not exhibit any special feature in the low resolution map of Fig. 5.5.
However, they do reveal themselves as very interesting objects after the inspection of our
high resolution images, where they show a jet-like morphology not obvious at first glance. In
Fig. 5.7 we present these images superimposed on the near-infrared frames. Their J2000.0
positions are α=20h18m32s, δ= +37◦02′30′′ (source A) and α=20h19m48s, δ=+37◦06′40′′

(source B). For each of these sources we inspected several radio surveys in order to estimate
their spectral index.

First of all, source A appears as an unresolved object in the NVSS 1.4 GHz catalogue
(Condon et al. 1998 [41]) and in the Westerbork Nothern Sky Survey (WENSS; Rengelink et
al. 1997 [42]) at 327 MHz. Based on our data and these two previous detections, we estimate
a spectral index of −1.16± 0.02, clearly indicating a non-thermal nature. At this point, it is
worth noting that source A is not detected in the VLA Low-Frequency Sky Survey (VLSS;
Cohen et al. 2007 [43]) at 74 MHz, with a 3σ upper limit of 1.2 Jy. From the spectral
index computed above, one would expect a flux density of 1.9 Jy. This fact is indicative of
a turnover at lower radio frequencies, which could be produced by intrinsic self-absorption
or by galactic foreground free-free absorption. In the top panel of Fig. 5.7 we can see that
source A has a double-sided morphology with a slight bending towards the south-east. Since
SExtractor was able to catalogue it as two different objects, source A appears in appendix
B as sources #141 and #142. This structure resembles those typically seen in radio galaxies
with a non-negligible pressure from the intergalactic medium. Unfortunately, there is no
clear extended NIR counterpart in the axis joining the radio lobes that could be identified
with the parent galaxy. Consequently, we cannot make any statement from the present data
about its NIR counterpart.

Source B also appears unresolved in the NVSS catalogue. These data together with
our detection provide a spectral index of −0.7 ± 0.6, compatible with the non-detection in
WENSS, and consistent with a non-thermal nature for this source as well. From the bottom
panel of Fig. 5.7 we can derive a morphological and spectral similarity to the radio lobes
of the ‘Great Annihilator’ 1E 1740−2942, a confirmed microquasar at the Galactic Center
(Mirabel et al. 1992 [44]). The two lobes would be clearly detected and correspond to sources
#193 and #194 in appendix B. On the contrary, there are no traces of a radio core but, as
for the one present in 1E 1740.7−2942, it could have a flat spectrum and the flux density
at such a low frequency is expected to be very low compared to that of the radio lobes.
The near-infrared data reveal two objects close to the central position of the source. Their
J2000.0 coordinates and magnitudes are: α=20h19m47.743s, δ=+37◦06′40.21′′, Ks=16.5 and
α=20h19m47.858s, δ=+37◦06′39.95′′, Ks=17.4. Their proximity significantly biases the pho-
tometry. While the bright source is point-like and offset from the axis traced by the radio
lobes, the faint one is aligned with the axis and fuzzy, thus suggesting that the origin of the
double radio source is most likely a radio galaxy.
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The results presented here, together with previous ROSAT pointed observations (Obs.
Id. 500248P conducted on 24 October 1993) that did not detect any of these two sources
(but placed a 3σ upper limit on their persistent flux of 7× 10−14 erg cm−2 s−1 in the energy
band 0.1–2.4 keV), are insufficient to elucidate whether the sources A and B are galactic or
extragalactic, although there are hints of their extragalactic nature, at least for one of them.

5.5.3 HII region Sh 2-104

The most extended feature within the uncertainty region of MGRO J2019+37 is Sh 2-104.
This source, also known as Sh 104, is an optically visible HII region of 7′ diameter at a dis-
tance of 4.0±0.5 kpc (Deharveng et al. 2003 [45]). According to Lahulla and collaborators
(1985) [46], there is a central O6 V star which is suspected to be the responsible for ionizing
the region. In the literature, the appearance of Sh 2-104 in both the optical and the radio
bands is very similar, although the radio images show the presence of an ultra compact HII

(UCHII) region at the eastern border which is not visible in the optical image (Deharveng et
al. 2003 [45]). The interaction between the expanding HII region Sh 2-104 and the UCHII
region may be responsible for triggered star formation in the latter, resulting in a deeply em-
bedded young cluster. This region has also been detected as a high-luminosity (3× 104 L⊙)
IRAS source.

While our GMRT observations detect a structure similar to that found at 1.46 GHz with
the VLA (Fich 1993 [47]) and at 1.4 GHz within the NVSS radio continuum survey (Condon
et al. 1998 [41]), our images obtained in the near-infrared Ks-band are significantly deeper
than those from 2MASS. In Fig. 5.8 we show both our radio and near-infrared frames in a
composite image. In the eastern region of the ring (to the left side), the near-infrared image
shows the well-known cluster associated with the UCHII region, which must contain at least
one massive OB star (Deharveng et al. 2003 [45]). In the central part of the image, however,
the O6 V star of Lahulla et al. 1985 [46], which corresponds to 2MASS J20174184+3645264
(Skrutskie et al. 2006 [35]), reveals itself as several point-like objects, thus suggesting the
presence of a compact cluster. Therefore, apart from this ionizing early-type star, this new
cluster candidate could also contribute to the formation of the HII region (e.g., additional
early-type stars, wind shocks). Moreover, our NIR images show an elongated arc along the
south of Sh 2-104 as well as to the east of the UCHII region, probably related to the inter-
action between the expanding HII region and the interstellar medium.

Concerning the X-ray domain, Sh 2-104 has been poorly explored in contrast with its
deep coverage at other wavelengths. The region was observed with ROSAT and the source
2RXP J201742.3+364513 (Rosat consortium 2000 [48]) was reported. This source is lo-
cated at α=20h17m42.3s, δ=+36◦45′13′′ with a positional error of ∼ 12′′, overlapping with
the central star 2MASS J20174184+3645264 and the cluster candidate (see bottom-right of
Fig. 5.8). Based on a count rate of (4.1± 0.5)× 10−3 counts s−1 in the energy range 0.1-2.0
keV, we can estimate a flux of (5.8±0.7)×10−14 erg cm−2 s−1 assuming a thermal spectrum
with a temperature of 1.5 keV, which is a typical value for colliding wind regions. Taking
into account that OB stars are known to be X-ray sources, presumably because of shocks
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Figure 5.8: Composite radio and near-infrared image centred on Sh 2-104 region. The contours
correspond to 10, 20, 35, 55, 80, 100, 125, 155 times the rms noise of 0.3 mJy beam−1 of our
GMRT 610 MHz (49 cm wavelength) image, and they are superimposed on the Ks-band 3.5 m
CAHA telescope image also obtained by us. The cross and blue box mark the position and the
1σ uncertainty of the ROSAT source 2RXP J201742.3+364513. Left-zoom. Young massive
stellar cluster deeply embedded in a UCHII region found on the eastern rim of Sh 2-104. Right-
zoom. New cluster candidate in the center of Sh 2-104 previously considered as a single O6 V
star (identified later as 2MASS J20174184+3645264). The scale of each image is indicated in
the bottom-left corner by a bar. The colour scale of zoomed areas differs slightly from the one
in the main panel to better display the individual stars within each cluster.
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in their stellar winds (see Güdel 2004 for a review [49]), what is the expected X-ray flux for
this source? According to the complete study by Berghöfer et al. 1997 [50] of more than 200
isolated OB stars detected in ROSAT data, for an O6 V star, with bolometric luminosity
of 8 × 1038 erg s−1 (Martins et al. 2005 [51]), the corresponding X-ray luminosity would be
1.2×1032 erg s−1. Considering a distance of 4.0 kpc to both Sh 2-104 and its ionizing central
star 2MASS J20174184+3645264, the expected X-ray flux would translate into 6.3 × 10−14

erg cm−2 s−1, fully compatible with the detected X-ray flux from 2RXP J201742.3+364513.

5.5.4 NVSS J202032+363158

In contrast with Sh 2-104 being the most extended source detected within the error box of
the TeV peak emission of MGRO J2019+37, NVSS J202032+363158 is the brightest compact
one. It has a flux density at 610 MHz of 833 mJy and is listed in appendix B as source #225.
Taking into account its high brightness, it is not a surprise that this object is widely detected
within the majority of radio surveys. NVSS J202032+363158 appears in the VLSS at 74
MHz, in the WENSS at 327 MHz, in the CGPS at 408 MHz (Taylor et al. 1996 [22]), in the
Effelsberg survey of the Cygnus X region at 1420 MHz (Wendker et al. 1991 [23]), and in the
Green Bank 4.85 GHz northern sky surveys 87GB (Gregory & Condon 1991 [52]) and GB6
(Gregory et al. 1996 [53]). We summarize all detections in Table 5.1 and we plot the corre-
sponding spectrum in Fig. 5.9. Based on these data and assuming a stable flux density, the
radio spectrum of this source can be described by Sν = (523± 2) mJy[ν/GHz]−0.94±0.01, and
it is, therefore, clearly a non-thermal emitter. Despite very low frequencies being sampled,
no evidence of the turnover frequency below 1 GHz is obvious from this simple power-law fit.

Survey Frequency Flux density
(MHz) (mJy)

VLSS 74 6354±708
WENSS 327 1442±216
CGPS 408 1180±360
GMRT 610 833±56
NVSS 1400 386±12
GB6 4850 121 ±12
87GB 4850 108 ±15

Table 5.1: Non-simultaneous flux density measurements of the source NVSS J202032+363158
obtained from different surveys.

With the idea in mind of improving the simple survey detections of NVSS J202032+363158
accounted above, we decided to inspect the NRAO archives in a data mining approach. We
used a previous VLA snapshot (6 min on source) of this radio source at the 20 cm wavelength
in B configuration (observed on 25 March 1989) to produce the image shown in the left panel
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Figure 5.9: Radio spectrum of NVSS J202032+363158 based on flux densities compiled in
Table 5.1. The straight line is a simple power law fit.

of Fig. 5.10. To compute this image, we calibrated the data following standard procedures
for continuum calibration within AIPS, including a self-calibration deconvolution iteration
scheme. The final image has a synthesised beam of 4′′ and displays a one-sided radio jet
extending a few arc-seconds towards the North, with a core component of ∼250 mJy and
a secondary component of about 70 mJy. To better enhance these two components, we
produced a new image using an uv-range of 30–50 kλ. The result, which takes into account
the longest baselines only, is shown in the right panel of Fig. 5.10. Here, a compact core
and a secondary component are clearly distinguishable. With peak flux densities of 170 and
20 mJy, respectively, this morphology is clearly reminiscent of the large-scale jet structure
of the emission from a microquasar.

According to these results, it seemed evident to further explore the structure of this source
by observing it with VLBI techniques. Hence, we observed the core of NVSS J202032+363158
at 1.6 GHz (18 cm wavelength) with the European VLBI Network in eVLBI mode (eEVN).
In this new mode the signals from far away radio telescopes are directly streamed into the
central data processor for real-time correlation, instead of being recorded on disk or tape
as traditionally. The observation was carried out by J. Moldón, one of the members of our
team, on 3 March 2007 from 5:00 to 13:00 UT (MJD 54163.375), and was performed using
6 antennas: Cm, Mc, Jb-2, On-85, Tr, and Wb. Scans on NVSS J202032+363158 were in-
terleaved with scans on the compact phase calibrator J2015+3710, with a 6-min cycle time
(66 s on the calibrator and 246 s on the source). The data were recorded using dual po-
larization and 2-bit sampling, at 256 Mbps. A total bandwidth of 32 MHz per polarization
was provided by 4 sub-bands. The e-VLBI data were processed at the Joint Institute for
VLBI in Europe (JIVE) correlator in real time, using an integration time of 2 seconds. The
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Figure 5.10: Left. Radio image of the source NVSS J202032+363158 at the 20 cm wavelength
obtained from a reanalysis of a previous VLA B-configuration snapshot of the source carried
out in 1989. The map has been computed using uniform weights and resolves the source,
displaying a one-sided radio jet extending a few arc-seconds towards the North, with a core
component of ∼250 mJy and a secondary component of about 70 mJy. The rms of the image is
0.22 mJy beam−1. Contours correspond to -4, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512 and 1024 times the
rms noise. Right. Another image from the same data using only the longest baselines. Thanks
to an uv-range of 30–50 kλ, we have been able to clearly show the core and the component
discussed in the text, with peak flux densities of 170 and 20 mJy, respectively. The rms of the
image is 2.5 mJy beam−1 and contours correspond to -3, 3, 4, 6, 8, 14, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60
times the rms noise. The synthesised beams are plotted in the lower-right corner of both figures.

target source was correlated with the position obtained from the VLA-B (30–50 kλ) data:
αJ2000.0 = 20h20m33.s0401 and δJ2000.0 = +36◦31′57.′′480, for a total maximum uncertainty of
100 mas. During observations, synchronization problems were experienced and the correla-
tion had to be restarted several times. A few antennas were dropped out of the correlation
jobs during the gaps used for measuring the system temperatures. Due to these discon-
nections, part of the data, which is not recorded onto disks for these experiments, was lost
during the correlation, and the true on-source time is estimated to be around 3 hours.

The post-correlation data reduction was performed using the AIPS software package and
Difmap. Ionospheric corrections to the visibility data were applied and the system tempera-
tures were used to obtain the a priori visibility amplitude calibration. All stations produced
fringes with the 1-Jy phase calibrator, situated at 1.◦2 from the target, and we therefore
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transferred the solutions for the phases to the target source. We improved the amplitude
calibration using correction factors for each antenna obtained from the self-calibration of
J2015+3710. Self-calibration of the NVSS J202032+363158 data was not possible due to
the lack of bright sources in the primary beam of the antennas. The phased-referenced
natural-weighted image finally obtained had a synthesised beam of ∼22.7×19.8 mas at a
position angle of 30.◦3, and an rms noise of 0.20 mJy beam−1. Unfortunately, despite all
efforts of our team no significant detections were found within a distance of 5′′ from the
correlated phase center.

Finally, there is no near-infrared counterpart candidate to NVSS J202032+363158. The
nearest sources are both at 4.′′1, with magnitudes of 14.2 and 17.3 in the Ks band.

5.6 On the origin of the TeV emission from MGRO

J2019+37

Although we will focus on the individual sources presented in the previous section, it cannot
be discarded that some of the rest of sources listed in appendix B are responsible for, or
contributing to, the MILAGRO source. As the uncertainty region of the TeV peak emission
of MGRO J2019+37 covers a sky region of approximately 1◦ × 1◦, it is not evident whether
the emission is produced by only one powerful accelerator, or the superposition of several
point-like sources.

5.6.1 Hadronic origin in a single-source scenario.

In case MGRO J2019+37 were a unique extended source and not a composition of different
sources, we will show that the origin of the > 12 TeV emission is likely hadronic.

First of all, the time required to fill a region of ∼ 1◦ (or (1 − 5) × 1020 cm at 2-10 kpc
distance) size with electrons of ∼ 100 TeV by means of diffusion is:

tdiff = 1.5 × 1012 R2
20B−6 s, (5.1)

where R20 = R/1020 cm is the source size, and B−6 = B/10−6 G is the ISM turbulent mag-
netic field (see Romero and Paredes 2011 [54] and references therein).

On the other hand, for realistic ISM densities nISM < 104 cm−3, and reasonable magnetic/mm-
far IR field energy densities, i.e., > 1 eV cm−3, the electron cooling time-scale is dominated
by synchrotron and IC losses and found to be:

tcool < 1011 s (5.2)

Therefore, given that tdiff ≫ tcool, electrons injected from a single accelerator cannot fill
the entire multi-TeV source.
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Alternatively, protons cool mainly through collisions with the ISM nuclei (pp):

tcool ∼ 1015/nISM s. (5.3)

For nISM ∼ 1000 − 200 cm−3 (2 − 10 kpc) in the MILAGRO region, proton injection
luminosities of ∼ 1037 erg/s should be enough to explain the observed luminosities (Abdo et
al. 2007a [14]) assuming that ∼ 0.1− 1% of the proton power is in > 12 TeV photons. As a
result of pp interactions, secondary electron-positron pairs and neutrinos are also produced,
with luminosities and energies similar to those of gamma-rays (e.g., Kelner et al. 2006 [55]).
These secondary pairs should radiate via synchrotron, relativistic Bremsstrahlung and IC.
Extended radio and X-ray emission was detected within the MILAGRO region (Roberts et
al. 2008 [39]; Hessels et al. 2004 [29]; Van Etten et al. 2008 [38]). However, the smaller
extent of these diffuse sources compared to the size of the TeV emission makes any possi-
ble association difficult. Nevertheless, for typical ISM densities and magnetic and radiation
fields, most of the emission from the secondary pairs could be produced with relatively low
gamma-ray fluxes, rendering them undetectable.

If MGRO J2019+37 turns out to be a composition of different accelerators/emitters,
there is no preference for a hadronic origin for the TeV emission. In such a case, several
leptonic emitters, which may or may not coincide with (some of) the sources discussed here,
can also explain its origin.

5.6.2 Could any of the selected sources power the TeV emission

from the source MGRO J2019+37?

After discussing the most plausible emission scenario, we can consider if any of the peculiar
objects reported in this thesis could act as the accelerator.

Regarding PWN G75.2+0.1, the spin-down luminosity is marginally in agreement with
the energetic requirements stated above. Nevertheless, most of the luminosity of this object
should be in the form of protons (as in, e.g., Horns et al. 2007b [56]) to act as the accelera-
tor. In such a case, the accelerated protons should escape the ∼ 10′ nebula in a time shorter
than or equal to the age of the pulsar, ≈ 17 kyr, which may not be possible if the turbulent
magnetic field in the nebula reaches values of several 10 µG or higher. From another point
of view, the turndown observed in the AGILE GeV spectrum questions the association of
AGL J2020.5+3653 as the only counterpart to MGRO J2019+37. Extrapolation of the last
two data points in the spectrum shown in Halpern et al. (2008) [30] provide a flux at 20
TeV, a factor 3500 below the reported MGRO J2019+37 flux (Abdo et al. 2007b [15]). Even
ignoring the turndown and fitting the entire spectrum with a single power-law, there is still
a one order of magnitude difference. Therefore, if no additional components are present in
the Gev-TeV spectrum of PSR J2021+3651/PWN G75.2+0.1, this source alone can hardly
explain the multi-TeV emission from MGRO J2019+37.

The star forming region (SFR) hosted by the HII region Sh 2-104 could be responsible for
the extended MILAGRO source if it were capable to inject about ∼ 1037 erg s−1 in the form
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of relativistic protons in its surroundings. Assuming an efficiency of a 10% for the kinetic
energy converted to non-thermal proton energy in the shocks present inside the HII region,
about 100 massive (proto)stars with wind velocities of 2 × 108 cm s−1 and mass-loss rates
of 10−6 M⊙/yr would be required to reach the needed proton luminosities. It seems unlikely
that Sh 2-104 can harbor such a number of massive (proto)stars. However, Sh 2-104 may
actually be part of a larger SFR which has not been detected yet. In such a case, the larger
SFR could represent the emitter of the whole MILAGRO source through wind collisions or
jet/medium interactions (see, e.g. Torres et al. 2004 [6]; Romero 2008 [57]). Maser emission
could help us to detect such a hypothetical star formation region. In this sense, observations
with instruments such as ALMA can be crucial.

The three non-thermal radio sources with jet-like structures detected in the field of
MGRO J2019+37 (sources A and B, and NVSS J202032+363158) are potential microquasars
whose jets would interact with the ISM accelerating protons (e.g., Heinz & Sunyaev 2002
[58]; Bordas et al. 2009 [7]). The accelerated protons may escape from the accelerating
region colliding with the surrounding regions of the ISM rendering very high-energy emis-
sion (e.g., Bosch-Ramon et al. 2005 [8]). Despite there are some arguments pointing to an
extragalactic nature for sources A and B we cannot completely rule out that they are truly
galactic. On the other hand, source NVSS J202032+363158 remained undetected through
VLBI observations, placing an upper limit of 1 mJy beam−1 to the flux for a beam size of
∼20 mas. The non-detection of a compact core during observations points to a completely
resolved source or a variable radio source, in agreement with the absence of radio emission
expected in the high/soft state of microquasars. If accretion is taking place in these objects,
the lack of clear X-ray counterparts needs still to be explained. Maybe we are facing an
inefficient accretion as in the case of LS 5039 (e.g. Bosch-Ramon et a. 2007 [59]).

Finally, the possibility of an external accelerator must be taken into account as well.
As in the case of the stellar cluster Berkeley 87 mentioned in Abdo et al. 2007a [14], a
cluster located outside MGRO J2019+37 could accelerate the protons that would escape
from it diffusing towards, and ultimately interacting with, a denser region located near the
MILAGRO source best fit position. The same assumption is valid for an external microquasar
powering the multi-TeV radiation.
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5.7 Conclusions

1. We have carried out a deep radio survey of about 6 squared degree region in the
direction of MGRO J2019+37, thus providing a catalogue of 362 radio sources most
of them previously unknown. This survey has been carried out in a multiwavelength
context, together with a complementary near-infrared survey of the central square
degree which contains 315 000 sources. Archival X-ray observations of some specific
fields have also been analysed.

2. We have found that in case a single accelerator is powering the multi-TeV emission,
its most likely origin has to be hadronic in nature. From the analysis of the most
relevant sources in the field, we conclude that the extrapolation of the spectrum of the
pulsar AGL J2020.5+3653 does not explain the detected flux from MGRO J2019+37.
Unless an additional component in the GeV-TeV spectrum of the pulsar exists, other
objects, such as those discussed here, should be considered when trying to understand
the origin of the MILAGRO source.

3. Although the nature of the accelerator/emitter still remains an open question, the
results presented here may be useful when interpreting data provided by future imaging
atmospheric Ĉerenkov telescopes (MAGIC II, HESS II), and by Fermi, which should
be able to further constrain the source position and morphology, and to explore in
detail its physics obtaining broad spectral information.
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Final conclusions

By way of conclusion, we summarize the main results of this Ph.D. thesis as follows:

1. Discovery of hints of interaction between the relativistic jets of Cygnus X-3
and the ISM. Thanks to data mining, we have firstly presented the deepest (rms noise
9.5 µJy beam−1) radio map with sensitivity to arc-minute angular scales of Cygnus X-3
reported so far. This new radio map comes to shed some light on the long-searched
radio lobes of Cygnus X-3, which are supposed to be present as result of the interaction
between the jets of the microquasar and the ISM. In the image presented, Cygnus X-3
appears superposed onto a diffuse radio emission of apparent non-thermal index with
an angular size of a few arc-minutes extending South and South-West from it. This
feature does not appear with a simple bipolar lobe morphology, thus suggesting that
the interaction is complex or the viewing geometry close to the line of sight. While the
association of this extended emission with one of the lobes is assessed with caution, the
reality of such feature is beyond any doubt since independent observations by the Ryle
Telescope and the CGPS and GB6 surveys confirm its presence. Our VLA map is also
deep enough to show the existence of a possible northern counterpart to this extended
object, but slightly more distant. In addition to this result, we have discovered a
serendipitous triple radio source with FR II morphology at a few arc-minute from
Cygnus X-3, thus providing the first image where a quasar and microquasar appear
together.

2. Identification of single optical and near-infrared candidate counterparts to
GRS 1758−258 and a single near-infrared one to 1E 1740.7−2942. A similar
approach to the case of Cygnus X-3 has been applied to the classical microquasars
GRS 1758−258 and 1E 1740.7−2942 for radio mapping strategy but with a different
aim instead. In this case, the concatenation of old projects of the VLA archive at the
highest resolution (A configuration) has allowed us to estimate new and more accurate
positions of the core of these objects. This result, together with a revision of the
astrometry feasible thanks to the present-day availability of modern star catalogues,
such as 2MASS, has led us to the identification of single optical/near-infrared candidate
counterparts to GRS 1758−258 and 1E 1740.7−2942.

3. A radio contribution to the understanding of four unidentified variable
EGRET sources and the most extended TeV source. We have radio-surveyed
with the GMRT the error boxes of four highly-variable unidentified sources from the
Third EGRET catalgue (3EG) and MGRO J2019+37, the most extended TeV source
reported up to now, in search for new microquasars. While our results lay far from
the initial goal, we have provided for each case detailed radio images and source cat-
alogues which will be very useful when future telescopes of gamma-rays are able to
better constrain the position of the sources and their morphology.

Put together, all these findings contribute with new pieces of evidence about the census
of relativistic jet sources in the Galaxy and their interaction with the ISM.
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128Catalogue of GMRT sources detected within the error boxes of the four EGRET
sources described in chapter 4

GMRT Identification αJ2000.0 δJ2000.0 SPeak
ν

SInteg
ν a b P.A. θ ErrPeak ErrInteg Var.

(hms) (◦ ′ ′′) (mJy/b) (mJy) (′′) (′′) (◦) (′) (mJy/b) (mJy) Index
J173336.1−150727 17 33 36.180(0.020) −15 07 27.40(0.20) 7.1(0.7) 6.4(0.9) 6.38 3.06 44.4 11.7 3.2 2.9 0.9

J173345.7−151643(D) 17 33 45.793(0.003) −15 16 43.41(0.08) 44.0(0.9) 51.0(2.0) 10.07 3.45 23.6 18.0 114.1 132.3 0.2

J173346.3−151627(D) 17 33 46.332(0.004) −15 16 27.90(0.10) 32.1(0.9) 35.0(2.0) 9.14 3.46 25.9 17.7 74.6 81.3 0.1
J173349.7−150501 17 33 49.710(0.030) −15 05 01.90(0.40) 3.8(0.5) 11.0(2.0) 7.18 6.41 165.7 7.6 0.9 2.8 0.8

J173411.1−150337(∗) 17 34 11.110(0.020) −15 03 37.80(0.20) 6.5(0.4) 45.0(3.0) 11.77 6.74 57.4 3.7 0.6 4.4 1.8

J173411.1−150342(T) 17 34 11.126(0.002) −15 03 42.65(0.03) 21.9(0.4) 27.1(0.7) 4.24 3.39 160.4 3.8 1.6 2.1 −

J173412.8−150328(T) 17 34 12.899(0.003) −15 03 28.55(0.05) 12.5(0.4) 11.8(0.6) 3.46 3.11 143.3 3.5 0.9 1.0 0.9

J173414.7−150309(T) 17 34 14.720(0.020) −15 03 09.00(0.20) 6.6(0.4) 34.0(2.0) 10.05 5.63 45.4 3.2 0.6 2.8 1.3

J173421.2−152222(D) 17 34 21.260(0.002) −15 22 22.88(0.03) 38.8(0.6) 32.8(0.7) 5.30 3.60 49.7 10.2 12.3 10.4 1.0

J173421.3−152209(D) 17 34 21.303(0.005) −15 22 09.56(0.06) 17.0(0.6) 13.6(0.7) 5.25 3.44 50.5 10.2 5.4 4.3 1.1
J173427.0−144441 17 34 27.030(0.030) −14 44 41.40(0.30) 2.0(0.3) 2.6(0.5) 7.75 5.31 109.5 10.3 0.7 1.0 1.5
J173438.3−145723 17 34 38.338(0.007) −14 57 23.84(0.09) 8.7(0.5) 10.4(0.8) 4.31 4.04 93.4 6.6 1.4 1.7 0.2
J173439.8−145028 17 34 39.880(0.020) −14 50 28.90(0.30) 3.6(0.3) 3.3(0.4) 6.72 4.66 16.4 11.4 1.5 1.4 1.0
J173459.2−142327 17 34 59.226(0.008) −14 23 27.70(0.20) 6.0(0.3) 8.0(0.5) 7.91 5.89 6.2 15.8 7.3 9.7 0.9
J173501.7−143643 17 35 01.778(0.009) −14 36 43.60(0.20) 2.1(0.2) 1.9(0.3) 5.14 3.59 155.8 2.5 0.2 0.3 1.7
J173503.5−152026 17 35 03.556(0.003) −15 20 26.73(0.05) 12.7(0.3) 19.1(0.7) 5.10 3.70 17.1 0.4 0.3 0.7 1.7
J173504.3−142037 17 35 04.347(0.002) −14 20 37.39(0.04) 28.9(0.4) 28.3(0.5) 7.68 5.16 178.5 18.6 94.4 92.5 0.1
J173508.7−150708 17 35 08.724(0.002) −15 07 08.13(0.01) 105.6(0.5) 106.7(0.7) 8.46 4.72 74.8 12.8 59.5 60.2 0.4
J173520.6−144739 17 35 20.673(0.002) −14 47 39.69(0.03) 20.1(0.3) 18.4(0.4) 6.35 3.62 156.5 9.4 5.4 5.0 0.6
J173534.9−152740 17 35 34.921(0.007) −15 27 40.75(0.07) 18.6(0.5) 36.0(2.0) 8.89 4.91 116.8 10.3 6.1 11.9 0.8
J173536.8−142543 17 35 36.860(0.020) −14 25 43.60(0.20) 6.0(0.4) 8.0(0.6) 8.77 6.25 31.5 15.8 7.3 9.7 0.8
J173542.0−143022 17 35 42.008(0.009) −14 30 22.70(0.20) 6.6(0.3) 7.3(0.5) 6.99 5.85 81.0 12.9 3.8 4.2 0.9
J173543.9−150428 17 35 43.920(0.010) −15 04 28.60(0.09) 6.4(0.4) 7.1(0.6) 7.18 4.09 103.4 5.0 0.8 0.9 1.3
J173554.6−150130 17 35 54.620(0.020) −15 01 30.50(0.10) 4.4(0.3) 4.3(0.5) 6.26 3.56 104.0 1.6 0.3 0.5 0.1
J173559.4−143458 17 35 59.420(0.050) −14 34 58.80(0.50) 3.1(0.5) 5.0(2.0) 10.89 5.61 57.8 11.2 1.3 2.8 0.2
J173607.7−144141 17 36 07.730(0.020) −14 41 41.00(0.30) 4.2(0.5) 2.9(0.6) 5.73 3.77 31.0 8.7 1.1 0.9 0.0
J173616.6−150431 17 36 16.675(0.007) −15 04 31.36(0.06) 10.0(0.4) 10.1(0.6) 7.13 3.71 113.9 7.3 1.8 1.8 0.5
J173623.7−152405 17 36 23.770(0.040) −15 24 05.00(0.60) 2.3(0.4) 4.0(2.0) 7.20 6.52 47.8 5.6 0.5 2.1 0.8
J173632.5−144714 17 36 32.500(0.050) −14 47 14.70(0.60) 1.7(0.4) 2.5(0.8) 7.80 5.04 46.4 8.4 0.5 1.0 0.8
J173638.8−152132 17 36 38.800(0.020) −15 21 32.70(0.20) 4.2(0.4) 4.6(0.7) 6.06 3.44 142.9 1.2 0.4 0.7 1.4
J173640.5−144401 17 36 40.510(0.080) −14 44 01.00(1.00) 0.8(0.4) 1.6(0.8) 8.18 5.13 47.6 4.8 0.4 0.8 0.7
J173645.6−151019 17 36 45.694(0.004) −15 10 19.09(0.06) 21.6(0.6) 19.5(0.8) 6.52 4.02 152.1 10.5 7.3 6.6 0.1
J173651.0−144550 17 36 51.066(0.008) −14 45 50.10(0.20) 5.6(0.4) 5.6(0.6) 6.23 3.89 168.6 6.9 1.0 1.1 1.8
J173651.2−145904 17 36 51.220(0.050) −14 59 04.30(0.40) 4.0(0.9) 5.0(2.0) 7.62 3.24 85.6 9.9 1.5 2.5 1.3
J173700.7−145600 17 37 00.710(0.020) −14 56 00.70(0.20) 11.4(0.8) 13.0(2.0) 5.68 3.45 108.0 8.6 2.7 3.5 1.4
J173703.3−144245 17 37 03.330(0.070) −14 42 45.00(0.70) 1.4(0.4) 3.0(1.0) 9.73 5.89 68.2 6.2 0.4 1.1 0.4

J173704.3−153301(D) 17 37 04.361(0.001) −15 33 01.02(0.02) 141.2(0.5) 119.5(0.7) 7.51 3.22 150.2 13.3 89.7 75.9 0.4

J173705.0−153300(D) 17 37 05.020(0.002) −15 33 00.78(0.03) 48.5(0.5) 40.5(0.7) 7.70 3.10 148.6 13.4 31.3 26.1 0.3
J173714.2−150308 17 37 14.220(0.020) −15 03 08.30(0.20) 8.9(0.8) 9.0(2.0) 4.90 3.50 98.8 5.4 1.3 2.2 1.4
J173716.3−144650 17 37 16.340(0.020) −14 46 50.60(0.40) 4.1(0.5) 5.0(0.8) 8.16 4.57 165.1 11.2 1.7 2.1 0.9
J173735.2−152741 17 37 35.223(0.008) −15 27 41.70(0.20) 12.8(0.6) 11.3(0.8) 7.67 3.64 138.4 14.5 10.8 9.6 0.2
J173811.6−150301 17 38 11.609(0.001) −15 03 01.41(0.01) 460.8(0.9) 405.0(2.0) 5.85 2.84 120.4 10.0 139.4 122.5 0.9
J173818.5−151318 17 38 18.552(0.007) −15 13 18.70(0.20) 34.0(2.0) 46.0(3.0) 8.80 4.34 138.9 17.4 70.1 94.8 0.2
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GMRT Identification αJ2000.0 δJ2000.0 SPeak
ν

SInteg
ν a b P.A. θ ErrPeak ErrInteg Var.

(hms) (◦ ′ ′′) (mJy/b) (mJy) (′′) (′′) (◦) (′) (mJy/b) (mJy) Index
J174358.1−100631 17 43 58.151(0.005) −10 06 31.27(0.06) 14.4(0.5) 16.2(0.8) 5.54 3.32 49.5 7.6 2.7 3.1 1.0
J174400.5−101331 17 44 00.518(0.001) −10 13 31.99(0.02) 94.2(0.6) 81.6(0.8) 6.39 2.95 28.9 12.9 54.7 47.4 0.8

J174441.9−101040(D) 17 44 41.974(0.001) −10 10 40.81(0.02) 106.3(0.7) 120.3(1.1) 6.16 4.42 178.1 10.1 32.9 37.3 0.6

J174443.2−101001(D) 17 44 43.214(0.002) −10 10 01.71(0.05) 46.2(0.7) 77.6(1.4) 8.70 4.55 174.6 9.7 13.1 22.1 0.6

J174457.8−101206(D) 17 44 57.865(0.002) −10 12 06.65(0.05) 33.8(0.4) 60.3(1.0) 8.79 5.34 175.5 11.0 12.6 22.5 1.4

J174457.9−101228(D) 17 44 57.929(0.003) −10 12 28.39(0.07) 19.9(0.4) 30.7(0.9) 7.88 5.06 179.5 10.6 6.9 10.7 0.7

J174500.3−093825(D) 17 45 00.356(0.004) −09 38 25.67(0.09) 6.8(0.2) 15.9(0.6) 7.59 4.60 1.0 3.7 0.5 1.3 1.5

J174501.4−093849(D) 17 45 01.425(0.004) −09 38 49.39(0.06) 7.1(0.2) 15.0(0.5) 6.04 5.12 36.9 3.3 0.5 1.0 1.7
J174507.2−093754 17 45 07.236(0.004) −09 37 54.11(0.06) 6.1(0.2) 6.2(0.4) 4.38 3.34 26.5 3.3 0.4 0.6 0.5
J174519.2−092713 17 45 19.247(0.002) −09 27 13.67(0.05) 19.5(0.3) 18.9(0.5) 6.48 3.77 20.0 13.9 14.4 13.9 0.5
J174520.3−095323 17 45 20.327(0.002) −09 53 23.23(0.04) 24.3(0.3) 20.9(0.4) 6.24 3.39 171.6 12.6 13.0 11.2 0.7
J174528.1−102148 17 45 28.190(0.030) −10 21 48.40(0.40) 2.1(0.4) 4.3(0.9) 7.09 5.90 116.3 4.2 0.4 1.0 2.2
J174535.5−101439 17 45 35.521(0.007) −10 14 39.00(0.20) 15.4(0.4) 56.6(1.6) 11.43 8.34 140.8 9.9 4.6 17.0 1.8
J174539.0−093914 17 45 39.095(0.005) −09 39 14.99(0.07) 6.0(0.3) 5.9(0.4) 4.66 3.89 41.9 7.1 1.0 1.0 0.2
J174548.3−102203 17 45 48.360(0.020) −10 22 03.80(0.40) 3.3(0.5) 3.8(0.8) 6.44 5.24 178.1 9.2 1.0 1.3 0.7
J174552.6−100526 17 45 52.692(0.004) −10 05 26.63(0.06) 6.8(0.3) 6.9(0.5) 4.12 2.99 33.5 4.1 0.6 0.7 1.0

J174556.0−100613(D) 17 45 56.043(0.006) −10 06 13.10(0.20) 4.1(0.3) 4.1(0.5) 3.99 3.15 24.7 4.5 0.5 0.6 0.6

J174557.9−100608(D) 17 45 57.970(0.002) −10 06 08.93(0.03) 14.9(0.3) 15.5(0.5) 4.10 3.18 26.5 4.4 1.3 1.4 0.8
J174604.5−093903 17 46 04.582(0.003) −09 39 03.95(0.03) 25.4(0.5) 23.0(0.6) 5.35 3.50 80.7 11.0 9.6 8.7 1.6
J174605.7−095517 17 46 05.775(0.001) −09 55 17.51(0.02) 36.9(0.3) 45.5(0.6) 4.48 3.96 18.1 6.7 5.5 6.8 0.9
J174613.9−093705 17 46 13.931(0.005) −09 37 05.15(0.06) 12.0(0.5) 10.3(0.6) 4.52 3.57 90.5 9.4 3.3 2.8 1.4

J174616.5−102358(MD) 17 46 16.519(0.005) −10 23 58.12(0.06) 8.2(0.3) 8.6(0.4) 6.28 3.83 55.9 8.1 1.7 1.8 0.4

J174624.1−095208(D) 17 46 24.147(0.003) −09 52 08.90(0.06) 16.2(0.4) 19.6(0.7) 5.83 3.96 25.4 11.3 6.6 7.9 0.5

J174624.1−095201(D) 17 46 24.166(0.003) −09 52 01.06(0.06) 19.0(0.4) 23.0(0.7) 6.68 3.49 27.5 11.5 7.9 9.6 0.4
J174625.4−101722 17 46 25.480(0.020) −10 17 22.30(0.20) 2.5(0.3) 1.9(0.4) 6.04 3.47 57.1 7.7 0.6 0.5 2.9
J174630.2−100809 17 46 30.285(0.007) −10 08 09.10(0.20) 6.2(0.5) 4.4(0.5) 4.47 3.27 148.0 9.8 1.9 1.4 1.2
J174631.8−103043 17 46 31.890(0.010) −10 30 43.40(0.20) 3.7(0.3) 3.3(0.4) 6.43 3.47 43.9 9.1 1.0 0.9 1.9
J174639.2−102244 17 46 39.240(0.020) −10 22 44.00(0.20) 1.6(0.2) 1.7(0.4) 6.11 3.24 55.5 2.4 0.2 0.4 1.7
J174726.2−102609 17 47 26.276(0.007) −10 26 09.15(0.07) 7.4(0.3) 6.4(0.4) 6.17 4.10 71.3 9.9 2.2 1.9 0.5

J174727.8−095917(D) 17 47 27.888(0.001) −09 59 17.28(0.01) 129.4(0.4) 134.8(0.6) 3.51 2.81 36.5 3.4 8.4 8.7 1.6

J174727.2−095911(D) 17 47 27.225(0.003) −09 59 11.51(0.04) 12.1(0.4) 13.3(0.6) 3.32 3.19 44.4 3.6 0.9 1.1 2.6
J174731.3−095153 17 47 31.324(0.002) −09 51 53.58(0.04) 29.1(0.5) 27.9(0.7) 4.70 3.15 3.2 10.0 8.8 8.5 0.8
J174731.3−101448 17 47 31.352(0.002) −10 14 48.06(0.02) 29.8(0.3) 29.9(0.4) 7.43 3.59 58.9 13.0 17.7 17.8 0.9
J174735.0−100648 17 47 35.044(0.009) −10 06 48.00(0.20) 6.9(0.4) 26.9(1.5) 8.39 4.66 40.3 5.1 0.8 3.1 0.2
J174742.8−095447 17 47 42.891(0.007) −09 54 47.80(0.20) 5.2(0.4) 4.5(0.6) 3.82 2.61 30.3 7.1 0.9 1.0 1.2
J174805.4−100433 17 48 05.408(0.008) −10 04 33.30(0.20) 6.3(0.5) 5.5(0.6) 3.71 3.23 112.6 7.4 1.2 1.1 1.2

J180809.1−104031(MD) 18 08 09.120(0.020) −10 40 31.00(0.50) 3.3(0.4) 8.0(2.0) 10.73 5.27 162.3 9.3 0.9 2.9 2.0
J180809.6−101307 18 08 09.640(0.020) −10 13 07.50(0.20) 21.3(0.8) 63.0(3.0) 11.79 7.58 54.8 16.4 31.4 92.8 2.0
J180819.6−105916 18 08 19.610(0.010) −10 59 16.80(0.10) 20.7(0.6) 24.0(1.0) 7.54 3.10 55.2 15.1 20.8 24.2 0.5
J180821.5−105044 18 08 21.550(0.010) −10 50 44.10(0.20) 14.3(0.8) 19.0(2.0) 7.41 4.56 62.8 13.6 9.7 13.0 0.9
J180824.7−104155 18 08 24.757(0.003) −10 41 55.30(0.10) 17.1(0.4) 16.7(0.6) 6.40 3.69 7.3 9.6 4.7 4.6 1.1

J180834.3−103024(MD) 18 08 34.333(0.007) −10 30 24.90(0.40) 5.3(0.3) 19.0(2.0) 15.89 4.25 174.3 2.6 0.4 2.2 0.9
J180902.8−105602 18 09 02.834(0.002) −10 56 02.71(0.02) 24.0(0.4) 26.2(0.6) 4.85 2.31 50.3 4.3 2.1 2.3 1.3
J180903.0−101736 18 09 03.085(0.001) −10 17 36.23(0.02) 71.6(0.5) 72.1(0.7) 6.41 2.52 51.1 6.8 11.0 11.1 2.3
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GMRT Identification αJ2000.0 δJ2000.0 SPeak
ν

SInteg
ν a b P.A. θ ErrPeak ErrInteg Var.

(hms) (◦ ′ ′′) (mJy/b) (mJy) (′′) (′′) (◦) (′) (mJy/b) (mJy) Index
J180908.6−101936 18 09 08.620(0.004) −10 19 36.63(0.05) 24.5(0.6) 23.8(0.8) 6.42 3.02 47.7 8.2 5.1 5.0 1.7
J180910.2−103217 18 09 10.250(0.020) −10 32 17.90(0.30) 5.8(0.6) 4.9(0.7) 6.26 4.52 23.0 10.6 2.1 1.8 1.6
J180916.6−110041 18 09 16.639(0.002) −11 00 41.54(0.04) 39.6(0.5) 71.0(2.0) 7.51 3.68 31.1 7.5 7.1 12.9 1.3
J180942.8−100745 18 09 42.840(0.020) −10 07 45.00(0.20) 3.9(0.5) 4.0(0.7) 6.44 2.41 52.6 7.6 0.9 1.0 0.6

J180943.4−104055(D) 18 09 43.400(0.020) −10 40 55.10(0.30) 3.6(0.4) 9.0(2.0) 7.09 4.97 37.2 10.0 1.2 3.4 −

J180944.2−095755 18 09 44.295(0.008) −09 57 55.30(0.20) 21.9(0.7) 35.0(2.0) 12.31 3.40 3.4 15.4 23.6 37.8 0.1

J180944.7−104045(D) 18 09 44.790(0.020) −10 40 45.40(0.30) 4.4(0.4) 8.8(0.9) 6.90 3.83 22.6 9.7 1.3 2.7 2.0
J180945.1−100121 18 09 45.150(0.030) −10 01 21.80(0.30) 4.8(0.6) 8.0(2.0) 7.61 4.66 53.3 12.5 2.6 4.7 0.8
J180948.8−103825 18 09 48.832(0.002) −10 38 25.20(0.03) 21.6(0.4) 23.5(0.6) 4.61 2.63 34.5 7.2 3.6 4.0 0.4
J180954.1−104128 18 09 54.171(0.007) −10 41 28.10(0.20) 4.8(0.4) 4.2(0.6) 4.32 2.68 13.2 9.4 1.4 1.3 0.1
J180955.9−110502 18 09 55.930(0.004) −11 05 02.30(0.10) 34.6(1.0) 30.0(2.0) 6.69 4.11 157.5 15.4 37.7 32.7 0.2
J180957.9−103722 18 09 57.909(0.005) −10 37 22.80(0.10) 6.9(0.3) 16.4(0.9) 5.87 3.98 2.2 5.3 0.8 2.0 1.1
J180959.3−110028 18 09 59.359(0.003) −11 00 28.31(0.05) 47.1(0.8) 68.0(2.0) 6.45 5.99 70.7 12.9 27.2 39.3 0.2
J181004.6−102820 18 10 04.688(0.004) −10 28 20.29(0.06) 6.8(0.3) 8.8(0.6) 4.27 2.85 34.3 4.1 0.6 0.9 2.1
J181011.2−104116 18 10 11.201(0.002) −10 41 16.31(0.03) 41.5(0.4) 70.9(0.9) 6.40 3.84 2.7 9.0 10.2 17.5 1.5
J181011.9−101043 18 10 11.939(0.009) −10 10 43.90(0.08) 8.4(0.5) 10.3(0.7) 6.57 3.41 72.3 10.3 2.7 3.4 0.1

J181017.4−102924(D) 18 10 17.405(0.005) −10 29 24.53(0.08) 5.4(0.3) 6.5(0.5) 4.36 2.56 36.6 4.3 0.5 0.7 0.6

J181017.7−102907(D) 18 10 17.727(0.001) −10 29 07.80(0.01) 40.8(0.3) 41.0(0.5) 3.94 2.40 36.3 4.6 3.7 3.7 1.5

J181030.9−101839(D) 18 10 30.980(0.030) −10 18 39.30(0.50) 2.5(0.3) 10.0(2.0) 9.70 5.43 30.8 9.0 0.7 3.2 2.6

J181031.5−101822(D) 18 10 31.540(0.040) −10 18 22.40(0.60) 1.7(0.3) 7.0(2.0) 8.88 5.51 34.5 8.7 0.5 2.6 −

J181040.2−103924 18 10 40.286(0.006) −10 39 24.27(0.09) 17.3(0.5) 18.5(0.8) 8.80 4.22 39.7 11.2 6.8 7.3 0.8
J181058.2−100945 18 10 58.252(0.002) −10 09 45.42(0.04) 9.3(0.3) 10.7(0.4) 3.95 2.56 35.3 2.2 0.5 0.6 0.5
J181115.0−110538 18 11 15.053(0.002) −11 05 38.19(0.04) 58.4(0.8) 45.8(0.9) 6.29 3.71 166.9 13.5 38.9 30.6 0.1
J181123.4−101642 18 11 23.480(0.020) −10 16 42.60(0.20) 3.2(0.4) 2.6(0.5) 3.96 3.53 140.4 9.0 0.9 0.8 1.4
J181125.7−104911 18 11 25.762(0.005) −10 49 11.08(0.06) 12.3(0.5) 12.4(0.7) 5.46 3.07 56.1 8.8 3.0 3.0 2.5
J181136.3−101755 18 11 36.364(0.004) −10 17 55.77(0.06) 15.7(0.5) 11.9(0.6) 4.95 3.42 132.5 12.3 7.8 6.0 0.2
J181138.5−102122 18 11 38.511(0.003) −10 21 22.44(0.06) 15.7(0.4) 13.2(0.5) 5.52 3.53 7.2 11.1 6.0 5.0 0.2
J181149.9−102831 18 11 49.990(0.007) −10 28 31.50(0.20) 3.8(0.3) 3.9(0.5) 5.04 3.27 23.6 4.3 0.4 0.6 0.1
J181209.7−104257 18 12 09.703(0.003) −10 42 57.76(0.06) 20.2(0.5) 16.1(0.6) 6.22 3.66 165.3 12.5 10.7 8.5 0.4
J181248.2−104044 18 12 48.259(0.006) −10 40 44.66(0.08) 22.3(0.7) 23.9(0.9) 8.22 5.50 124.6 18.2 62.2 66.6 0.1
J190309.9−114458 19 03 09.993(0.004) −11 44 58.41(0.04) 35.5(0.8) 39.6(1.2) 6.75 3.81 73.9 12.6 19.1 21.4 1.6
J190310.6−112243 19 03 10.640(0.030) −11 22 43.90(0.40) 2.3(0.4) 2.3(0.7) 6.66 3.45 48.1 2.5 0.4 0.7 −

J190318.8−110506 19 03 18.850(0.020) −11 05 06.40(0.40) 5.0(0.5) 9.6(1.2) 10.10 3.80 38.5 10.5 1.8 3.4 1.2
J190325.6−113607 19 03 25.698(0.005) −11 36 07.81(0.07) 31.1(0.6) 50.6(1.3) 9.36 6.83 44.6 11.4 12.8 20.8 1.2

J190338.8−114758(D) 19 03 38.840(0.020) −11 47 58.00(0.20) 5.1(0.5) 6.0(0.9) 5.37 3.12 67.9 5.9 0.8 1.2 2.6

J190339.9−114756(D) 19 03 39.915(0.005) −11 47 56.54(0.05) 15.8(0.5) 16.9(0.9) 5.09 2.96 60.2 5.6 1.9 2.2 1.8
J190340.7−111358 19 03 40.797(0.006) −11 13 58.46(0.09) 11.0(0.5) 10.7(0.7) 6.17 2.95 46.1 10.8 4.0 3.9 0.8
J190341.1−114628 19 03 41.120(0.030) −11 46 28.60(0.20) 5.3(0.5) 10.3(1.2) 9.24 2.94 62.7 5.0 0.7 1.6 −

J190341.1−112310(D) 19 03 41.191(0.002) −11 23 10.59(0.03) 40.1(0.4) 60.4(0.9) 7.81 5.02 52.9 7.3 6.9 10.4 −

J190341.9−112249(D) 19 03 41.900(0.020) −11 22 49.80(0.20) 7.8(0.4) 15.2(1.1) 7.99 6.37 66.4 7.6 1.5 3.0 −

J190341.8−110831 19 03 41.841(0.003) −11 08 31.47(0.04) 15.0(0.4) 14.2(0.6) 5.55 2.23 51.2 6.3 2.1 2.1 0.0
J190343.4−110513 19 03 43.426(0.004) −11 05 13.19(0.04) 14.0(0.4) 14.2(0.6) 5.62 2.33 50.5 4.5 1.3 1.4 0.2
J190359.0−110013 19 03 59.090(0.030) −11 00 13.70(0.50) 3.2(0.4) 13.3(1.6) 13.20 4.49 45.8 4.2 0.5 1.9 0.4
J190404.2−113216 19 04 04.244(0.003) −11 32 16.04(0.03) 39.2(0.6) 43.0(0.8) 6.06 3.28 64.7 13.3 25.0 27.5 0.7
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GMRT Identification αJ2000.0 δJ2000.0 SPeak
ν

SInteg
ν a b P.A. θ ErrPeak ErrInteg Var.

(hms) (◦ ′ ′′) (mJy/b) (mJy) (′′) (′′) (◦) (′) (mJy/b) (mJy) Index
J190405.0−113624 19 04 05.080(0.010) −11 36 24.90(0.20) 10.0(0.7) 11.1(1.1) 5.18 4.46 30.3 9.6 2.9 3.3 1.6

J190430.2−115246(D) 19 04 30.278(0.002) −11 52 46.99(0.02) 90.1(0.8) 92.3(1.1) 5.17 4.45 98.7 9.8 26.3 26.9 0.7

J190430.2−115241(D) 19 04 30.274(0.002) −11 52 41.07(0.02) 95.1(0.8) 86.8(1.0) 4.92 4.14 123.6 9.7 27.3 24.9 1.1
J190431.8−112656 19 04 31.873(0.002) −11 26 56.69(0.02) 29.7(0.4) 28.7(0.5) 3.89 2.60 55.8 4.9 2.9 2.8 0.8
J190440.2−110859 19 04 40.239(0.009) −11 08 59.20(0.10) 15.5(0.6) 32.4(1.5) 7.82 5.84 75.8 10.5 5.3 11.1 2.9
J190501.2−112243 19 05 01.294(0.007) −11 22 43.16(0.09) 4.5(0.3) 4.6(0.5) 3.66 2.70 58.4 3.6 0.4 0.6 −

J190506.7−110126 19 05 06.729(0.006) −11 01 26.56(0.07) 12.1(0.5) 11.6(0.7) 4.72 3.45 75.0 8.5 2.7 2.7 1.1
J190512.6−112921 19 05 12.651(0.003) −11 29 21.37(0.04) 16.0(0.5) 13.7(0.6) 3.66 3.25 116.2 6.9 2.5 2.2 0.4

J190523.0−110250(MD) 19 05 23.042(0.002) −11 02 50.46(0.02) 48.9(0.4) 101.3(0.9) 8.63 2.81 51.6 4.3 4.1 8.5 −

J190528.6−115331 19 05 28.617(0.001) −11 53 31.89(0.01) 286.2(1.4) 264.2(2.0) 5.79 2.69 39.9 8.0 56.9 52.6 2.7
J190530.8−112600 19 05 30.847(0.006) −11 26 00.90(0.06) 10.8(0.5) 8.5(0.6) 4.55 2.84 92.4 9.9 3.3 2.6 1.2
J190531.0−112817 19 05 31.010(0.020) −11 28 17.90(0.20) 5.4(0.6) 5.3(0.8) 5.20 3.37 94.3 10.4 1.9 1.9 0.2
J190544.6−105850 19 05 44.657(0.008) −10 58 50.10(0.20) 4.7(0.4) 4.8(0.6) 4.22 2.98 44.2 5.7 0.7 0.8 −

J190555.5−105233 19 05 55.536(0.005) −10 52 33.25(0.08) 15.7(0.6) 16.2(0.8) 5.99 3.32 44.1 12.5 8.3 8.5 2.3

J190601.7−112510(V) 19 06 01.781(0.009) −11 25 10.10(0.20) 7.7(0.6) 7.2(0.9) 5.00 2.77 53.6 6.5 1.3 1.4 3.0
J190604.5−110408 19 06 04.571(0.004) −11 04 08.47(0.05) 11.6(0.4) 10.5(0.6) 4.08 2.86 59.3 6.2 1.6 1.5 1.8

J190617.4−112850(V) 19 06 17.428(0.003) −11 28 50.11(0.04) 22.7(0.5) 24.6(0.8) 4.41 2.90 46.8 4.5 2.1 2.3 4.1
J190640.7−112209 19 06 40.774(0.002) −11 22 09.86(0.05) 25.1(0.5) 47.3(1.1) 6.06 3.63 8.4 4.3 2.2 4.1 1.2

J190644.8−111416(D) 19 06 44.842(0.003) −11 14 16.86(0.06) 33.6(0.7) 49.3(1.3) 6.54 4.31 19.0 11.6 14.5 21.3 1.3

J190645.1−111434(D) 19 06 45.112(0.001) −11 14 34.16(0.02) 115.7(0.7) 167.6(1.3) 6.62 4.11 16.9 11.4 47.2 68.4 1.1

(D) Component of an apparent double source (separation less than 45′′).
(MD) Marginally resolved double source.
(T) Component of an apparent triple source.
(V) Candidate variable radio source.
(∗) Extended component of a radio galaxy western lobe.
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Catalogue of GMRT sources detected in the field of MGRO J2019+37 (chapter
5).

# Name RA DEC Peak Local Noise Int. Flux Density Error
(J2000.0) (J2000.0) mJy beam−1 mJy beam−1 mJy mJy

1 GMRTJ201142.7+374208 20:11:42.73 +37:42:08.5 8.00 0.53 9.24 0.18
2 GMRTJ201146.3+364937 20:11:46.38 +36:49:37.5 4.59 0.33 24.81 0.30
3 GMRTJ201146.5+362243 20:11:46.58 +36:22:43.8 74.05 0.44 136.67 0.24
4 GMRTJ201147.6+362234 20:11:47.62 +36:22:34.2 86.34 0.42 149.12 0.22
5 GMRTJ201201.3+362753 20:12:01.33 +36:27:53.7 12.93 0.37 14.96 0.12
6 GMRTJ201205.7+371130 20:12:05.71 +37:11:30.6 9.14 0.49 17.85 0.30
7 GMRTJ201209.8+361841 20:12:09.85 +36:18:41.2 4.15 0.26 4.51 0.09
8 GMRTJ201210.2+373305 20:12:10.20 +37:33:05.6 7.30 0.37 8.72 0.14
9 GMRTJ201215.7+364050 20:12:15.74 +36:40:50.5 5.55 0.31 6.23 0.12
10 GMRTJ201226.0+364915 20:12:26.09 +36:49:15.3 7.32 0.24 6.98 0.08
11 GMRTJ201231.1+361933 20:12:31.14 +36:19:33.2 39.65 0.23 46.83 0.10
12 GMRTJ201231.9+361939 20:12:31.98 +36:19:39.0 39.07 0.23 45.91 0.10
13 GMRTJ201238.8+362608 20:12:38.86 +36:26:08.8 4.82 0.28 5.10 0.09
14 GMRTJ201239.1+360441 20:12:39.18 +36:04:41.3 8.42 0.19 8.83 0.07
15 GMRTJ201239.2+363457 20:12:39.24 +36:34:57.5 14.63 0.36 40.81 0.24
16 GMRTJ201239.6+372145 20:12:39.65 +37:21:45.7 11.85 0.40 17.96 0.18
17 GMRTJ201239.7+362538 20:12:39.71 +36:25:38.8 5.06 0.26 5.22 0.08
18 GMRTJ201240.2+363444 20:12:40.26 +36:34:44.0 16.26 0.36 36.98 0.22
19 GMRTJ201242.7+365510 20:12:42.78 +36:55:10.4 11.65 0.24 20.67 0.11
20 GMRTJ201243.7+374416 20:12:43.75 +37:44:16.5 46.67 0.38 54.87 0.16
21 GMRTJ201245.3+363333 20:12:45.39 +36:33:33.1 41.41 0.33 65.06 0.16
22 GMRTJ201246.6+361309 20:12:46.61 +36:13:09.7 4.06 0.23 4.07 0.08
23 GMRTJ201248.2+374332 20:12:48.20 +37:43:32.5 18.02 0.35 19.03 0.12
24 GMRTJ201300.6+370004 20:13:00.65 +37:00:04.8 4.51 0.26 4.87 0.10
25 GMRTJ201304.5+365736 20:13:04.57 +36:57:36.2 43.73 0.28 69.86 0.13
26 GMRTJ201305.3+365739 20:13:05.35 +36:57:39.4 58.91 0.28 100.44 0.15
27 GMRTJ201305.4+360134 20:13:05.41 +36:01:34.5 21.11 0.22 21.95 0.09
28 GMRTJ201317.0+370715 20:13:17.03 +37:07:15.8 14.39 0.29 16.44 0.11
29 GMRTJ201319.6+373729 20:13:19.66 +37:37:29.4 8.81 0.30 9.25 0.12
30 GMRTJ201320.9+375132 20:13:20.94 +37:51:32.4 30.36 0.40 37.25 0.16
31 GMRTJ201324.1+375516 20:13:24.13 +37:55:16.7 10.60 0.45 13.89 0.17
32 GMRTJ201334.0+361501 20:13:34.03 +36:15:01.8 35.94 0.26 82.97 0.15
33 GMRTJ201334.3+360926 20:13:34.33 +36:09:26.0 224.70 0.37 376.50 0.22
34 GMRTJ201337.0+360942 20:13:37.01 +36:09:42.7 54.91 0.38 241.40 0.30
35 GMRTJ201346.1+365908 20:13:46.19 +36:59:08.2 5.20 0.24 5.45 0.08
36 GMRTJ201347.5+365539 20:13:47.56 +36:55:39.4 3.49 0.23 5.49 0.10
37 GMRTJ201347.7+373920 20:13:47.70 +37:39:20.5 9.85 0.33 13.32 0.14
38 GMRTJ201349.1+355827 20:13:49.11 +35:58:27.9 6.72 0.26 5.90 0.07
39 GMRTJ201405.5+372431 20:14:05.59 +37:24:31.4 12.58 0.38 15.84 0.15
40 GMRTJ201408.7+373325 20:14:08.77 +37:33:25.4 28.25 0.37 47.09 0.18
41 GMRTJ201409.4+373400 20:14:09.49 +37:34:00.1 50.56 0.39 74.39 0.19
42 GMRTJ201410.4+371552 20:14:10.48 +37:15:52.8 23.05 0.50 36.08 0.23
43 GMRTJ201410.7+371544 20:14:10.71 +37:15:44.1 14.84 0.50 21.21 0.21
44 GMRTJ201412.4+355218 20:14:12.48 +35:52:18.0 8.82 0.30 16.61 0.15
45 GMRTJ201413.4+355242 20:14:13.45 +35:52:42.7 5.31 0.29 8.41 0.13
46 GMRTJ201416.1+372344 20:14:16.16 +37:23:44.0 7.36 0.42 28.14 0.30
47 GMRTJ201418.2+372339 20:14:18.23 +37:23:39.7 5.58 0.44 13.50 0.19
48 GMRTJ201425.7+353650 20:14:25.78 +35:36:50.1 14.38 0.34 24.24 0.16
49 GMRTJ201435.8+364550 20:14:35.80 +36:45:50.7 4.49 0.34 13.36 0.18
50 GMRTJ201449.4+374335 20:14:49.45 +37:43:35.1 38.17 0.34 75.05 0.19
51 GMRTJ201450.9+360136 20:14:50.94 +36:01:36.6 95.37 0.39 264.77 0.30
52 GMRTJ201451.6+360149 20:14:51.64 +36:01:49.9 31.94 0.39 138.58 0.30
53 GMRTJ201451.8+370025 20:14:51.82 +37:00:25.6 14.90 0.56 23.33 0.24
54 GMRTJ201452.0+361758 20:14:52.07 +36:17:58.6 13.67 0.33 17.10 0.12
55 GMRTJ201454.4+370034 20:14:54.46 +37:00:34.6 16.24 0.56 25.47 0.21
56 GMRTJ201509.0+373725 20:15:09.05 +37:37:25.0 7.66 0.33 9.47 0.12
57 GMRTJ201509.3+371655 20:15:09.32 +37:16:55.6 17.09 0.88 60.91 0.60
58 GMRTJ201510.6+370049 20:15:10.69 +37:00:49.5 10.73 0.54 21.55 0.30
59 GMRTJ201516.5+362701 20:15:16.52 +36:27:01.5 401.95 0.69 632.20 0.50
60 GMRTJ201517.1+362705 20:15:17.17 +36:27:05.3 294.24 0.69 415.41 0.40
61 GMRTJ201518.9+353616 20:15:18.91 +35:36:16.1 10.61 0.22 15.70 0.09
62 GMRTJ201527.4+353621 20:15:27.47 +35:36:21.1 22.28 0.25 37.70 0.12
63 GMRTJ201528.7+371100 20:15:28.77 +37:11:00.2 1309.26 1.26 1891.45 0.70
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Appendix B: continued

# Name RA DEC Peak Local Noise Int. Flux Density Error
(J2000.0) (J2000.0) mJy beam−1 mJy beam−1 mJy mJy

64 GMRTJ201529.7+380119 20:15:29.70 +38:01:19.0 49.27 0.29 74.70 0.15
65 GMRTJ201529.7+363943 20:15:29.71 +36:39:43.5 5.07 0.31 6.63 0.11
66 GMRTJ201534.7+375728 20:15:34.76 +37:57:28.7 8.19 0.20 29.68 0.17
67 GMRTJ201535.1+363928 20:15:35.15 +36:39:28.4 3.96 0.30 7.07 0.13
68 GMRTJ201535.5+375718 20:15:35.57 +37:57:18.4 7.11 0.20 50.31 0.30
69 GMRTJ201556.3+365935 20:15:56.35 +36:59:35.6 80.35 0.40 103.09 0.18
70 GMRTJ201557.8+375014 20:15:57.80 +37:50:14.7 7.19 0.17 8.70 0.06
71 GMRTJ201558.1+381003 20:15:58.12 +38:10:03.6 7.62 0.23 10.78 0.10
72 GMRTJ201558.5+362559 20:15:58.56 +36:25:59.1 31.57 0.26 73.82 0.17
73 GMRTJ201558.7+381004 20:15:58.73 +38:10:04.1 12.22 0.23 23.42 0.13
74 GMRTJ201559.9+362536 20:15:59.90 +36:25:36.8 6.07 0.26 10.12 0.15
75 GMRTJ201600.7+362517 20:16:00.71 +36:25:17.1 13.06 0.26 54.98 0.23
76 GMRTJ201603.2+375721 20:16:03.20 +37:57:21.6 39.66 0.19 58.18 0.10
77 GMRTJ201616.9+353948 20:16:16.95 +35:39:48.4 50.40 0.29 180.26 0.23
78 GMRTJ201619.8+380044 20:16:19.82 +38:00:44.2 3.38 0.16 4.39 0.07
79 GMRTJ201620.9+353945 20:16:20.90 +35:39:45.7 97.32 0.29 314.61 0.21
80 GMRTJ201621.4+354020 20:16:21.41 +35:40:20.6 4.15 0.28 7.07 0.12
81 GMRTJ201621.6+380519 20:16:21.60 +38:05:19.9 2.15 0.18 3.48 0.07
82 GMRTJ201626.0+355829 20:16:26.03 +35:58:29.5 5.76 0.28 8.36 0.12
83 GMRTJ201627.5+365501 20:16:27.51 +36:55:01.1 19.55 0.26 38.45 0.13
84 GMRTJ201641.9+353650 20:16:41.98 +35:36:50.3 48.59 0.28 88.20 0.14
85 GMRTJ201645.3+360034 20:16:45.38 +36:00:34.8 325.22 0.55 698.65 0.40
86 GMRTJ201645.6+360109 20:16:45.66 +36:01:09.7 15.07 0.58 20.37 0.23
87 GMRTJ201646.2+380601 20:16:46.26 +38:06:01.9 2.80 0.17 3.35 0.07
88 GMRTJ201648.2+363133 20:16:48.23 +36:31:33.8 13.05 0.18 44.51 0.13
89 GMRTJ201654.2+372553 20:16:54.27 +37:25:53.0 15.98 0.41 24.75 0.23
90 GMRTJ201654.4+363104 20:16:54.46 +36:31:04.5 4.44 0.18 9.43 0.11
91 GMRTJ201656.4+371353 20:16:56.46 +37:13:53.8 3.98 0.25 4.93 0.10
92 GMRTJ201657.6+370545 20:16:57.62 +37:05:45.4 6.43 0.21 11.75 0.09
93 GMRTJ201659.9+363231 20:16:59.99 +36:32:31.0 2.76 0.18 2.57 0.06
94 GMRTJ201700.5+360126 20:17:00.52 +36:01:26.3 9.45 0.42 14.53 0.15
95 GMRTJ201700.5+354712 20:17:00.55 +35:47:12.8 11.58 0.27 23.36 0.14
96 GMRTJ201701.5+354654 20:17:01.53 +35:46:54.3 39.87 0.33 87.71 0.19
97 GMRTJ201716.8+375819 20:17:16.83 +37:58:19.3 12.53 0.17 23.37 0.09
98 GMRTJ201720.8+350749 20:17:20.88 +35:07:49.9 5.90 0.34 10.16 0.15
99 GMRTJ201721.9+354610 20:17:21.98 +35:46:10.7 17.31 0.30 47.70 0.17
100 GMRTJ201725.8+373043 20:17:25.88 +37:30:43.1 6.84 0.41 11.19 0.18
101 GMRTJ201726.7+371357 20:17:26.70 +37:13:57.2 9.57 0.19 15.02 0.10
102 GMRTJ201727.9+355144 20:17:27.97 +35:51:44.1 12.91 0.26 21.93 0.12
103 GMRTJ201732.1+371605 20:17:32.15 +37:16:05.9 3.09 0.19 3.30 0.07
104 GMRTJ201741.4+355629 20:17:41.42 +35:56:29.3 4.63 0.26 12.86 0.16
105 GMRTJ201742.1+355628 20:17:42.10 +35:56:28.4 3.89 0.26 10.35 0.15
106 GMRTJ201742.1+373507 20:17:42.15 +37:35:07.6 9.83 0.31 14.15 0.15
107 GMRTJ201742.5+372501 20:17:42.55 +37:25:01.8 4.92 0.25 5.06 0.07
108 GMRTJ201744.3+365142 20:17:44.37 +36:51:42.2 5.89 0.16 15.00 0.13
109 GMRTJ201744.8+365045 20:17:44.82 +36:50:45.2 22.12 0.17 33.46 0.08
110 GMRTJ201745.4+365315 20:17:45.48 +36:53:15.6 8.61 0.17 14.93 0.09
111 GMRTJ201748.5+371322 20:17:48.58 +37:13:22.2 3.08 0.18 3.57 0.07
112 GMRTJ201748.6+351833 20:17:48.60 +35:18:33.9 4.10 0.30 5.43 0.11
113 GMRTJ201748.7+375807 20:17:48.76 +37:58:07.0 4.36 0.19 7.02 0.09
114 GMRTJ201749.5+381549 20:17:49.59 +38:15:49.6 206.04 0.48 417.19 0.30
115 GMRTJ201749.9+365508 20:17:49.90 +36:55:08.3 5.11 0.18 6.57 0.08
116 GMRTJ201750.4+370311 20:17:50.48 +37:03:11.3 4.67 0.16 5.18 0.06
117 GMRTJ201750.5+353407 20:17:50.52 +35:34:07.9 3.11 0.25 3.04 0.07
118 GMRTJ201751.5+351821 20:17:51.51 +35:18:21.6 77.25 0.29 122.32 0.16
119 GMRTJ201753.7+381522 20:17:53.73 +38:15:22.8 7.03 0.46 10.21 0.18
120 GMRTJ201753.8+351822 20:17:53.88 +35:18:22.2 104.31 0.27 189.99 0.17
121 GMRTJ201754.8+375451 20:17:54.84 +37:54:51.5 20.96 0.22 26.22 0.09
122 GMRTJ201755.1+380017 20:17:55.10 +38:00:17.5 3.13 0.20 5.01 0.09
123 GMRTJ201756.3+363726 20:17:56.35 +36:37:26.9 11.41 0.25 16.38 0.11
124 GMRTJ201756.5+364540 20:17:56.56 +36:45:40.9 15.95 0.20 51.76 0.13
125 GMRTJ201756.5+364825 20:17:56.59 +36:48:25.3 12.40 0.16 16.51 0.08
126 GMRTJ201758.2+370125 20:17:58.29 +37:01:25.3 2.28 0.17 2.57 0.06
127 GMRTJ201758.8+351806 20:17:58.83 +35:18:06.3 3.16 0.25 6.00 0.11
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Appendix B: continued

# Name RA DEC Peak Local Noise Int. Flux Density Error
(J2000.0) (J2000.0) mJy beam−1 mJy beam−1 mJy mJy

128 GMRTJ201759.7+353655 20:17:59.70 +35:36:55.5 14.47 0.28 25.90 0.14
129 GMRTJ201759.7+363018 20:17:59.75 +36:30:18.1 29.44 0.21 39.47 0.09
130 GMRTJ201803.9+375314 20:18:03.91 +37:53:14.6 4.45 0.22 5.55 0.09
131 GMRTJ201807.4+381436 20:18:07.46 +38:14:36.1 7.84 0.30 9.09 0.10
132 GMRTJ201807.6+360357 20:18:07.64 +36:03:57.2 7.70 0.21 13.11 0.09
133 GMRTJ201808.0+345816 20:18:08.04 +34:58:16.2 12.21 0.39 27.64 0.19
134 GMRTJ201810.1+371936 20:18:10.16 +37:19:36.5 3.11 0.17 8.97 0.08
135 GMRTJ201811.2+354551 20:18:11.25 +35:45:51.1 2.68 0.23 3.77 0.07
136 GMRTJ201812.7+350746 20:18:12.79 +35:07:46.7 5.00 0.21 5.35 0.06
137 GMRTJ201813.0+360046 20:18:13.08 +36:00:46.3 14.58 0.21 19.16 0.10
138 GMRTJ201815.4+352032 20:18:15.45 +35:20:32.5 10.38 0.18 11.18 0.07
139 GMRTJ201822.6+351212 20:18:22.61 +35:12:12.8 4.80 0.19 5.67 0.08
140 GMRTJ201823.9+370819 20:18:23.94 +37:08:19.4 27.63 0.16 37.99 0.08
141 GMRTJ201830.6+370225 20:18:30.64 +37:02:25.6 7.55 0.17 61.16 0.20
142 GMRTJ201832.4+370234 20:18:32.43 +37:02:34.5 13.66 0.16 103.51 0.21
143 GMRTJ201833.5+374016 20:18:33.53 +37:40:16.7 3.72 0.22 10.24 0.13
144 GMRTJ201834.4+374020 20:18:34.45 +37:40:20.8 9.48 0.22 17.34 0.13
145 GMRTJ201839.3+380853 20:18:39.32 +38:08:53.6 77.29 0.30 269.62 0.21
146 GMRTJ201841.8+361717 20:18:41.86 +36:17:17.8 10.01 0.25 14.25 0.11
147 GMRTJ201842.7+381242 20:18:42.79 +38:12:42.0 72.15 0.25 84.24 0.11
148 GMRTJ201843.7+351006 20:18:43.78 +35:10:06.2 2.39 0.18 2.44 0.06
149 GMRTJ201843.7+381656 20:18:43.79 +38:16:56.6 4.28 0.21 4.23 0.07
150 GMRTJ201844.9+375108 20:18:44.93 +37:51:08.8 5.09 0.21 6.35 0.08
151 GMRTJ201848.4+353512 20:18:48.43 +35:35:12.9 11.20 0.18 12.45 0.07
152 GMRTJ201848.4+353137 20:18:48.49 +35:31:37.2 4.76 0.16 7.74 0.09
153 GMRTJ201848.5+371937 20:18:48.50 +37:19:37.7 6.76 0.16 8.57 0.08
154 GMRTJ201850.2+351734 20:18:50.24 +35:17:34.7 3.37 0.15 3.64 0.05
155 GMRTJ201850.8+350926 20:18:50.80 +35:09:26.0 5.68 0.18 13.84 0.13
156 GMRTJ201851.6+350930 20:18:51.60 +35:09:30.0 4.02 0.18 8.61 0.10
157 GMRTJ201852.4+363632 20:18:52.46 +36:36:32.0 32.61 0.22 64.00 0.12
158 GMRTJ201854.0+355023 20:18:54.07 +35:50:23.1 3.83 0.23 3.56 0.07
159 GMRTJ201854.6+352821 20:18:54.64 +35:28:21.4 5.39 0.16 5.26 0.05
160 GMRTJ201855.5+360213 20:18:55.50 +36:02:13.1 2.54 0.17 2.38 0.06
161 GMRTJ201856.5+360609 20:18:56.58 +36:06:09.9 2.81 0.19 3.08 0.07
162 GMRTJ201858.0+375656 20:18:58.02 +37:56:56.6 2.82 0.23 7.95 0.12
163 GMRTJ201859.5+372451 20:18:59.58 +37:24:51.2 11.17 0.21 16.11 0.09
164 GMRTJ201904.0+370206 20:19:04.04 +37:02:06.6 3.17 0.12 4.57 0.05
165 GMRTJ201904.8+360809 20:19:04.83 +36:08:09.8 4.86 0.20 4.52 0.07
166 GMRTJ201908.7+374925 20:19:08.78 +37:49:25.8 11.24 0.24 13.52 0.10
167 GMRTJ201913.7+352154 20:19:13.72 +35:21:54.3 49.36 0.20 60.42 0.10
168 GMRTJ201914.5+351518 20:19:14.56 +35:15:18.7 2.28 0.16 4.01 0.07
169 GMRTJ201914.5+354400 20:19:14.58 +35:44:00.7 58.11 0.25 90.26 0.13
170 GMRTJ201914.6+352156 20:19:14.67 +35:21:56.9 28.84 0.20 43.13 0.10
171 GMRTJ201916.0+373528 20:19:16.03 +37:35:28.5 9.35 0.16 12.51 0.07
172 GMRTJ201916.6+371151 20:19:16.64 +37:11:51.0 2.35 0.12 12.85 0.11
173 GMRTJ201917.5+373553 20:19:17.51 +37:35:53.9 9.41 0.17 9.13 0.06
174 GMRTJ201918.2+355025 20:19:18.25 +35:50:25.1 18.46 0.23 41.69 0.12
175 GMRTJ201918.3+373828 20:19:18.35 +37:38:28.6 23.21 0.16 25.67 0.07
176 GMRTJ201920.0+363750 20:19:20.04 +36:37:50.5 20.59 0.22 30.44 0.10
177 GMRTJ201920.4+380314 20:19:20.48 +38:03:14.7 3.03 0.17 3.04 0.06
178 GMRTJ201920.9+373504 20:19:20.95 +37:35:04.2 2.16 0.17 4.02 0.08
179 GMRTJ201922.0+352227 20:19:22.09 +35:22:27.0 2.17 0.18 2.39 0.06
180 GMRTJ201925.9+354158 20:19:25.92 +35:41:58.9 34.62 0.25 50.12 0.12
181 GMRTJ201926.9+381656 20:19:26.91 +38:16:56.1 6.35 0.16 6.30 0.06
182 GMRTJ201928.1+362610 20:19:28.11 +36:26:10.4 12.91 0.19 28.06 0.10
183 GMRTJ201930.6+375339 20:19:30.62 +37:53:39.8 3.23 0.20 4.16 0.08
184 GMRTJ201931.8+372423 20:19:31.81 +37:24:23.1 4.03 0.16 12.35 0.11
185 GMRTJ201932.3+372440 20:19:32.31 +37:24:40.3 3.10 0.17 9.80 0.11
186 GMRTJ201933.9+370440 20:19:33.95 +37:04:40.2 34.03 0.14 56.00 0.07
187 GMRTJ201940.6+350424 20:19:40.67 +35:04:24.4 2.97 0.25 3.35 0.08
188 GMRTJ201941.2+361144 20:19:41.24 +36:11:44.1 11.58 0.26 13.62 0.10
189 GMRTJ201943.2+372956 20:19:43.24 +37:29:56.0 17.74 0.24 24.76 0.10
190 GMRTJ201943.7+353224 20:19:43.70 +35:32:24.3 7.89 0.19 13.47 0.08
191 GMRTJ201943.9+371909 20:19:43.93 +37:19:09.7 4.40 0.14 5.19 0.07
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Appendix B: continued

# Name RA DEC Peak Local Noise Int. Flux Density Error
(J2000.0) (J2000.0) mJy beam−1 mJy beam−1 mJy mJy

192 GMRTJ201945.4+351826 20:19:45.41 +35:18:26.8 3.13 0.17 2.99 0.06
193 GMRTJ201947.4+370634 20:19:47.47 +37:06:34.3 3.70 0.16 10.88 0.10
194 GMRTJ201948.1+370645 20:19:48.12 +37:06:45.6 6.85 0.16 17.08 0.11
195 GMRTJ201950.2+382949 20:19:50.22 +38:29:49.5 16.78 0.19 19.26 0.07
196 GMRTJ201951.1+362936 20:19:51.13 +36:29:36.3 34.80 0.25 53.50 0.12
197 GMRTJ201952.4+354727 20:19:52.40 +35:47:27.4 5.07 0.24 6.44 0.09
198 GMRTJ201953.8+350353 20:19:53.87 +35:03:53.6 3.58 0.27 7.45 0.12
199 GMRTJ201955.3+371757 20:19:55.37 +37:17:57.3 7.78 0.13 9.19 0.06
200 GMRTJ201956.8+373914 20:19:56.84 +37:39:14.3 3.51 0.16 2.94 0.05
201 GMRTJ201958.7+381427 20:19:58.78 +38:14:27.4 2.58 0.15 2.36 0.05
202 GMRTJ201959.2+371833 20:19:59.25 +37:18:33.0 4.93 0.15 10.18 0.09
203 GMRTJ202000.5+365806 20:20:00.52 +36:58:06.7 2.10 0.13 2.71 0.05
204 GMRTJ202000.7+351809 20:20:00.74 +35:18:09.7 17.71 0.22 69.92 0.20
205 GMRTJ202000.9+351829 20:20:00.99 +35:18:29.1 3.16 0.23 21.59 0.19
206 GMRTJ202001.5+351736 20:20:01.51 +35:17:36.3 9.55 0.21 49.79 0.20
207 GMRTJ202003.7+375018 20:20:03.75 +37:50:18.0 54.54 0.23 73.58 0.11
208 GMRTJ202003.9+373135 20:20:03.92 +37:31:35.8 8.21 0.30 17.49 0.17
209 GMRTJ202007.5+352415 20:20:07.57 +35:24:15.5 22.37 0.23 127.83 0.22
210 GMRTJ202008.0+374027 20:20:08.04 +37:40:27.8 4.73 0.18 4.35 0.07
211 GMRTJ202008.4+370147 20:20:08.47 +37:01:47.8 4.59 0.12 6.91 0.07
212 GMRTJ202010.5+365749 20:20:10.56 +36:57:49.3 2.68 0.14 2.63 0.05
213 GMRTJ202011.1+362246 20:20:11.16 +36:22:46.1 2.98 0.22 3.96 0.08
214 GMRTJ202011.6+354916 20:20:11.65 +35:49:16.4 3.92 0.23 5.66 0.10
215 GMRTJ202011.9+362335 20:20:11.97 +36:23:35.7 12.46 0.22 22.50 0.11
216 GMRTJ202012.6+374016 20:20:12.67 +37:40:16.2 2.94 0.18 3.61 0.07
217 GMRTJ202020.2+370059 20:20:20.22 +37:00:59.7 1.65 0.12 1.69 0.04
218 GMRTJ202020.6+382845 20:20:20.64 +38:28:45.0 3.21 0.18 3.24 0.06
219 GMRTJ202022.0+352459 20:20:22.09 +35:24:59.9 8.46 0.26 20.32 0.15
220 GMRTJ202022.1+372843 20:20:22.11 +37:28:43.0 62.30 0.26 88.20 0.13
221 GMRTJ202026.0+360726 20:20:26.07 +36:07:26.7 35.89 0.35 88.69 0.21
222 GMRTJ202029.1+364212 20:20:29.10 +36:42:12.5 3.60 0.20 5.08 0.08
223 GMRTJ202029.6+355131 20:20:29.65 +35:51:31.8 11.72 0.21 19.07 0.10
224 GMRTJ202029.8+353821 20:20:29.81 +35:38:21.1 5.88 0.22 8.48 0.10
225 GMRTJ202033.0+363159 20:20:33.03 +36:31:59.5 421.37 0.43 833.51 0.30
226 GMRTJ202035.3+363130 20:20:35.32 +36:31:30.2 5.65 0.44 8.35 0.16
227 GMRTJ202036.4+373634 20:20:36.43 +37:36:34.9 8.22 0.17 10.24 0.10
228 GMRTJ202038.6+364721 20:20:38.65 +36:47:21.1 4.63 0.18 8.42 0.08
229 GMRTJ202039.6+352621 20:20:39.64 +35:26:21.0 58.18 0.27 95.75 0.14
230 GMRTJ202040.8+362113 20:20:40.87 +36:21:13.1 8.80 0.20 16.28 0.09
231 GMRTJ202043.9+381811 20:20:43.91 +38:18:11.4 17.22 0.15 26.29 0.08
232 GMRTJ202044.8+354540 20:20:44.87 +35:45:40.9 4.10 0.25 10.66 0.14
233 GMRTJ202046.7+362731 20:20:46.78 +36:27:31.8 4.25 0.33 4.60 0.10
234 GMRTJ202046.7+370650 20:20:46.79 +37:06:50.0 20.31 0.17 27.76 0.08
235 GMRTJ202047.6+351429 20:20:47.60 +35:14:29.1 7.24 0.35 26.85 0.30
236 GMRTJ202047.8+353249 20:20:47.85 +35:32:49.8 10.52 0.23 14.88 0.11
237 GMRTJ202048.3+380858 20:20:48.31 +38:08:58.0 45.50 0.18 67.08 0.10
238 GMRTJ202054.3+371120 20:20:54.39 +37:11:20.5 7.91 0.15 12.65 0.08
239 GMRTJ202055.8+383625 20:20:55.89 +38:36:25.1 37.89 0.35 49.79 0.16
240 GMRTJ202101.6+354028 20:21:01.66 +35:40:28.7 3.75 0.19 4.20 0.07
241 GMRTJ202105.3+382326 20:21:05.39 +38:23:26.0 6.71 0.19 6.92 0.06
242 GMRTJ202106.6+352441 20:21:06.69 +35:24:41.3 10.14 0.26 17.39 0.14
243 GMRTJ202109.3+371446 20:21:09.34 +37:14:46.1 3.49 0.19 4.40 0.06
244 GMRTJ202116.6+362128 20:21:16.68 +36:21:28.5 5.33 0.19 6.22 0.08
245 GMRTJ202120.1+362229 20:21:20.12 +36:22:29.1 2.66 0.20 2.39 0.06
246 GMRTJ202120.2+352628 20:21:20.24 +35:26:28.1 86.25 0.24 113.62 0.12
247 GMRTJ202121.7+355226 20:21:21.75 +35:52:26.4 4.01 0.26 8.78 0.13
248 GMRTJ202126.9+382542 20:21:26.97 +38:25:42.9 11.76 0.24 13.77 0.09
249 GMRTJ202128.6+354623 20:21:28.62 +35:46:23.1 5.33 0.20 5.90 0.08
250 GMRTJ202131.0+355452 20:21:31.03 +35:54:52.6 14.50 0.24 18.32 0.10
251 GMRTJ202131.1+354706 20:21:31.19 +35:47:06.7 8.45 0.21 8.04 0.07
252 GMRTJ202131.2+354338 20:21:31.24 +35:43:38.1 3.86 0.17 3.56 0.06
253 GMRTJ202133.8+355005 20:21:33.81 +35:50:05.7 209.34 0.27 240.10 0.14
254 GMRTJ202135.6+370950 20:21:35.67 +37:09:50.5 49.01 0.19 104.52 0.13
255 GMRTJ202136.0+382122 20:21:36.05 +38:21:22.0 3.12 0.23 2.59 0.07
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Appendix B: continued

# Name RA DEC Peak Local Noise Int. Flux Density Error
(J2000.0) (J2000.0) mJy beam−1 mJy beam−1 mJy mJy

256 GMRTJ202136.2+380704 20:21:36.26 +38:07:04.3 3.63 0.19 5.10 0.08
257 GMRTJ202136.7+381812 20:21:36.71 +38:18:12.0 3.40 0.24 4.69 0.09
258 GMRTJ202138.4+373110 20:21:38.48 +37:31:10.8 68.13 0.32 3090.77 0.90
259 GMRTJ202141.3+372557 20:21:41.36 +37:25:57.6 54.13 0.53 2866.42 1.50
260 GMRTJ202143.3+353334 20:21:43.34 +35:33:34.1 3.01 0.17 4.06 0.07
261 GMRTJ202147.7+363929 20:21:47.76 +36:39:29.2 37.14 0.24 48.73 0.11
262 GMRTJ202149.1+373301 20:21:49.13 +37:33:01.6 6.15 0.30 11.48 0.18
263 GMRTJ202149.5+362526 20:21:49.55 +36:25:26.9 8.66 0.21 9.71 0.08
264 GMRTJ202149.6+364323 20:21:49.60 +36:43:23.0 71.92 0.29 175.73 0.18
265 GMRTJ202150.4+373014 20:21:50.40 +37:30:14.2 9.00 0.32 48.84 0.40
266 GMRTJ202153.8+355622 20:21:53.84 +35:56:22.7 18.53 0.23 27.50 0.11
267 GMRTJ202154.4+354339 20:21:54.41 +35:43:39.3 5.05 0.17 4.56 0.06
268 GMRTJ202154.6+374619 20:21:54.62 +37:46:19.2 48.56 0.19 56.53 0.08
269 GMRTJ202158.0+370938 20:21:58.06 +37:09:38.7 2.69 0.23 4.51 0.09
270 GMRTJ202158.4+380651 20:21:58.44 +38:06:51.6 2.52 0.19 3.01 0.07
271 GMRTJ202158.6+354335 20:21:58.66 +35:43:35.7 15.72 0.17 27.36 0.09
272 GMRTJ202201.3+361112 20:22:01.38 +36:11:12.1 51.45 0.24 78.39 0.13
273 GMRTJ202207.8+373006 20:22:07.89 +37:30:06.9 2.28 0.27 5.16 0.10
274 GMRTJ202209.9+352927 20:22:09.98 +35:29:27.6 11.60 0.19 13.90 0.08
275 GMRTJ202210.7+380826 20:22:10.78 +38:08:26.1 5.83 0.22 8.16 0.11
276 GMRTJ202213.2+355940 20:22:13.21 +35:59:40.8 4.23 0.23 5.52 0.09
277 GMRTJ202214.1+370031 20:22:14.10 +37:00:31.4 3.31 0.23 3.44 0.07
278 GMRTJ202216.7+373059 20:22:16.75 +37:30:59.5 4.62 0.24 5.20 0.11
279 GMRTJ202218.7+365421 20:22:18.71 +36:54:21.6 35.30 0.28 56.32 0.13
280 GMRTJ202218.8+362526 20:22:18.86 +36:25:26.6 2.92 0.24 3.17 0.07
281 GMRTJ202220.5+374759 20:22:20.59 +37:47:59.5 30.61 0.15 32.57 0.07
282 GMRTJ202225.1+363138 20:22:25.12 +36:31:38.2 3.73 0.25 4.12 0.09
283 GMRTJ202225.8+355521 20:22:25.83 +35:55:21.7 38.20 0.22 43.09 0.09
284 GMRTJ202230.0+370105 20:22:30.00 +37:01:05.8 5.17 0.24 9.57 0.11
285 GMRTJ202231.6+375537 20:22:31.64 +37:55:37.1 17.90 0.16 24.74 0.07
286 GMRTJ202235.5+351935 20:22:35.59 +35:19:35.6 57.51 0.33 87.06 0.16
287 GMRTJ202236.1+351940 20:22:36.18 +35:19:40.5 14.35 0.33 22.32 0.15
288 GMRTJ202242.1+380342 20:22:42.14 +38:03:42.1 5.23 0.17 5.70 0.06
289 GMRTJ202242.7+353445 20:22:42.73 +35:34:45.3 3.44 0.18 3.43 0.06
290 GMRTJ202242.9+373227 20:22:42.91 +37:32:27.9 3.72 0.23 4.11 0.08
291 GMRTJ202248.9+373927 20:22:48.94 +37:39:27.7 8.79 0.17 8.70 0.06
292 GMRTJ202251.6+353326 20:22:51.67 +35:33:26.4 5.02 0.18 4.89 0.06
293 GMRTJ202258.2+361625 20:22:58.28 +36:16:25.2 7.58 0.19 12.72 0.11
294 GMRTJ202258.5+361147 20:22:58.50 +36:11:47.2 4.62 0.23 4.86 0.08
295 GMRTJ202259.9+375020 20:22:59.95 +37:50:20.4 24.07 0.17 24.95 0.07
296 GMRTJ202303.7+352129 20:23:03.73 +35:21:29.3 99.10 0.37 145.95 0.18
297 GMRTJ202308.0+355829 20:23:08.00 +35:58:29.5 4.90 0.35 5.98 0.12
298 GMRTJ202309.0+373641 20:23:09.09 +37:36:41.1 4.14 0.17 4.15 0.07
299 GMRTJ202313.5+374833 20:23:13.57 +37:48:33.5 95.36 0.20 133.27 0.10
300 GMRTJ202319.3+351811 20:23:19.35 +35:18:11.5 26.57 0.46 38.88 0.20
301 GMRTJ202320.8+362834 20:23:20.83 +36:28:34.3 6.87 0.20 18.72 0.15
302 GMRTJ202329.2+375111 20:23:29.29 +37:51:11.3 4.45 0.16 4.98 0.06
303 GMRTJ202329.9+371530 20:23:29.96 +37:15:30.1 9.06 0.19 10.03 0.09
304 GMRTJ202339.9+355100 20:23:39.94 +35:51:00.2 55.50 0.33 79.15 0.15
305 GMRTJ202345.3+372731 20:23:45.35 +37:27:31.8 13.46 0.23 19.61 0.10
306 GMRTJ202347.8+373425 20:23:47.83 +37:34:25.4 8.91 0.21 10.22 0.08
307 GMRTJ202351.4+375343 20:23:51.44 +37:53:43.9 4.04 0.16 3.78 0.06
308 GMRTJ202355.0+373810 20:23:55.03 +37:38:10.0 50.73 0.22 249.27 0.18
309 GMRTJ202403.3+360803 20:24:03.38 +36:08:03.8 4.32 0.30 7.94 0.14
310 GMRTJ202404.2+380216 20:24:04.20 +38:02:16.4 8.05 0.21 7.21 0.07
311 GMRTJ202404.2+374300 20:24:04.29 +37:43:00.6 30.30 0.18 93.28 0.13
312 GMRTJ202407.1+360032 20:24:07.17 +36:00:32.7 9.59 0.42 12.26 0.18
313 GMRTJ202415.5+360821 20:24:15.57 +36:08:21.1 6.93 0.30 8.63 0.13
314 GMRTJ202420.6+355043 20:24:20.60 +35:50:43.6 3.76 0.34 7.61 0.13
315 GMRTJ202422.3+365518 20:24:22.37 +36:55:18.0 45.56 0.27 62.30 0.12
316 GMRTJ202422.6+355354 20:24:22.60 +35:53:54.8 9.21 0.32 9.06 0.11
317 GMRTJ202424.6+373354 20:24:24.67 +37:33:54.3 10.12 0.20 13.81 0.10
318 GMRTJ202430.6+364604 20:24:30.60 +36:46:04.1 20.59 0.25 50.61 0.16
319 GMRTJ202431.0+365139 20:24:31.00 +36:51:39.0 10.79 0.26 16.51 0.11
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Appendix B: continued

# Name RA DEC Peak Local Noise Int. Flux Density Error
(J2000.0) (J2000.0) mJy beam−1 mJy beam−1 mJy mJy

320 GMRTJ202431.7+363020 20:24:31.73 +36:30:20.0 19.59 0.36 35.91 0.21
321 GMRTJ202432.0+372355 20:24:32.00 +37:23:55.0 11.04 0.24 15.61 0.11
322 GMRTJ202432.0+363012 20:24:32.03 +36:30:12.1 74.10 0.36 121.98 0.20
323 GMRTJ202446.1+370236 20:24:46.12 +37:02:36.2 4.04 0.28 8.03 0.13
324 GMRTJ202450.0+361706 20:24:50.02 +36:17:06.2 4.76 0.39 4.42 0.11
325 GMRTJ202450.7+370300 20:24:50.74 +37:03:00.8 16.17 0.28 40.96 0.17
326 GMRTJ202454.1+361501 20:24:54.13 +36:15:01.6 20.39 0.41 40.35 0.20
327 GMRTJ202455.3+375744 20:24:55.33 +37:57:44.8 10.70 0.33 12.62 0.11
328 GMRTJ202504.3+370312 20:25:04.35 +37:03:12.4 4.08 0.27 6.65 0.12
329 GMRTJ202505.1+370256 20:25:05.18 +37:02:56.0 4.02 0.26 5.06 0.10
330 GMRTJ202508.4+362535 20:25:08.42 +36:25:35.4 8.16 0.46 10.36 0.17
331 GMRTJ202509.4+353642 20:25:09.45 +35:36:42.5 8.96 0.52 47.92 0.50
332 GMRTJ202515.9+370916 20:25:15.91 +37:09:16.8 22.68 0.28 25.20 0.11
333 GMRTJ202523.5+372901 20:25:23.59 +37:29:01.5 43.45 0.18 48.67 0.08
334 GMRTJ202523.6+372314 20:25:23.61 +37:23:14.8 34.09 0.17 1033.75 0.50
335 GMRTJ202532.1+354459 20:25:32.14 +35:44:59.8 4.59 0.32 5.35 0.12
336 GMRTJ202538.5+372024 20:25:38.50 +37:20:24.9 2.69 0.14 2.88 0.06
337 GMRTJ202542.3+374942 20:25:42.36 +37:49:42.4 5.18 0.42 6.55 0.13
338 GMRTJ202543.5+370607 20:25:43.57 +37:06:07.2 6.42 0.26 6.32 0.08
339 GMRTJ202543.6+374917 20:25:43.67 +37:49:17.5 10.20 0.40 15.01 0.15
340 GMRTJ202555.7+361553 20:25:55.73 +36:15:53.9 6.17 0.42 7.03 0.16
341 GMRTJ202556.3+365011 20:25:56.38 +36:50:11.4 5.15 0.21 4.42 0.06
342 GMRTJ202603.5+363628 20:26:03.59 +36:36:28.7 24.43 0.26 25.51 0.10
343 GMRTJ202605.9+361108 20:26:05.97 +36:11:08.3 10.66 0.43 10.25 0.12
344 GMRTJ202608.3+360111 20:26:08.38 +36:01:11.1 7.62 0.32 12.67 0.15
345 GMRTJ202611.1+372845 20:26:11.14 +37:28:45.6 7.54 0.16 10.10 0.10
346 GMRTJ202616.7+360053 20:26:16.72 +36:00:53.2 5.42 0.34 7.58 0.14
347 GMRTJ202625.8+365929 20:26:25.85 +36:59:29.6 6.84 0.27 10.33 0.13
348 GMRTJ202625.9+365319 20:26:25.90 +36:53:19.1 5.64 0.25 5.82 0.11
349 GMRTJ202626.8+363712 20:26:26.87 +36:37:12.6 5.32 0.25 5.82 0.09
350 GMRTJ202629.6+370513 20:26:29.65 +37:05:13.6 5.56 0.29 5.94 0.09
351 GMRTJ202632.8+371147 20:26:32.80 +37:11:47.6 2.54 0.20 2.52 0.06
352 GMRTJ202638.4+370730 20:26:38.42 +37:07:30.1 9.79 0.24 6.07 0.08
353 GMRTJ202638.8+370728 20:26:38.84 +37:07:28.1 16.74 0.30 41.84 0.20
354 GMRTJ202645.0+370022 20:26:45.04 +37:00:22.1 42.16 0.32 57.57 0.14
355 GMRTJ202647.2+370613 20:26:47.23 +37:06:13.3 4.88 0.32 9.50 0.16
356 GMRTJ202703.3+374853 20:27:03.33 +37:48:53.5 70.63 0.48 99.53 0.21
357 GMRTJ202712.4+365818 20:27:12.44 +36:58:18.8 8.85 0.48 10.46 0.19
358 GMRTJ202724.8+371042 20:27:24.88 +37:10:42.6 48.80 0.38 89.73 0.20
359 GMRTJ202727.3+372258 20:27:27.32 +37:22:58.4 72.93 0.50 5013.70 1.40
360 GMRTJ202730.3+371523 20:27:30.31 +37:15:23.2 10.13 0.32 14.10 0.17
361 GMRTJ202733.3+373116 20:27:33.32 +37:31:16.7 4.32 0.30 25.96 0.30
362 GMRTJ202735.0+373124 20:27:35.00 +37:31:24.6 5.64 0.31 13.32 0.18
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